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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, DC
Investigation No. 731-TA-349 (Final)
CERTAIN WELDED CARBON STEEL PIPES AND TUBES FROM TAIWAN
Determination
On the basis of the record !/ developed in the subject investigation,
Commission

determines,

pursuant

to

the

section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930

(19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)), that an industry in the United States is not materially
injured

or

threatened

with

material

injury,

'l:J

and the establishment of an

industry in the United States is not materially retarded, by reason of
from

Taiwan

of

certain

welded carbon steel pipes and tubes, provided for in

item 610.4928 of the Tariff Schedules of the
found

by

the

imports

Department

United

States,

that

have

been

of Commerce to be sold in the United States at less

than fair value (LTFV).
Background
The Commission instituted this investigation
following

a

preliminary

determination

by

the

effective

March

Department

Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigation
to

being

Washington,

DC,

of

a

public

all

U.S.

International

Trade

Commission,

and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of April

2, 1987 (52 F.R. 10642).
and

and

be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the

notice in the Office of the Secretary,

1987,

were

LTFV within the meaning of section 731 of the Act (19 U.S.C. I 1673).

at

hearing

1987,

of Commerce that

imports of certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes from Taiwan
sold

17,

The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on

June

10,

persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear

in person or by counsel.
!/The record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR I 207.2(i)).
'l:J Commissioner Eckes and Commissioner Rohr determine that an industry in the
United States is threatened with material injury.

3

VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN LIEBELER AND VICE CHAIRMAN BRUNSDALE
We determine that an industry in the United States is not materially
injured or threatened with material injury by reason of imports of welded
carbon steel light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes (L.--WR pipes) from Taiwan
that are sold at less than fair value {LTFV). !/ ZI
Like product/domestic industr~ !/
The Commission is required to define the scope of the relevant domestic
industry for the purpose of assessing material injury.

"Industry" means "the

domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose

!/

Material retardation is not an issue in this investigation and will
not be discussed further.

?:._/
Commissioner Lodwick also determines that an industry in the United
States is not materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason
of imports of welded carbon steel light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
(L--WR pipe) from Taiwan that are sold at less than fair value {LTFV). See
Views of Commissioner Lodwick, infra.

11

As noted in the preliminary determination of the subject
investigation, there have been seve·ral Commission invest'igations of L-WR pipe
from Taiwan: Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and· Tubes from Taiwan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-211 (Final), USITC Pub. 1799 at 3--4 (Jan. 1986) (hereafter. cited
"L·-WR pipe from Taiwan").· The Commission also investigated L·-WR pipe from
Taiwan in Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of
Korea and Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-131 to 132 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1389
(June 1983) (hereafter cited "Korea and Taiwan"), and in Certain Welded Carbon
Steel Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan and Venezuela, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-211 to 212
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1639 (Feb. 1985) (hereafter cited "Taiwan and
Venezuela"). Another case involving the L--WR pipe industry is Certain Welded
Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Philippines and Singapore, Invs. Nos.
731-TA-293, 294, and 296 (Final), USITC Pub. 1907 (Nov. 1986) (hereafter cited
"The Philippines and Singapore';).

4

collective output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of the
total domestic production of that product."

ii "Like product" means "a

product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in
characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an
investigation .

II

~/ §._/

The Commission has in prior investigations found the like product to be
L··-WR pipe and the domestic industry to consist of the producers of L··-WR
pipe. Z/

None of the parties in the preliminary investigation urged us to

alter our prior determinations, and no facts have come to light in this final
investigation indicating that we ought to do so.

Accordingly, we adopt the

definitions of like product and domestic industry made in our earlier
determinations.

~/

?./

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

19 U.S.C. § 1677(10).
90--91 {1979)'

See also S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.

§/

The "article subject to an investigation" is defined by the scope of
the Department of Commerce's (Commerce) investigation. Commerce has defined
the scope of this investigation as light--walled welded carbon steel pipes and
tubes, of rectangular (including square) cross--section having a wall thickness
of less than 0.156 inch, as provided for in item 610.4928 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States Annotated. 51 Fed. Reg. 37950-51 (Oct. 27,
1986).

?.I

See Korea and Taiwan, supra, at 8-9; Taiwan and Venezuela, supra, at
7; L--WR pipe from Taiwan, supra, at 4; The Phi 1 ippines and Singapore, _gi...J!?.ra,
at 5; ~ee also The Philippines and Singapore, supra, and cases cited therein
at 5, n.13 in which we note that pipes and tubes of rectangular (including
square) cross-section having a wall thickness of 0.156 inch or greater are
considered heavy-walled rectangular tubing.

5

Regiori~l

industry

Petitioner urges that we analyze the impact of dumped imports on a
regional industry in the event that we find no causation of material injury to
the national industry.

Y

The regional industry proposed by Petitioner

would be the "Western Region" composed of Washington, Oregon, California,
Nevada, Arizona, and Utah.

As we discuss below, the same regional . industry
.

.

argument has been unsuccessfully advanced by Petitioner twice in the last year ..
and one-half.
In appropriate circumstances, a product market in the United States may
be divided into two or more markets and the producers within each market may
be treated as if they were a separate industry if-(i) the producers within such market sell all or almost all of their
production of the like product in that market, and
(ii) 'the demand in that market is not supplied, to any substantial
degr_ee, by producers of the product located quts ide the market.
In such circumstances, material injury, the threat of material injury, or
material retardation of the establishment of an industry may be found to exist
with respect to such a regional industry even if the domestic industry as a
whole, or those producers whose col,lective output of a like product
constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of· that
product, is not injured, if there is a concentration of subsidized or dumped
imports into such an isolated market and if the producers of all, or almost

~/

Petition at 32.

6

all, of the production within that market are being materially injured or
. l in1ury.
. .
9/
th rea t ene d b y ma t er1a
from Canada:
include an

As the Commission observed in Rock Salt

"A mechanical application of the statutory criteria does not

an~lysis

of regional industry.

The statutory language 'appropriate

circumstances' and 'may be treated' allows for discretion in finding a
. i

regional market . . . . " .lO/
In two recent investigations

in~olving

the same products at issue here,

the Commission dee lined to find that there was a sufficiently high ratio of
imports into the western region to suggest that it was appropriate to find
·, ;:_.

. .•• f·: \

'J

•

material injury or threat on a regional basis.
..

I

; ; '

'

In Certain Welded.Steel Pipes

'

and Tubes from Taiwan, !1/ the facts showed that in the last.year of the
investigation over
.:
..79 percent of Taiwan L--WR imports entered the western
•

.~

1

'

• :

•

region of _the United States'.

The c"ommi ss ion concluded that "there is some

question ~h~thei the p~oposed re~iori satisfies the additional statutory
. 12/

1

require'inent that' 'imj:>or ts are to be concentrated in the region. II

-

In

Certaih Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the P_l':iilippines, and

~ingapo·re, .!.~/··the Commission majority likewise declined Petitioner's·
invitation to' analyze ihjury on a regional basis.

The facts in that case

\.
l.,

'l_/

r;

. 19' u . s . c. § 16 77 ( 4 )( c) .

JO/

Inv. No. 731-TA-239 (Final), USITC Pub. 1798 at 5 (1986).

!1/

Inv. No. 731-TA-211 (Final), USITC Pub. 1799 (1986).

12/

Id. at 4.

!]/

Invs. Nos. 731-TA-293, 294 and 296 (Final), USITC Pub. 1907 (1986).

\.:

7

showed that of all cumulated imports from Singapore and Taiwan, shipments into
the western region ranged from 84.1 percent in 1984 to 69.2 percent in
January-June 1986. !i/

In both of these cases, import ratios in the range

of 70 to 80 percent were not sufficient to persuade the Commission that
concentration was present and causation of material injury should be analyzed
.
1 bas1s.
.
15/
on a reg1ona
--

The facts in this case suggest no reason why a different result should be
reached on Petitioner's regional industry argument here.

On a quantity basis,

the reported ratio of Taiwan L-WR imports into the western region was 79.2
percent in 1984, 66.3 percent in 1985, and 72 percent in 1986.

On a value

basis the reported ratio of Taiwan imports was 76.8 percent in 1984, 69.3
percent in 1985, and 73.2 percent in 1986 . .!.§/

Ratios at these levels did

not persuade the Commission to accept Petitioner's regional industry argument
in the earlier cases, and in our view, they should not persuade us to accept
17/

Petitioner's argument now. --

!_1/

!d. at 7, n.19.

In each case the Commission considered injury to the proposed regional
industry only as an afterthought.

15/

16/

Report of the Commission (Report) at A-··33, Table 13.

Vice Chairman Br-unsdale believes that discretion to find material
injury or threat to a regional industry should be exercised carefully.
Because antidumping duties cannot be applied on a regional basis, the
consequence.of finding material injury or threat thereof to a regional
industry may be to extend "relief" to a vast sector of the domestic industry
that has not been materially injured by the subject imports. In this case,
for example, western regional consumption of L--WR has hovered around only 40
{Footnote continued on next page)

_17/

8

In order to find material injury or threat of material injury to a
regional industry, the facts must show that a truly ''isolated or separate
geographic market" exists. ! .!!/

It is our view that it is crucially

important in this analysis that the facts show a history of consistently high
ratios of the subject imports in the region under consideration in order to
19/
constitute the required "concentration" under the statute. ---·-

In assessing the condition of the domestic industry, the Commission
considers, among other factors, domestic consumption, production, capacity,
capacity utilization, shipments, inventories, employment, and financial
.

20/

performance. --

For the purposes of this final investigation, the

Commission considered data for the period of 1984 through March 1987.

~l/

(Footnote continued from previous page)
percent of total U.S. consumption during the period of the investigation.
During that same period, western regional shipments have never exceeded 38
percent on a quantity basis, and 35 percent on a value basis, of total U.S.
domestic shipments of L-WR pipe products. Report at A-····19, Table 6.

J.!!/

See Rock Salt from Canada, _supra, n. 10 at 5.

19/
If a consistently high ratio of imports is not shown, it amplifies the
risk that relief will be extended to an entire industry when only a small
portion of the industry actually has been adversely affected by the subject
imports.
~QI

.?...!/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii) .

While data were gathered for the first quarter of 1987, they must be
treated with a great deal of caution. Because the data can be affected by
(Footnote continued on next page)

9

The data, particularly thos~ comparing 1986 to earlier years, rev~al that the ·
industry's

cond~tion

is "mixed.

Apparent U.S. consumption' of L-WR pipe was 294,663 tons in 1984, declined
by 3.7 percent to 2'83,664 'tons in 1985, and then increased by 4.8 percent to
297,311 tons in 1986.
by 6.7 percent, rising

221

Over the same period, U.s·. production increased

f~om

185,141 tons in 1984 and 186,422 tons in 1985, to

(Footnote.continued.from previous page)
isolated non-recurring events, a single quarter is generally_ too short a
period 'to pr'o\dde a" 'reliable picture of production and financial indicators.
Nonetheless, the interim data in this case reflect the generally positive
condition of the domestic industry. Apparent consumption was 75,684 tons or
8.8 percent lower in January-March 1987 interim as compared with 82,979 tons
in interi~· 1986: Repbrt'a€ A-15. We note that this decline correspond~d with
a sharp drop in total imports. Comparing the interim period of January-March
1986· with the· corresponding interim of 198"7,. L-WR pipe 'production increased
from 53,641 tons to 54,217 tons. Id. at A-17. Capacity increased in interim
1987 as did' tcipac•ity utinzati'on which was 61."5 percent ·in interim 1987 as
compared with 60.9 percent in interim 1986. Id. Data collected for interim
1986 as compared with interim 1987 indicate that domestic shipments fell only
slightly by 0.5 percent from 60,834 tons to 60,524 tons. Id. at A-18-19. The
number of employees engaged in the production of L-WR pipe, the number of
hours worked, and total compensation paid to these employees rose in interim
1987 as compared with interim 1986. Id. at A-·22. Net sales were roughly the
same for interim 1987 and interim 1986, although net income as a ratio of net
sales declined somewhat in interim 1987 as compared with interim 1986. Id. at
A-24. We note that some of financial interim data suggest.some deterioration
in the operating income for the industry; however, we do not find this alone
particularly persuasive of injury considering that it represents only the
first three months of the year. Interim data are useful primarily when they
confirm prior trends. Moreover, the three preceeding years for which we have
complete data are more profitable. It would be speculative to identify a
reversal of trends based on a three-month interim period.
22/

Id. at A-15.

10

197,619 tons' in 1986.

231

Meanw h'l
1 e, d omes t'1c s hi pmen t s s howe d grea t er

strength, rising by 5.2 percent from 190,236 tons in 1984 to 200,188 tons in
1985, and by· 13.9 percent to 227,706 tons in 1986.

~i/

U.S. producers' inventories of L-WR pipe declined throughout the period
of

investigation~from

11,698 tons in 1984 to 11,503 tons in 1985, 11,219 tons

in 1986, and 10,778 tons as of March 31, 1987.

251

The

inventory-to-domestic-shipments ratio also declined steadily, from 6.4 percent
in 1984 to 5.3 percent as of March 31, 1987.

261

The number of workers employed in the production of L-WR pipe decreased
from 374 in 1984 to 305 in 1985, and then increased to 416 in 1986.

271

The

number of hours worked and the total compensation paid to these employees
followed the same trend, falling from 1984 to 1985, and rising sharply in
1986.

281

Capacity

w~s

sta~le

and capacity utilization increased somewhat during

the· period under investigation.

Capacity to produce L·-WR pipe increased 3.8

percent from 1984 to 1985 and then decreased 3.4 percent from 1985 to

~3/

Id. at A-17.

24/

Id. at A-18-19.

~5/

Id. at A-20.

26/

Id.

27/

Id. at A-22.

28/

Id.

11

1986,

291

ending up only slightly.higher than it was in 1984.

3

Q/

Capacity utilization fell from 54.5 percent in 1984 to 52.5 percent in 1985,
and then rose to 58.2 percent

.

in

31/ 32/
1986. -·- ---

Of the 24 known domestic producers, only three provided useable financial
data, including income--and--loss data, that separated their L--WR pipe
operations from their other products. n_1

However, i°4 domestic producers

provided useable data for the establishments within which L-WR pipe are
manufactured.

The data in the record show that there are significant supply

side links between domestic L-·WR pipe production and the production of other
types of welded carbon ·steel pipes and t1Jbes. ~-Y

'f..2_/

Id. at A·····17.

1Q/

Id.

31/

Id.

~1/
The Commission, in its questionnaire, requested the domestic producers
to provide detailed information concerning their capacity to produce welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes. Domestic producers responded to the effect
that, in aggregate, they devoted an average of 35.0 percent of their total
productive capacity to the production of L-··WR pipe in 1984 and 1985, and 34.0
percent in 1986. Id.
We believe that because there is close substitutability of supply
between standard, line, and L--WR pipes and because producers can readily
convert capacity to productio~ of other pipe products, it may be misl~ading to
determine capacity and capacity utilization simply by arbitrarily allocating
productive resources to one product or another. In fact, some producers have
switched production from L··-WR pipe to other types of pipes and tubes. _;Id. at
A-10 and A-12. In our view, ·capacity and capacity utilization might be better
evaluated on a product-line basis·. 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(0).

n./

Report at A-··25.

34/

Id. at A--12 and A--16-17.

12

The Commission is directed to undertake a product line analysis if the
available data do not permit separate identification of domestic production in
terms of such criteria as (1) producers' profits and (2) the production
processes.

!~/ In previous investigations involving pipes and tubes, we

have concluded that separate identification of producers' profits and the
production process was impossible based on available data, and accordingly
361
. d on aggregate d ata f or t h e entire
.
re ..] 1e
pro d uct 1.ine. -.. _

Therefore, we

conducted our analysis of the financial condition of the domestic industry on
the basis of operations producing all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes in
establishments where L--WR pipe is also manufactured.

We did this in an effort

to base our decision on the most accurate financial data.

This approach, also

adopted in our preliminary determination, avoids the allocation problems
associated with the financial data used in previous welded carbon steel pipes
and tubes investigations, and provides the most accurate picture available of
the domestic

~5/

1_ ..-WR

pipe industry's financial condition. '}.ll

19 u.s.c. § 1677(4)(0).

~. ~/
For a more complete discussion of the reasons for using a product line
analysis, see Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-.. 349 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1.906 at 37-40 (Nov. 1986) (Views of
Vice Chairman Brunsdale); also~ Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes
from the Phi 1 ippines and Singapore, Invs. Nos. 731--TA-·293, 294, and 296
(Final), USITC Pub. 1907 at 19-24 (Nov. 1986) (Views of Chair-man Liebeler);
~ee_ Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from India, Taiwan, and
Turkey, Invs. Nos; 731-TA·-271 to 273 (Final), USITC Pub. 1839 (Apr. 1986)
(Views of Vice Chairman Liebeler and Commissioner Brunsdale at 35-39)
(Additional Views of Commissioner Brunsdale at 49).

E./

See Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan, Inv. No.
731-TA-349 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1906 (Nov. 1986) (Additional Views of
Vice Chairman Brunsdale at 37-39).

13
Net sales of welded carbon steel pipes .and tubes remained rela~ively
constant throughout the period of investigation-·-·$369 mill ion in 1984 and
1985, $371 million in 1986, and $83 million in both interim 1986 and
1987.

381

Operating income declined over the period from $23 million in

1984 to $22 million in 1985, and $21 million in 1986.

Operating income was

$3:6 million in interim 1987 as. compared with $6.3 million for ~nterim
··.: .- -

.. ~.

-:

·'.·: - - . - -

-

._

-~

;

.. -. _,.:·:·

-

..

,;

. -~:-

.'•

1986 . .]_2/ · Net income as a ratio to net sales dee lined over the period of
inve~tigation

from 5.0 percent in 1984· to 4.8 percent in 1985, 4.7 percent in

1986, ·and' 3. 3 percent for interim 1987 as compared with 5. 8 percent for
"
interim 1986.

The

nu~ber

of firms reporting net losses varied from f6ur in

1984 to thre~ in 1986.
·Although
dom~stic

the majority of the production indicators suggest to us that the

industry is

relativ~ly .,. he~lthy,

less o·ptimistic ·picture.

the financial indicators present a

Therefore we assume ~rguendo that the domestic

industry is materially injured and proceed to a consideration of whether
m~terial

injury has been caused by

du~ped

imports.

Were we to find that a regional industry

e~isted

in this case, we would

not come to any different conclusion regarding actual or threatened material
injury ..

As the Commission observed in Rock Salt From Ca!J,!llda, supra:
We note that the standard for injury to a regional
industry is more restrictive in order to compensate
for the narrow focus of regionality. To find

}8/

Report at A-24.

39_/

Id.

14
injury, the Commission must determine whether the
producers of all or almost all, of the production
within that market are m~terially injured or
threatened with material injury . . . by reason of
the LTFV imports. 40/
This higher standard of injury is not satisfied in this case.
The overall trend of most economic indicators in. the western region is
similar to the national industry trends-···general ly stable.

Al though apparent

consumption rose in the western region from 1984 to 1985 and then dropped
sharply in 1986 (in contrast to the national trend), .it is readily i;iPParent
that this .sharp drop came largely out of imports, not domestic production.
Domestic shipments rose from 69, 136 tons in 1984 to 69, 792 tons. in 1985, and.
.

'

I

'

.

,

then increased dramatically in 1986, the same year that apparent
dropped.
:·. . .

j

•

We note that both apparent consumption and domestic

co~sumption

~hipments

for

,.

interim 1987 were less than

t~e.

corresponding period in 1986; however, we also

note that imp,orts declined and that the value of
in interi"1 1987 thfln i,n. int~rim 1986.

t.iga t.ion. ~42/
.
o f · inves
•. ,

•

'

pro~ucers

were

•

l

~lmost

domesti~

shipments was higher

411

Production in the western region increased
,.

.

~teadily

throughout the period.

End-of-period inventories held by West Coast
11 percent lower at the end

than they had ..
been at the end of 1984. ~!/

~f th~

first quarter of 1987.

The number of hours worked and

40/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4){C) (emphasis added).

1!/

Report at A-15 and A-19.

42/

Id. at A-17 .

.111

Id . at A-20.

15

the total compensation paid to western region employees increased steadily
over the period of the investigation. 1.Y
Questionnaire responses

rec{-~ived

by

tht~

Commission indicate that the

financial performance of producers in the western region varied from company
to company.

Producers accounting for a significant portion of western region

L'··-·WR production fared substantially better f"i.nanc::i..i\l ly in l9B6 ,;n1d the first
quarter of 1987 than in previous periods.

lhree companies, accounting for

around 40 percent of western region production, had hiqher net sales in 1986
than in 1985, and two of those companies (about one-fourth of western region
shipments) had steadily increasing sales from 1984 through the first quarter
of 1907.

Total L-··WR production and operating

incom'~

for these

thr'-~e compani,~s

45/

were also higher in 1986 than in previous years. --

While some producers are doing worse than otl'HffS, it is readily apparent
that the producers of "all or almost all" of the production in the westen1
region are not suffering material injury.

WPrE' we to find a regional

industry, the appl:i.cabl.e standard of injury would not be

m'~t.

Cumulation ~~/
PetitionN·s argue that
L····WI~

Hl{-~

Commission

pipe from raiwan with i.mports of

l..··W~

44/

Id. at A··-·21.

~5/

Report at A..... 27, lable 10 and A-···60,

j

s ob] iged to cumulate imports of

pi.pe from

Tabl'~

Si.n<~·ilpore.

The imports

D-·2.

46/
Chairman L:i.ebeler does not join the discussion of cumulation and
·provides her analysis of cumulation in her Additional Views, infra.

16

from Singapore in question were the subject of the Commission's final
affirmative determination roughly eight months ago in

C~r:.t~_i_rl_Weld.~d

Steel Pi~and Tube.~ from t.b~. Phil~pii::i~-~_ans!_.Singapor~.

4l/

Car!:?,on

In that case

the Commission unanimously determined that an industry in the United States
was not then being materially injured by reason of dumped imports from
Singapore.

However, based on evidence regarding Singapore's production

capacity and intention to export to the U.S. market,
concludE~d

thr~e

Commissioners

that the domestic L--WR pipe industry was threatened with material.

:injury, while the other other three Commissioners found r:!.9- threott of material
injury.

Nonetheless, because of the provisions of Section 771(11) of the

Tariff Act,

.1J!/ the Commission's evenly divided vote· became an affirmative

determ:irn~tion

by the Commission.

Petitioner argues that the l:-·Wl-l pipC' imports from Singapore must
cumu .l.atC:'d e11en though they have

b(~en

"fairly traded" at

l.1~ast

since

bE~

NovE~mber

l9B6 whNl the anti.dumping order in the Singapore case w1mt into effect.

l

have prC:'viously declined to cumulate imports s1ibject to previously issued
49/

ant:idump:ing or countervailing duty orders, -·-

and Pe ti ti one rs have

presented no persuasive reason why I should change my position on this matter.

~]_/

lnvs. Nos. 731--TA-·293, 294, and 296 (Final), USJ"fC Pub. 1907 (Nov.

1906).
1~/

~9/

19

u.s.c.

§ 1677(11).

~eg Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from India, Taiwan and
Invs. Nos. 731-TA-271 to 173 (~inal), USilC Pub. 183Y at 46-49 (Apr.
l9B6); Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pip(ls and Tubes from Turkey and Thai1and,
Inv. No. 701-TA-253 (Final), USil"C Pub. lBLO at 40-41. (Feb. LY86).

T~rkey,

17
The Commission is required to assess cumulatively "the volume and effects
of imports from two or more countries of like products subject to
investigation if such imports compete with each other and with like products.
of the domestic industry in the United States markE.'!t."

?QI The language of

the 1984 Act refers to "imports from two or more countries of like products
Ji!!_b_J_gf!..J!p_investigatiol'! . . . . "

Cumulating imports from countries that aro

not currently under investigation would require the statute to read "products
!bat .:.~...QJ:_il_r_g subject to investigation,"····· ·a reading that would torture the
plain meaning of the English language.

The past tense is not the same as the

present tense, and it is the role of Congress, not the Commission, to mandate
cumulation of imports subject to previously issued orders if Congress believes
it is wise ·to do so . .? 11
My view on tht1 cumulation of imports subject to previously issued orders
.is supported by the legislative history of recent proposals in Congress to
amend the cumulation provisions of the Trade Act in several significant
respects.

Section 154 of the frade and International llolicy Reform Act of

1987 (H.R. 3) proposes to amend Section 771(7) of the Tariff Act to require

?.QI
~1/

19 U.S.C. § 167l(l)(C){iv).

In support of their position Petitioner places heiilVY reliance on the
recent decision of the Court of Appeals for tho Fedora! Circuit in Hingham &
l~ylor Division, Virginia Industries, Inc. v. United States, 81b F.2d 1482
(CAFC 1987). Jn that case the Court affirmP.d a decision ot' the Court of
International Trade returning a preliminary determination to the Commission
because I had declined to "cross·-cumulate" allegedly dumped and subsidized
imports. The opinion deals exclusively with the cross-cumulation issue and
says nothing which suggests that the Commission is obliged to cumulate imports
subject to previously issued orders.

18

cumulation of i'mports currnnt Ly subject to an investigation 9r subject to an
outstanding order entered within 12 months prior to the initiation of thE!
1·his amendment would be unnecessary if

investigation· under :co.ns iderat ion.
Petitioner was

co~rect

in asserting that the statute already requires

cumulat·ion of imports subject to pre -existing orders.· Section Lt>4 would also
requ.ire cumulation "to the extent

practicabh~"

in

detE~rmining

threat of

material 'injur~. b~t only with re~pect to imports that are then Jnder
investigation.

Thus, the language used refers to

any 1 investigation.

11

~·imports

subject to

This language· is essentially identical to the language·

now appearing in the cumulation provision of the statute.

Moreover, ·according.

to .the Report of the Ways and Means Committee, this ).anguage does n.£!: suggest
that the Commission should cumulate imports that are subject to pre-existing
orders

~ntered

in earlier investigations:

.. cwriulation .in threat cases, however, would not
include impor·ts which are subject to pre·-ex i sting
orders. :?2/-. .·
It

j

s .thus read.i ly apparent that when Congress

usE~s

the present tense, it

means the· present 'tense, and "imports subject to ·investigation" does not -1nean
"imports previously subject to investigation."
I am not the only Commissioner who has declined to cumulate imports
subject to previously issued orders.

The Commission has previously declined

..

. "

?21

H.R.·Rep-. No. 40, lOOth Cong., 1st. Sess. 131 (1986).

19

to cumulate imports
.

53/

occasions. -

subject to outstanding ordf.!rs on a number of

Commi.ssioner Rohr recently observed:

The unfair trade laws require me, in order
to reach an affirmative determination, to find
a causal nexus between material injury and
£._l:!_rr~_ntly unfairly traded imports.
I believe
that the unfair trade laws also require me to
assume that imports that are already subject
to dumping or countervailing duties are being
'fairly traded' once the duties are in
effect. I believe this is a statutory
presumption required by the laws. Because
imports subject to an outstanding orders lsic]
are not unfairly traded, they cannot logically
be combined, in a decision made after the date
of the order, with currently unfairly traded
imports as a cause of injury ..l.·V
Commissioner Rohr went on to note that an exception to this rule was the
Commission's practice of "allowing cumulation with ·imports subject to
5!'.>/

issued orders." -._:__

I

am in

agreem"~nt

"recentl.y issued. orders" in q1rnstion

re~~".l!.lY

with this exception provided that thE:'

wen~

i.ssucd only a short time earlier in

connection with investigations commenced at the same time as the

?31
Seg, ~...:_9_.'..., Oil Country Tubular Goods from Canada and Taiwan, lnvs.
Nos. '701·-.-TA·-225 (Final) and l31-·-TA·-·276 to 2/l (Final), USlfC Pub. 1865 <ilt 9
( 1986); Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip from Spain, Inv. No. 731·-·TA·-··164
(Final), USITC Pub. 1593 at 12 (1984).
?4/

Cold---·Rol led Carbon Steel Plates and Sheets from

Arg,~ntina,

731··-TA-ll5 (Final) (Remand), USITC Pub. 196l at 60 (1986) (Views of

Commissioner Rohr) .
.~~/

Id.

Inv. No.

20

investigation at hand.

561

I do not believe that this exception should be

applied to a case like this one, where the order in the Singapore
investigation was issued roughly eight months ago, and the Singapore and
Taiwan investigations were not conunenced at thP. same time. ?.ZI
Moreover, cumulation of the Singapore imports is particularly
inappropriate since there was no deterwination that thoy ware actually causing
an.Y material injury.

nw

Commission unanimously

dE~termfrH.~d

imports from Singapore were .r::i_Q.:t! causing material injury.

that dumped

l"he <>lffirm0tti11e

determination in the Singapore investigation was based solely on a finding by
three Commissioners that thare was a
dE~termination

.tl'!n~.~.t

regarding the threat of

of material injury.

matt~rial

Their

injury was expressly basE.'d on

their finding that Singapore had the capacity and the demonstrated intention
to significantly increase its exports to the United States.

They did not find

that the Singapore imports had caused actual injury to the domestic industry.
lt is plainly illogical to "cumulate " the threat of injury found by

threE~

Comm:i s s ioners in the Singapore case with the iilctua l impact of Taiwan imports
in this

casE~

.

.?..~/

:?..~~_g_. ~:..:...9...:..• Butt---Weld PipE~ Fittings from Japan, Inv. No. /H--TA---309
(Final), us:rrc Pub. 1943 at 8--9, nn.l5 and :l6 (Jan. L98/).

~ll
It should be noted that where other Commissioners have been willing to
cumu.Late imports subject to orders issued several months previously, they
nonetheless have excluded in their actual analysis all of the subject imports
which entered the country after the order in question WiilS issued. §~e Certain
Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Philippines and Singapore, lnvs.
Nos. "731--TA-293, 294 and 296 (Final}, lJSlTC Pub. 190"7 at 10-11, n.37 (1986).

21
As Commissioner ~ohr noted in fertaj_nJr~.~J_g~d- . ~a_r.P..91J ....§tg£.L~ie'i!JL~nd Tubel!
581 h
. 1 1n1ury
. .
. 1
t reat o f mater1a
an d ac t ua.]" ma t er1a
f rom T ur k ey an d Tha1. 1an d , -

injury entail different elements that cannot properly be
cumulative basis.

anal~zed

on a true

In this case, for example, how can the Commission cumulate

the volume of imports that migh1 have bean imported from Singapore in the
absence of an affirmative determination with the volume of imports that
actually entered the country from Taiwan'?

fn my view, the correct means of

dealing with imports from Singapore in this case is to note that they were
present in the market and to recognize that they represent sales that did not
go to domestic firms.

I do not believe that cumulation is appropriate, and I

do not believe that the presence of imports from Singapore should bo iqnored.
~2. ma!:eri~l

inj ur_:_y_J.>. .L.!'.:~2.so_r:i_ of

L.Tf..Y_J:.!!1.E?.~rt:..:'!.

of .J::.::!IB......Ei.~..~IJ~.. J_ubP=-.i.'!!.P-0.!':.!..!?.

.ff..Q. !!l__T~J-~~..!J

Our
separau~

vi.,~ws

].y.

~.2/

n.~garding

the issue of causation of material injury are stated

.f?:.Q/

In determining whether threat of material injury exists, we are directed
to consider, inter

~.!J.~,

any existing unused

fon~ign

capacity or increase in

·---·-·----·--··
5~/

Inv. No. 701-TA-·253 (Final), USITC Pub. 1810 at 27, n.3 {1986).

59/

See Additional Views of Chair-man 1..iebeler on causation, infra.

60/

See Additional Views of Vice Chairman Bnmsda)e on causation, infra.
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foreign productive capacity likely to result in a significant increase in
exports to the United States, any rapid increase in U.S. market penetration
and the likelihood that such penetration will increase to an injurious level,
the probability that imports will enter the United States at prices that will
have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices, any substantial
increase in inventories in the United States, and the potential for
product-shifting.
on

A finding of

thr~at

of material injury must be based

that the threat of mat(:lri.al inj1.wy i.s

"<~vidence

is immi.nont,

§Jj

and may not be

11

bas<~d

"mf~re

on

rc~al

and that actual injury

conj £~ctun:l or supposition.

11

2.?./

The data submitted by respondent:, Yi.eh Hsing, indicate that its capacity
incn~ased

substantial Ly in 1984 and

interim 1987.
.
accord ing
·t o

rern~1i.ned

constant through L986 and into

Capacity utilization dropped in 1985 and again in 1986, but,
f~s

6 ;~/
t.ima t:es, w1.
. J 1 rise
.
L
•
1 Ly 1n
. 1987. ·-su1.>stimt1a

The record is· highly E~quivocal about tht~ extlmt to which other Taiwan
pr-oduccu-s have the capacity to

c~xport 1.-·····Wr~

pipe to the United States.

petition listed Yieh Hsing, plus Kao Hsing, An Mau and FfMCO,
produc,~rs

of L ··Wr~

pi.p£~s.

The

rc~cord

ind :i.cates that the

did not export L.-:.WR pipe to the United

-~)./

19 U.·S.C. § 1677(7)(F){i).

62/

19 U.S.C. § l.67"7(7)(F)fi.i).

.§.ll

r~c~port

at 'A--8-·A-·9.

Stah~s

~s

.Lath~r

possible

three companies

during the period

See.also 19/9 Sonate

The

RE~port

und£~r

at 8H-89 .
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.
t.1gat.ion .. -64/;
1nves

The Commission has obtained

n~w

that at least six other Taiwan producers exportod
States during

198~

information indicating

~-WW

pipe to the United

and the first quarter of 1987. ~?/ .·1·he evidence

regarding the production and prqduct.ion capacity of the six recentl.Y ·
identifie~

companies is sketchy and highly questionable.

Based on information

gathered through telephone conversations with U.S. government representatives
in Taiwan,

i~

appears that these six producers may hiilve substantial L--WR

production capability.

However, the estimates of the size of that capability

and the extent of actual Taiwan exports to the United States are so far out of
line with other data gathered in this investigation that they appear to be
unreliable.
Even if companies other than Yieh Hsing have the capacity to export L.--Wl-t
pipe, such capacity is not Likely to result in a significiilnt increiilse in
imports of L--.WR pipe .to the United States.

The record discloses that· Taiwan

has an informiill export restraint program covering exports of all steel
products. ~§./

Under this program, which provides for a monthly export limit

64/
Cable dated Dec. 16, 1986.
Commission (July 14, 1987).
65/

~ee

See also Amendment to the Report of the

Amendment to Report of the Commission (July 14, 1987).

66/ . Report.at A-6-7. While this informal restraint does not constitute a
·"voluntary restraint agreement" such as those in effect under the President's
Steel Program, the record indicates that Taiwan is adhering to the quotas
established in the restraint program. The government of Taiwan has extended
the restraint through the end of 1987, and the United States Trade
Representative believes the program will continue in 1988. ~ee memorandum to
(Footnote continued on next page)

..

'
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of 20,000 short tons (ST) of steel products, a "fixed quota" of 18,000 ST is
divided up among 109 Taiwan steel producers basad on their export record for
April 1985-July 1986.

The remaining 2,000 ST, designated "free quota," is

allocated by price bid according to five broad product cat('!gories.
pip~

these categories covers all plate products and all welded
(including L-WR pipe).

One of

products

Thirty-fi\te percent of the free quota may be filled by

. t111s
L •
I
pro d uc t.s in
ca t egory. 67
~

The record discloses

that have the largest "f i'xed" quota al loc.i\tions.

_68/

Uu~

cdght companies

Yi eh Hsing' s monthly

quota for all steel products is ·929 ST.
We do not find it at all probable that the nine companies Listed above
will fill their shares of th('! "fi.XE.~d" quota with significantly incrnased
amounts of L-WR pipe. 6 Y

Under this informal restraint agreement, in order

for Taiwan exports of L·-·WR to rise to injurious le11e.Ls,
several. V'ffY speculative assumptions.
.~.!1

WB

would have to make

Only if we were willing to assume that

producers with the capacity to produce L-·.WR pipes and tubes would fill

their entire fixed quotas with L.-WR pipe, successfully bid for the full 35
percent of the "free quota,"

~.n_q

choose to fill their entire "free quota" with

L-WR pipe (the likelihood of which I discuss below) might the

l~iwan

exports

(Footnote continued from previous page)
the file dated June 18, 1987. There is nothing in th'~ record to suggest that
the restraint will not be followed through 1987 and in the future.

§ll

Report at A-7.

§!/

Cable dated Dec. t, 1986.

69/

~ee

Yieh Hsing's Post-Hearing Brief at 4a.
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rise to injurious levels.
assumptions.

We are not willing to make such speculative

It would be speculation to say that merely because producers

possess the capacity to produce L--W"', they will shift production into L-W"'
pipe and wi..L L fi 1.1 their av•·:lilablo quotas wi.th only l..·-·WIL

Jn conclusion, we

are unable to conclude that the threat is rea] and injury is imminent.
On this basis, we conclude that any existing or unused L·-·WR pipe
production capacity is unlikely to result in a significant increase in imports
of the merchandise to the United States.
l..i.kewi.sE~,

while market

pern~tration

of L.-·WR pipe imports from Taiwan

increased substantially in the first quarter of 1987, there is no reason to
believe that

t~rn

time occurcrnce.

sudden

surgt~

in that

quartE~r

was anything other than a one

Based on the actual hi.story of Taiwan imports, it is unlikely

that market penetration will reach injurious levels.

Imports of the

merchandise accounted for just 3.3 percent of total U.S. consumption (by
quantity) in 1984, dropped to 0.1 percent in 1985 and rose only to 3.4 percent
in 1986.

No investigations were pending against

Taiwan imports n)mai ned at very low
We note that domestic
.

pric~s

.

l~iwan

in L984 and LY86, yet

lE~vels.

(average unit values) have remclined stable
.

70/

throughout the period of ·1.rnrnst19at10n. -·--

Further, qiven the re.Lati.vely

healthy condition of the U.S. market, we do not believe that any price effects
attributable to L-·.WR p:i.pe from T<iliwan wi .1.1 incrf,!ase to injurious I.eve Ls.
We also find no evidence of any
the United States.

in

inventor:i.E~s

of L.-·WR

pipE~

Rather, the record indicates that inventories declined

·-----------?QI

increasE~

Report at A-···15, Table 4.

in
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during the period of investigation.

?ll

Finally, we find no potential for product-shifting by Taiwan producers of
L·-·WR pipe.

Petitioner has alleged that because standard pipe products from

?...~/

Taiwan are subject to an antidumping order,

and because Yieh Hsing

produces standard as well as L-·WR pipe, Yieh Hsing w:i.11 use its facilities to
produce

L···-Wf~

pipe in increased amounts if the Commission makes a negative

.
.
.
h.
73/
d e t,ernnnat1on
Hl t J. s case. -·-

Taiwan

Wa!;

implc~menh~d

orck~r

Si.nee the

on standard pipe from

in 1984, any product shifting should

that time or shortly thereafter.

havE~

occurred at

·1he record contains no convincing evidence

that product shifting actually occurred and even if it had occurred, we have
not found imports of L·····WR from Tai.wan to be

.~

cau:ie of matN·ial injury to

thc.~

domestic industry.
Accordingly, we conclude that
threaten(~d

with

matE~rial

injury by

thE~ dornE~stic 1...---WI~
rc~.~son

of

L··WI~

pipe industry is not

pi.pe imports from li:dwan

which have been found to be sold at less than fair value.

?1./

U.S. producers' yearend inventoriE~s of L--Wl-l pipE~ dE~creased by 4. J.
percent during 1984·-86. Ratios of inventories to shipments declined during
the period of invE~stigation throughout the Uni tE?d States. ld. at A·-.ZO .

.?...U

49 Fed. Reg.

?.ll

Petitioner's Pre-Hearing Brief at 18.

19369 (1984).
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN LIEBELER
Certain Welded Carbon steel Pipes and Tubes
from Taiwan
Inv. No. 731-TA-349 (Final)
July 14, 1987

I determine that an industry in the United States is
not materially injured or threatened with material injury
by reason of imports of certain welded carbon steel pipes
and tubes from Taiwan which are allegedly being sold at

y
less than fair value.

Because my views on causation and cumulation differ
from those of other members of the majority, I offer these
additional views.

Cumulation

The instant investigation concerns light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan.

y

Petitioners urge

Since there is an established domestic industry
producing pipes and tubes, material retardation
was not an issue in these investigations and
will not be discussed further.
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the Commission to cumulate imports from Taiwan with
imports from Singapore.

The statute requires the Commission to assess
cumulatively "the volume and effects of imports from two
or more countries of like products subject to
investigation if such imports compete with each other and
with like products of the domestic industry in the United

y
States market."

Imports of light-walled rectangular

pipes and tubes from Singapore are subject to an

y

outstanding order.

Thus, the plain meaning of the

statute precludes cumulation with imports from Singapore.
Moreover, it would be contrary to the injury requirement
in title VII to cumulate products from countries subject
to a final antidumping order with imports from countries

y

that are currently subject to investigation.

y

The

19 u.s.c. Section l677(c)(iv)(l980 & cum. supp.
1985).
The antidumping order on imports of
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from
Singapore was issued November 18, 1986. Report
at A-3.

y

However, I have cumulated imports which were
subject to final order provided that the orders
were issued in connection with investigations
(Footnote continued on next page)
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purpose of the investigation undertaken by the Commission
is to determine whether the dumped or subsidized imports
from the countries under investigation are causing or
threatening to cause material injury to the domestic
industry.

Because of the final antidumping order, the

imports from Singapore are equivalent to fairly-traded
goods.

Thus, it makes no sense to cumulate imports

subject to a final order with those from countries under
investigation.

~

Material Injury by Reason of Imports

In order for a domestic industry to prevail in a
final investigation, the Commission must determine that
the dumped or subsidized imports cause or threaten to
cause material injury to the domestic industry producing

(Footnote continued from previous page)
commenced at the same time as the investigation
at hand. See, ~ Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings
from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-309 (Final) USITC
Pub. 1943, at 21-22, (Jan. 1987)
~

Moreover, other Commissioners have followed the
practice of not cumulating imports subject to
outstanding orders. See Views of Vice Chairman
Brunsdale contained in "Views of Chairman
Liebeler and Vice Chairman Brunsdale", infra at
n. 57 and accompanying text.
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the like product.

Only if the Commission finds both

injury and causation, will it make an affirmative
determination in the investigation.

Before analyzing the data, however, the first
question is whether the statute is clear or whether one
must resort to the legislative history in order to
interpret the relevant sections of the import relief law.
In general, the accepted rule of statutory construction is
that a statute, clear and unambiguous on its face, need
not and cannot be interpreted using

second~ry

sources.

Only statutes that are of doubtful meaning are subject to
§./

such statutory interpretation.

The statutory language on causation, •by reason of,"
lends itself to no easy interpretation, and has been the
subject of much debate by past and present commissioners.
Clearly, well-informed persons may differ as to the
interpretation of the causation section of Title VII.
Therefore, the legislative history becomes helpful in
interpreting Title VII.

§./

c. Sands, Sutherland Statutory Construction
4 5 • o2 (4th ed. , 19 8 5 • ) •

§
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The ambiguity arises in part because it is clear that
the presence in the United States of additional foreign
supply will always make the domestic industry worse off.
Any time a foreign producer exports products to the United
States, the increase in supply, ceteris paribus, must
result in a lower price of the product than would
otherwise prevail.

If a downward effect on price,

accompanied by a Department of Commerce dumping or subsidy
finding and a Commission finding that financial indicators
were down were all that were required for an affirmative
determination, there would be no need to inquire further
into causation.

But the legislative history shows that the mere
presence of LTFV imports is not sufficient to establish
causation.

In the legislative history to the Trade

Agreements Acts of 1979, Congress stated:
[T]he ITC will consider information which
indicates that harm is caused by factors other
than the less-than-fair-value imports.

V

v

Report on the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, s.
Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. 75 (1979).
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The Finance Committee emphasized the need for an
exhaustive causation analysis, stating, "the Commission
must satisfy itself that, in light of all the information
presented, there is a sufficient causal link between the

y
less-than-fair-value imports and the requisite injury."

The Senate Finance Committee acknowledged that the
causation analysis would not be easy:

"The determination

of the ITC with respect to causation, is under current
law, and will be, under section 735, complex and
difficult, and is a matter for the judgment of the
ITC."

'!../

Since the domestic industry is no doubt worse

off by the presence of any imports (whether LTFV or fairly
traded) and Congress has directed that this is not enough
upon which to base an affirmative determination, the
Commission must delve further to find what condition
Congress has attempted to remedy.

In the legislative history to the 1974 Act, the Senate
Finance Committee stated:

y

Id.

'!../

Id.
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This Act is not a 'protectionist'
statute designed to bar or restrict
U.S. imports; rather, it is a statute
designed to free U.S. imports from
unfair price discrimination practices.
* * * The Antidumping Act is designed
to discourage and prevent foreign
suppliers from using unfair price
discrimination practices to the
detriment of a United States
10/
industry.
Thus, the focus of the causation analysis must be on what
constitutes unfair price discrimination and what harm
results therefrom:
(T]he Antidumping Act does not proscribe
transactions which involve selling an imported
product at a price which is not lower than that
needed to make the product competitive in the
U.S. market, even though the price of the
imported product is lower than its home market
11/
price.

This "complex and difficult" judgment by the
Commission is aided greatly by the use of economic and
financial analysis.

One of the most important assumptions

of traditional microeconomic theory is that firms attempt
to maximize profits.

.!Y

Congress was obviously familiar

10/

Trade Reform Act of 1974,
Cong. 2d Sess. 179 .

.!!/

Id.

_!Y

See,

~,

s.

Rep. 1298, 93rd

P. Samuelson & w. Nordhaus,
{Footnote continued on next page)
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with the economist's tools:

•[!]importers as prudent

businessmen dealing fairly would be interested in
maximizing profits by selling at prices as high as the
U.S. market would bear.n

.!Y

An assertion of unfair price discrimination should be
accompanied by a factual record that can support such a
conclusion.

In accord with economic theory and the

legislative history, foreign firms should be presumed to
behave rationally.

Therefore, if the factual setting in

which the unfair imports occur does not support any gain
to be had by unfair price discrimination, it is reasonable
to conclude that any injury or threat of injury to the
domestic industry is not nby reason ofn such imports.

In many cases unfair price discrimination by a
competitor would be irrational.

In general, it is not

rational to charge a price below that necessary to sell
one's product.

In certain circumstances, a firm may try

(Footnote continued f,rom previous page)
Economics 42-45 (12th ed. 1985); W. Nicholson,
Intermediate Microeconomics and Its Application
7 (3 d ed • 19 8 3 ) •
~

Trade Reform Act of 1974,
Cong. 2d Sess. 179.

s.

Rep. 1298, 93rd
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to capture a sufficient market share to be able to raise
its price in the future.

To move from a position where

the firm has no market power to a position where the firm
has such power, the firm may lower its price below that
which is necessary to meet competition.

It is this

condition which Congress must have meant when it charged
us "to discourage and prevent foreign suppliers from using
unfair price discrimination practices to the detriment of

!!/

a United States industry."

In Certain Red Raspberries from Canada, I set forth a
framework for examining what factual setting would merit
an affirmative finding under the law interpreted in light
15/
of the legislative history discussed above.
The stronger the evidence of the following • . .
the more likely that an affirmative determination
will be made:
(1) large and increasing market
share, (2) high dumping margins, (3) homogeneous
products, (4) declining prices and (5) barriers
to entry to other foreign producers (low
.!§/

elasticity of supply of other imports) .

Trade Reform Act of 1974,
Cong. 2d Sess. 179.

s.

Rep. 1298, 93rd

Inv. No. 731-TA-196 (Final), USITC Pub. 1680,
at 11-19 (1985) (Additional Views of Vice
·
Chairman Liebeler).
Id. at 16.
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The statute requires the Commission to examine the volume
of imports, the effect of imports on prices, and the
17/
general impact of imports on domestic producers.

The

legislative history provides some guidance for applying
these criteria.

The factors incorporate both the

statutory criteria and the guidance provided by the
legislative history.

Each of these factors is evaluated

in turn, after a discussion of causation.

Causation analysis

Examining import penetration is important because
unf~ir

price discrimination has as its gcal, and cannot

take place in the absence of, market power.

The market

penetration of imports subject to investigation decreased
from 3.3 percent in 1984 to 0.1 percent in 1985, and rose
to 3.4 percent in 1986.

Penetration in the first three

months of 1987 jumped to 7.2 percent, compared to less

1:2f

19 u.s.c.
1985).

§

1677(7) (B)-(C)

(1980 & cum. supp.
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than

o.s

18/
percent in the same period of 1986.

Imports

of LW-R pipes and tubes from Taiwan represent a very small
market share.

This factor is consistent with a negative

determination.

The second factor is a high margin of dumping or
subsidy.

The higher the margin, ceteris paribus, the more

likely it is that the product is being sold below the
19/
competitive price
and the more likely it is that the
domestic producers will be adversely affected.

In these

investigations, the Department of Commerce has found a
20/
dumping margin of 17.29 percent.
This margin is not
large and is consistent with a negative determination.

The third factor is the homogeneity of the products.
The more homogeneous the products, the greater will be the
effect of any allegedly unfair practice on domestic
producers.

Evidence presented in the staff report

Id. The import penetrations
quantity-based. I note that
penetration are the same for
penetration. Report at A-36

presented are
the trends in
value-based
(Table 16).

19/

See text accompanying note 8, supra.

20/

Report at A-3.
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indicates that purchasers find the physical
characteristics of the domestic and imported products to
21/
be similar.

However, the lead time between orders

and receipt of the product is from one to 30 days for
purchase from U.S. producers, and from 120 to 150 days for
purchases from

Taiw~n

producers if the importer does not

have the material in stock.

I find that the domestic and

imported products are imperfect substitutes.

As to the fourth factor, evidence of declining
domestic prices, ceteris paribus, might indicate that
domestic producers were lowering their prices to maintain
market share.

The Commission obtained weighted average

f .o.b. prices to distributors and end-users for three
products.

21/

m

m

Prices for some of the products have

Two distributors stated that the domestic
producers provided a better quality product
than the imported product and four distributors
stated there were no quality differences.
However, see Views of Vice Chairman Brunsdale
at 61-77, infra for a discussion of her
concerns about the representativeness and
usefulness of the Commission's sample in which
I concur.
The products are: ASTM A-513 (mechanical) or
A-500 grade A (ornamental) tubing, carbon
welded, black, 0.065-inch wall thickness,
(Footnote continued on next page)
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declined over the period of investigation,

w

but

generally prices have remained stable throughout the
period of investigation.

This factor is inconclusive with

respect to an affirmative determination.

The fifth factor is foreign supply elasticity
(barriers to entry).

If there is low foreign elasticity

of supply (or barriers to entry) it is more likely that a
producer can gain market power.

Pipes and tubes from

countries other than Taiwan accounted for 90.4 percent of
U.S. imports in 1984, 99.5 percent in
percent in 1986.

~

198~

and 85.7

Such imports accounted for 32.l

(Footnote continued from previous page)
20-foot to 40 foot mill lengths for product
(1): 1/2 inch square product 2: 1 inch square
and product 3: 1-1/2 inch square. Report at
A-37.

W

Six domestic producers, representing 45 percent
of reported 1986 domestic shipments provided
usable price data. However, I have some
concerns about the representativeness of the
price data collected in this investigation.
For a discussion of concerns about the
representativeness and usefulness of the
pricing data obtained in this investigation,
see Views of Vice Chairman Brunsdale infra, at
61-77. I concur with her concerns regarding
price evidence in this investigation.

~

Report at A-32 Table 12. Those not subject to
(Footnote continued on next page)
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percent of apparent U.S. consumption by quantity in 1984,
25/
29.3 percent in 1985 and 20.0 percent in 1986.

Based

on this information, one might normally conclude that
barriers to entry to other countries are low.

However, in

light of the voluntary restraint agreements (VRA's)
negotiated with respect to steel pipe and tube imports,
this conclusion might be premature.

Several countries

have signed voluntary restraint agreements which include
26/
the steel pipes and tubes under investigation.
·
Although Taiwan has not yet signed a VRA, in September
1986 Taiwan informally agreed to limit exports of all
steel products to the United States to a level of 20
thousand short tons per month for the remainder of 1986
and 1987.

'fl.I

The effect of this informal restraint on

exports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from

(Footnote continued from previous page)
investigation and not subject to Voluntary
Restraint Agreements (VRA's) accounted for
38.1% of U.S. imports for consumption in 1986.
Id.
25/

Report at A-35 Table 15.

~

Report at A-6. As of May 1, 1987, eighteen
countries had signed VRA's which cover the
steel pipes and tubes under investigation.
Also, see n. 22 supra.

£!.../

For a more complete discussion of the Taiwan
export agreement, see Report at A-6-7.
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Taiwan is unclear because no export limits for specific
products are specified.

In addition, in December 1985 the

Eu,ropean Comm':mity (EC) agreed to limit export of pipes
and tubes.

This agreement is intended to limit the market

share of the EC in the U.S. pipe and tube market to 7.6
percent through September 1989.

Thus, the elasticity of

supply of foreign imports facing the U.S. could be limited
by these agreements which potentially inhibit countries
from exporting to the U.S. market.

However, imports not

subject to investigation, not subject to VRA's and not
party to the EC restraint agreement accounted for 22.5
percent of total imports in 1986.

Exports to the U.S. accounted for a negligible to
small portion of Taiwanese exports of light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes in 1983 and 1985, but
accounted for a substantial portion in 1984 and 1986,
indicating that Taiwan might be able to divert some
exports of LW-R pipe and tube from other countries to the
U.S. in the event of a U.S. market price increase.

~

~

I note, however, that had respondent diverted
all of its exports to the United States in
1986, such imports would still have accounted
(Footnote continued on next page)
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Capacity utilization for Yieh Hsing, the only Taiwanese
firm currently exporting light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes to the United States for which the Commission
has capacity data, is moderate, falling from a high level
in 1983 and 1984 to much lower levels in 1985 and 1986,
indicating that there could be a moderate supply response
29/
by Taiwan to changes in U.S. prices.

When these data are examined together, the foreign
elasticity of supply is uncertain.

Therefore, this factor

is inconclusive.

These factors must be considered in each case.
Domestic prices and foreign supply elasticity are
inconclusive.

However, the domestic and imported products

are imperfect substitutes.

Moreover, market share is very

small and the dumping margin is not large.

These factors

favor a negative determination.

(Footnote continued from previous page)
for only 4% of apparent U.S. consumption in
1986. Report at A-9 and A-36.
~

Report at A-9. 1987 interim capacity
utilization is up to moderately high levels.
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conclusion

Therefore, I determine that an industry in the United
States is not materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of imports of certain welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes from Taiwan which the
Department of Commerce has determined are being sold at
less than fair value.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN ANNE E. BRUNSDALE
Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan
Investigation No. 731-TA-349 (Final)
July 14, 1987

Causation Analysis:

Material Injury by Reason of LTFV Imports

To secure an affirmative determination from the Commission in a
dumping case, it is not enough to show tha,t the Department of
Commerce has computed a not de minimis dumping margin and that
the condition of the domestic industry is less than glowing.
There is no doubt under the statutory scheme that a sufficiently
strong causal link must be established between the the fact of
dumping and "material" adverse effects on the domestic
1

industry.

We must find that the domestic industry has been
2

"materially injured .•• by reason of" dumped imports.

1

See, ~, Trade Agreements Act of 1979, Report of the
Committee on Ways and Means to Accompany H.R. 4537, H.R.
Rep. No. 317, 96th Cong., 1st Seas. (1979) [hereinafter
cited as 1979 House Report]. The 1979 House Report stated
that "the bill contains the same causation element as
present law, i.e., material injury must be 'by reason of'
the subsidized or less than fair value imports." Id. at
46-47. See also Trade Agreements Act of 1979, Report of the
Committee on Finance on H.R. 4537, s. Rep. No. 249, 96th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1979) at 38, 87 [hereinafter cited as 1979
Senate Report].
2
1Q tJ_S_('I_

1f;71_

1f;71b(a\.

1673d(b).
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The controlling statutes are clear on the need for the
causal link, b,ut they do not tell us how the Commission is
supposed to

deci~e

whether the two required elements, material

injury and causation, exist.

To be sure, the statutes give us a

long list of factors that we should "consider" and "evaluate" in
assessing both the condition of the domestic

ind~stry

and the

causal relationship between that condition and the presence of
3

dumped imports.

Section 771(7) of the Trade Agreements Act of

1979 identifies seventeen specific factors to be "considered" or
4

"evaluated" by the Commission in each dumping investigation.
Fifteen of them relate specifically to the domestic industry and
its products, and two relate explicitly to the dumped imports.
The statutes repeatedly advise us to "consider" and "evaluate"

3

See 19 u.s.c. 1671, 167lb, 167ld, 1673, 1673b, 1673d (the
Commission is to "determine" whether material injury, the
threat of material injury, or material retardation has
occurred). See also 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (the Commission shall
"consider" certain factors and "evaluate" them when
"determining" whether material injury, the threat of
material injury, or material retardation has occurred). The
statute offers no methodology for examining the factors the
Commission must analyze in its "consideration" and
"evaluation."
4

These factors are: domestic prices, output, sales,
profits, productivity, return on investment, market share,
capacity utilization, cash flow, inventories, employment,
wages, growth, ability to raise capital, investment in the
business, and import volume and prices. 19 u.s.c.
1677 (7) (B) I (C).
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any other factors that we find appropriate for analyzing
5

causation in any particular case.

But they do not tell us how
6

these factors are to be "considered" or "evaluated."
As used in the statutes, many of the enumerated factors
appear to be simply criteria for measuring the impact on the
domestic industry.

Thirteen of them are generally seen in

Commission decisions simply as elements of the condition of the
domestic industry.

The factors of output, sales, profits,

productivity, return on investment, capacity utilization, cash
flow, inventories, employment, wages, growth, ability to raise
capital, and investment in the business are almost always used by
the Commission solely for determining the existence of material
injury and rarely are central to the Commission's causation
7

analysis.

The Commission generally "considers" or

5

The introductory language of Section 1677(7) (B) indicates
that the listed factors are to be considered "among other
factors." section 1677(7) (C) (iii) more broadly mandates
that the Commission "evaluate all relevant economic factors
which have a bearing on the state of the industry, including
but not limited to (the listed factors]." And subsection
(II) of that same section broadly tells us that the
Commission should evaluate the "factors affecting domestic
prices."
6

See infra note 14.
7

Petitioners claim that declining capital spending is
evidence of the pessimism surrounding the domestic L-WR
(Footnote continued on next page)
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"evaluates" these factors by treating them as historical facts
caused by other factors, potentially including dumped imports.
8

In most cases I do not disagree with this general approach.
Two other factors -- market share and domestic prices -play a mixed role in the Commission's analysis.

As I discuss

below, these two factors are inextricably involved in the
Commission's analysis of causation.

But basic business sense

suggests that they must also be considered in assessing the
condition of the domestic industry.

While their movements

certainly do not tell the whole story, increasing domestic market
share and rising domestic prices are generally seen as beneficial
developments, and decreasing domestic market share and falling
prices are generally seen as harmful.

When "considered" or

(Footnote continued from previous page)
industry and the reluctance of domestic manufacturers to
invest in an industry battered by imports. See Petitioner's
Prehearing Brief at 10-11. In the final investigation, the
staff questioned domestic producers about the effect of
Taiwan L-WR imports. None of the surveyed firms stated that
Taiwan L-WR imports had any negative effect on their ability
to raise capital or invest in their business. See Staff
Report at A-30.
8

Some of these factors (e.g., wages and productivity)
obviously could play an important causative role in
determining the condition of the industry in any given
case. For example, an industry may be doing poorly not
because of dumped imports but because wage rates have risen
and productivity has declined.
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"evaluated" in this way, market share and domestic prices, like
the factors discussed above, are treated essentially as
historical facts caused by other factors, potentially including
dumped imports.
Three factors identified in Section 771(7) play a central
role in the Commission's determination of whether the requisite
link exists between material injury and dumped imports -- import
volume (in both absolute and relative terms (e.g., market
9

share)), import prices, and domestic prices.

I am certainly

not the only Commissioner who focuses most heavily on these three
10
factors when analyzing causation.
Although the

statut~

clearly sanctions (indeed it mandates)

that we analyze these factors, it says nothing about what method

9

See, ~' 1979 House Report, supra note 1, at 46
(referring to analysis of volume and price); see also 1979
Senate Report, supra note 1, at 86-87 (referring to volume
and price of imports and the price of domestic products).
10
See, ~' Certain Line Pipes & Tubes from Canada, Inv.
No. 731-TA-375 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1965, at 13-23
(March 1987) (Views of Commissioners Seeley Lodwick and
David Rohr); Certain Fresh cut Flowers from Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Israel, and the Netherlands,
Inv. Nos. 701-TA-275 Through 278, 731-TA-327 Through 331
(Final), USITC Pub. 1956 (March 1987) {Views of
Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick, and Rohr); Stainless Steel
Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, Inv. No. 701-TA-281 (Final),
USITC Pub. 1966, at 33-34 {Additional Views of Commissioner
David B. Rohr) ; Certain Stainless Steel Butt-Weld Pipe
Fittings from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-376 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 1978, at 12 {May 1987).
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should be used in doing so.

With respect to import volume,

Section 771(7)(8) of the 1979. Act tells us that when we
"evaluat[e]" import volume in our analysis we must "consider"
whether the absolute or relative volume, or increases in volume,
11
are "significant."
With respect to prices, Section 771(7) (C)
tells us that when we analyze the effects on domestic prices we
should "consider" whether there has been price undercutting by
the dumped imports, and whether "the effect of ..• [dumped
imports]" has been to depress prices or prevent price increases
12

to a "significant degree."

We are also told that we should

"evaluate" generally the "factors affecting domestic
13

prices."

But, to repeat, nowhere in the statutes or in the

legislative history are we told how we are supposed to
"evaluate," or· 11 consider," or determine the "significance" or
"the effects" of, import and domestic product volumes and
14

prices.

11

19 U.S. c. 1677 (7) (B), (C) ( i).
Report, supra note 1, at 86-87.

See also 1979 Senate

12

19 u.s.c. 1677 (7) (B), (C) (ii).
Report, supra note 1, at 87 ..

See also 1979 Senate

13

19 U.S.C. 1677(7)(C)(iii)(II).
14

The broadest congressional consideration of the analysis
(Footnote continued on next page)
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From my reading of the statutes and the legislative history,
it is clear that Congress intended for the Commissioners to
select methods of analysis that would most likely lead to
accurate results, given the standards of proof in the statute and
the facts at issue in the case under consideration.

While the

statutes identify factors the Commission should consider,

(Footnote continued from previous page)
of "material injury" is found in the legislative history.of
the 1979 Trade Agreements Act. See 1979 Senate Report,
supra note l, at 86-88. When explaining the factors the
Commission is to examine, the Report states: "With respect
to volume of imports, the ITC would consider whether the
volume of imports is significant, or whether there is any
significant increase in that volume, absolutely or relative
to production or consumption in the United States. With
respect to prices in the United States of the like product,
the ITC would consider whether there has been significant
price undercutting by the imported merchandise, and whether
such imports have depressed or supressed such prices to a
significant degree." Id. at 86-87. The report continues by
requiring the Commission to consider "all relevant economic
factors which have a bearing on the state of that industry
and certain factors are specified [in the statute]." Id. at
87. No particular methodology is suggested.
The 1979 House Report offers even less guidance. See
1979 House Report, supra note 1, at 46-47 ("the significance
of the various factors affecting an industry will depend
upon the facts of each particular case."). The report
states that, depending on the facts of the case, only a
small volume of imports may be necessary to cause material
injury, but that the same volume may not be significant in
another case. Id. at 46~ The report draws a similar
conclusion about prices, stating that a small price
differential may have a determinative effect on sales
elasticity in some cases, but not in others. Id. This
section of the report does seem to indicate a preference for
economic analysis of the factors present in each case.
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they do not presume to suggest that those factors must be
analyzed in every case through a particular method.
As I have noted above, like my colleagues I have generally
assessed the condition of the industry by looking at the reported
trends in

th~

factors which measure the industry's condition.

Indeed, I have found that such trend analysis is an acceptable
and practical method for deciding whether the industry is
suffering from "injury."

One can look at the behavior of a

particular factor over time and tell at a glance whether the
industry is doing better or worse with respect to that factor
than it did in previous periods.

Like my colleagues, I have used

trend analysis in this case to evaluate whether the domestic L-WR
industry is suffering any material injury.
I have not, however, used trend analysis to resolve the
issue of causation.

As counsel for petitioners candidly

acknowledged, many factors besides dumped imports from Taiwan
have affected the prices received by domestic producers of
15

L-WR.

The operating and financial performance of this

industry depends on a great many factors within the broad areas
of costs of

15

Petitioner's Posthearing Brief, Answers to Questions by
Commissioners and Staff, at 8-9; see also Petitioner's
Prehearing Brief at 5 ("many factors other than imports from
Taiwan obviously have an impact on prices.").
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production, the level and characteristics of domestic demand, the
level and characteristics of domestic supply, and the volume and
prices of both fairly traded and unfa·irly traded imports from
many different countries. ·

W~

can never determine with total

certainty the exact impact o.f any one of the many factors within
these broad areas.

Nevertheless, our responsibility in a dumping

case is to isolate the relevant impact of dumped imports and then
16

to assess whether that impact is "material."

This task does

not require complete precision; rather, it requires a reasonable
effort to focus our inquiry and to obtain a reasonable indication
of the size of the relevant impact of dumped imports from Taiwan.
In my view, trend analysis is not a sufficiently rigorous
analytical tool to allow us to identify the effects. of dumped
imports and to separate them from the effects of other factors

16

That does not mean that we should weigh the impactjof
dumped imports against the impact of other factors. It
simply means that we should satisfy ourselves that the
relevant adverse impact of dumped imports is itself
sufficiently large to be "material" within the bounds of
Section 771(7) (A) of the Tariff Act of 1930. Petitioner's
counsel appears to suggest that if we focus our inquiry on
the effects of dumped imports, as opposed to other potential
causes of injury, we are somehow weighing causes of injury.
See Petitioner's Posthearing Brief, Answers to Questions by
Commissioners and Staff, at 10-11. Any such suggestion is
simply wrong.
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17

operating in the marketplace.

I find it extremely difficult

to evaluate the extent to which movements in one factor have
caused movements in other factors simply by observing the size of
those movements and whether they occurred at about the same
18
time.
Accordingly, I generally resolve the issue of
causation by using both the facts gathered in the investigation
19
and the time-tested tools of elementary economics.
However,

17

Apparently, counsel for the petitioner agrees: "The
·commission must often look beyond broad pricing trends."
Petitioner's Prehearing Brief at 5.
18
Long ago scholars recognized the difficulty of such an
approach and labelled it a fallacy: post hoc, ergo propter
hoc (literally, "after this, therefore because of this").
See K. Guinagh, Dictionary of Foreign Phrases and
Abbreviations, 3rd ed. (1983). The phrase refers to the
fallacy of arguing that two events are linked simply because
of their relationship in time, with one occurring after the
other. We cannot automatically label a subsequent event as
the effect of an earlier event simply because it occurred
later. There must be a connection, or causal link, between
the two events before we can label the later event as an
"effect."
19
The use of standard tools of economics has the added
advantage of increasing the predictability of the results of
our investigation. It is true that the facts differ in
every case, and necessarily must be considered on a
case-by-case basis. But it is nonetheless possible to make
our decisions more predictable by placing heavy and explicit
reliance on the tools provided by economics and statistics.
It seems obvious to me that if the ITC administers the
dumping and countervailing duty provisions in such a way
that the results of cases are difficult to predict and
(Footnote continued on next page)
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in cases like this one, I can resolve that issue without
resorting to a full economic analysis by simply considering the
20
"outside" likely impact of dumped imports.
In this case the
facts show that even the maximum possible impact of imports from
Taiwan would not be sufficient to be "material."

Of Causation Analysis and Elasticities
Nine pages of Petitioner's prehearing brief are devoted to a
21
"critique" of my causation analysis in three recent cases.

(Footnote continued from previous page)
equally difficult to understand, it will lead to a belief on
the part of both U.S. producers and importers that our
decisions are arbitrary and irrational. In my view, sound
economic and statistical analysis, and less reliance on
isolated snippets of anecdotal evidence, will lead to more
predictable application of our trade laws, which in turn
will lead to greater confidence in the integrity of our
proceedings.
20
See Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof, and
Certain Housings Incorporating Tapered Roller Bearings from
Hungary, the People's Republic of China, and Romania, Inv.
Nos. 731-TA-341, 344, and 345 (Final), USITC Pub. 1983 (June
1987) at 54-61 (Dissenting Views of Vice Chairman Anne E.
Brunsdale) .
21
Petitioner's Prehearing Brief at 18-27. The cases are
Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories From Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-288 (Final), USITC Pub. 1927 (Dec. 1986), Certain
Line Pipes & Tubes from Canada, supra note 10, and
(Footnote continued on next page)
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In general, Counsel argues that my analysis substitutes theory
22
for a "hard look at the actual data."
Chief among Counsel's
complaints is that I sometimes use elasticity estimates to
evaluate the effect of dumped imports on domestic prices.
While they may be troubling to some, elasticities are just
simple tools of standard economics.

As I noted at the outset of

this opinion, there is nothing in the statutes or the legislative
history that tells us how we must analyze the factors pertaining
to the issue of causation in a case.

I use standard tools of

economics because they help me focus my
of dumped imports.

an~lysis

on the effects

Domestic output, prices, and revenues are

always determined by a host of factors besides the imports under
investigation.

The concept of elasticity is particularly useful

for evaluating whether the reported facts relating to the volume
and prices of imports have a material causal relationship with
the facts relating to domestic prices, production, and financial
performance.

(Footnote continued from previous page)
Cold-Rolled Carbon Steel Plates and Sheets from Argentina,
Inv. No. 731-TA-175 (Final) (Remand), USITC Pub. 1967 (March
1987). Many of Counsel's comments reflect a basic
misunderstanding of my analysis in those cases.
22

Petitioner's Prehearing Brief at 22.
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"Elasticity" is nothing more than a fancy term used in
economics to refer to the extent to which one particular factor
responds to a second factor; and an "elasticity estimate" is
nothing more than a quantitative evaluation of the degree of that
responsiveness.

Whether or not we ever expressly use the terms

in our analysis, three elasticity estimates are lurking not far
beneath the surface of every Commission Title VII investigation.

(1) The Elasticity of Domestic Demand

The revenue received by domestic producers obviously depends
on both the price and the volume·of the goods that they sell.

It

is axiomatic for most goods that, as prices rise, the quantity
demanded in the market falls, other things ·being equal
customers do not have infinite resources and they will seek out
substitutes as prices increase.

It is equally true that the

opposite also generally occurs.

As prices fall, the quantity

demanded generally increases -- the product becomes more
attractive in light of the prices of available alternatives.
23

"elasticity of domestic demand"

simply refers to the

23

To be precise, it is the ratio of the percent change in
quantity demanded to percent change in price.

The
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relationship between changes in the price of domestic products
and changes in the amount of those products that will be
purchased.

If we ask a witness "How sensitive is demand to

changes in price?", we might equally ask "How elastic is domestic
demand?"

Both questions mean the same thing.

In this case the evidence suggests that demand for L-WR is
relatively unresponsive to changes in price (that is, domestic
24

demand is relatively "inelastic").

(2)

The Elasticity of Domestic Supply

As Petitioner's counsel correctly observed, the elasticity
of domestic supply measures how domestic producers collectively
respond to rising or falling prices.

As prices rise,· producers

are generally willing to produce more of the product, and, as·
prices fall, they generally produce less of the product, other ·
25

things being equal.

The degree to which producers are able · ·

and willing to expand or contract production varies from industry
to industry.

If we ask "How responsive is domestic output of a

24

Petitioner's Posthearing Brief, Answers to Questions by
Commissioners and Staff, at 15.
25

Id. at 18.
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product to changes in the price of that product?", we are asking
the same question as "What is the elasticity of domestic
26
supply?"
In light of the unused capacity of the domestic producers in
this case and the flexibility that they have to switch easily
between production of round and rectangular pipe and tube, it
appears that in the short run at least domestic supply of L-WR
pipe is fairly responsive to changes in price (that is, domestic
27
supply is fairly elastic).
(3) The Cross Elasticity of Demand between the Domestic
Product and the Price of the Imported Product

In nearly every dumping case the parties debate the extent
to which the domestic and imported products are "fungible" or
"close substitutes."

This debate is an essential element of the

analysis of whether lower import prices will actually result in
lower sales and prices for domestic products. Unless customer
tastes change, if the imported and domestic products are not

26
To be precise, the elasticity of domestic supply is
simply the ratio of the percent change in quantity supplied
divided by the percent change in price.
27
See, ~' Memorandum from the Office of Economics,
EC-K-269 (July 6, 1987) at 4 [hereinafter cited as Memorandum EC-K-269]; Petitioner's Posthearing Brief, Answers to
Questions by the Commissioners and Staff, at 15-16.
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close substitutes, when the price of imports fallsi it will not
persuade many customers to buy the imports in lieu of the
domestic alternative.

The higher the degree of substitutability,

the greater the likelihood that a given decline in the price of
imports will directly translate into lost domestic sales·.

The

degree of substitutability or "fungibility" between the domestic
product and the imported product under investigation is called
the "cross-elasticity of demand."

The term refers to the

relationship between the price of the import product and the
28

demand for the domestic product.

If we

~sk

"How fungible are

the imported and domestic products?", it is the same as asking
"How high is the cross-elasticity of demand?"
In this case it appears that for each type of L-WR the
domestic and imported products are highly substitutable (there is
a high cross-elasticity of

de~and):

"The physical

characteristics of U.S. and Taiwan produced light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes are considered very similar, making
29
the products fungible in actual use."
It is plain to me that the vigorous use of these three
concepts is not only allowed by the statutes and legislative

28

To be precise, it is the percentage change in the
quantity demanded of the domestic product divided by the
percentage change in the price of the imported product. '
29
Memorandum EC-K-269, supra note 27, at 1.
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30

history

but is essential in many cases. Indeed, unless the

isssue of causation can be resolved, as in this case through a
31

short-cut "worst case" analysis,

we necessarily must

rigorously "consider" the relationship of-movements in prices and
volumes of domestic and imported products in order to evaluate
the magnitude of the effect that one has on the other.

The

strength of the relationship between these factors is not a
"theory"; it is, rather, a conclusion of fact that necessarily
lies at the heart of every Title VII case.
As I noted above, if we ask a witness "How sensitive is
demand to changes in price?", we might equally ask "How elastic

30

The Senate Report on the 1979 Trade Agreements Act
notes: "Similarly, for one type of product, price may be
the key factor in making a decision as to which product to
purchase, and a· small price differential resulting from the
amount of the subs~dy or the margin of dumping can be
decisive; for others, the size of the differential may be of
lesser significance." 1979 Senate Report, supra note 1, at
88.

The House Report, in.di~cussing the various factors
affecting the domestic industry, states: "For one type of
product, price may be the key factor in determining the
amount of sales elasticity, and a small price differential
resulting from the amount of the subsidy or the margin of
dumping can be decisive; in others the size of the margin
may be of lesser significance." 1979 House Report, supra
note 1, at 46.
31

See the discussion of causation in this investigation,
infra.
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is domestic demand?"

While the questions are essentially the

same, in some.cases the answer to the question posed in terms of
elasticity will provide far more helpful and reliable evidence.
"Elasticity" is a much more precise concept than "sensitivity".
An elasticity estimate computed for two factors literally
reflects the observed quantitative relationship between the
percent change in one factor and the percent change in the other
factor._ The higher the computed elasticity, the more responsive
one factor is to the other.

We can thus compare elasticities

from investigation to investigation, usin9 them to evaluate the
relative importance of the factors under consideration.
of elasticities is like asking in our cases:

This use

"On a scale of one

to 100 (or compared to some other known industry), how sensitive
is domestic demand to changes in price?"
In most investigations we do not have the benefit of actual
computed elasticity estimates.

When we consider relevant

elasticities,.we often must do so simply on the basis of whether
they are "high" or "low" or "moderate."

When we do this, we have

not advanced much further than to inquire about the relevant
"sensitivities."

In other cases, however, we have the benefit of

elasticity estimates prepared by the staff, or a noted authority,
or one of the

parti~s.

Sometimes these estimates are simply

"ball park" figures, not much more precise than statements such
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as "high" or "low."

Other times they have been prepared from

actual industry data gathered over a long period of time.

If

properly prepared·, these estimates are firmly grounded in fact,
not theory.

They are nothing more than a summary of the history

of movements of prices and volumes for the studied products.

The

sulllll\ary is reported as a range of numerical values.
Elasticity estimates are like other large statistical
surveys. While their precision will obviously depend on the
reliability and the sample size from which they are computed,
they ·are no more "theoretical" than estimates of reject rates on
a production line.

The reliability and relevance of these

surveys can be questioned on the same basis that lawyers and
other scholars question other statistical evidence.

But just

like other statistical evidence, elasticity estimates are not
theories, they are sulllll\aries of facts.
Before I explain my reasoning on the causation issue in this
investigation, I feel constrained to colllll\ent on the price
evidence in the Staff Report.

Th~

Price Evidence Gathered in This Investigation

It is obvious that the conclusions of fact appearing in
Colllll\ission opinions and staff reports are no more reliable than
the data on which they are based.

The degree of reliability of

64

the evidence qathered in Commission investiqations can vary
qreatly from case to case.

In some cases our staff is able to

qather sufficient data from a sufficient number of appropriately
selected sources so that we can have great confidence that the
data are accurate and truly representative of the industry as a
32
whole.
In other cases our confidence cannot be so high.
Two types of price information were gathered by the staff
and presented in the Staff Report for this investigation.

The

first type is reflected in the shipment information presented in
33
Tables 4, 13, 15, and 16.
These tables provide data on both
a quantity and value basis for all domestic shipments of L-WR and
all imports into the United States from Taiwan and other
countries.

The data for both domestic and import producers

include all types of L-WR.

The data for domestic producers,

while somewhat understated, were supplied by 23 of the 24 known
domestic producers of L-WR which together account for over 95
perce'nt -of U.S. producers' domestic shipments.

The data for

imported L-WR were compiled directly from official Department

32

It is essential that our data be representative of the
industry as a whole because our focus must be on the
"industry" producing the product under investigation, not on
individual producers.
33

Staff Report at A-15, A-33, A-35, and A-36.
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of Commerce statistics and should thus reflect virtually
percent of such imports.

In other words, we have a high

of coverage of the unive_rse that might be
this investigation.

Thus there is no significant reason

representativeness of this data should be doubted. ·As I
below, the average unit values computed from this data can be
used reasonably to approximate relative domestic and import
prices for the purpose of evaluating causation in this
investigation.
The second type of price.information is presented in the
Staff Report under the heading of "Prices."

Like many reports

before this one, the "Prices" section contains tables of reported
domestic and imported. product prices and compute.d "margins of
34
underselling."
The data in these tables are based on
questionnaire responses by. seve.ral domestic :producE!rs · and
importers who reported the unit prices of their largest sales
transactions for each of three specific types of L-WR.

The staff

collected data for each of the most recent nine quarters.

The

tables contain the weighted averages of the reported prices and
the "margin of underselling" -- which is simply the percentage
difference between the computed average domestic price and the·
import price.

34
Id. at A-39 - A-40 (Tables 17, 18, and 19).
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··~ ..
/

/stated my concerns that these underselling
/

/us why imports are priced lower than their
.~arts
/

and therefore give me little information

/

.Jl to my analysis of causation.

As I have noted on

/

/ons, differences between prices of two products
/

/Z reflect differences in their real or perceived

j6tes.

/

~. ./rted

Rarely will all of the characteristics of an

product exactly match those of its domestic

counterpart.

Even when products appear to be identical, a

correct price comparison would have to take into account factors
I

/

I

such as inventory costs, reliability of the producing firm,
timely delivery, transportation costs, warranties, and other
service elements, factors which all enter into a buyer's decision
regarding the price to pay.
For example, in this investigation the staff learned that
" [ t] he lead time between orders and receipt of the p·roduct is
from l·to Jo. days for purchases from U.S. producers" and as long
as"from 120to150 days for purchases from Taiwan
35

producers."

It appears that this long lead time is the rule,

rather than the exception, for purchasers of L-WR from Taiwan.
The report indicates that the long lead time occurs in instances

35

Id. at A-37.
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when the importer does not have the material in stock; it also
notes that, except for one importer that inventoried some L-WR
from Taiwan in 1984, "importers of light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes from Taiwan reported that they do not keep inventories
36

of the subject products."

This sizable difference in lead

time undoubtedly explains a significant part of any difference
between the price of otherwise comparable domestic and Taiwan
L-WR products.
hearing:

Petitioners essentially conceded this fact at the

According to Mr. Finn's testimony for the.Petitioners,

"depending upon the customer we [a domesti.c producer] need to
37

come within 5 to 10 percent of the [Taiwan product] price,"
and customers are willing to pay that differential between
imported and domestic L-WR products because of "quicker delivery,
38

[and] better service."
The price data and computed margins of underselling in this
case,· as in many cases before it, are not adjusted for
differences in product attributes such as delivery and service.
For this reason -- that is, because the Staff Report does not
adequately take into account the many factors that admittedly

36

Id. at A-30.
37

Transcript at 24.
38

Id. at 30, 31.
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explain price differences between the domestic and imported
products being compared -- it is not very helpful on this point.
Wholly apart from the problems just discussed, I have grave
concerns that we do not have sufficient evidence to conclude that
the information presented in the tables in the "Prices" section
of the report is reasonably reliable and representative of the
L-WR industry as a whole.

Price data were gathered from only a

handful of producers and importers, pertaining to only a small
number of transactions, involving very few products.
constraints alone might not cast doubt on

~he

These

reliability of the

data if we had enough evidence to conclude that they were
otherwise reliable.

But that evidence is not present either.

The· information in the price tables in this report is highly
suspect for the following three general reasons.
(1) We have insufficient evidence to conclude that the three
surveyed products are representative of L-WR products
generally.
As I noted above, the data in Tables 17 through 19 were
gathered from questionnaire responses of several domestic
producers and importers who disclosed for each of nine quarters
the unit prices in their largest sales transactions involving
only three specific types of L-WR.

There were many, perhaps

dozens of, different types of L-WR produced by domestic producers

69

during the period of the investigation.

Apparently there were a

variety 9f possible survey targets suggested by producers and
importers, but the staff selected only three products that both
39
the·producers and importers agreed were "popular."
Of 24 known U.S. L-WR producers, only six domestic producers
provided any useable price data on the three chosen
40

products.

Eleven domestic producers provided no price

information because they do not make the three products for which
data were requested.

Four other domestic producers did not sell

the surveyed products at all during the

2~

month period of the

41

price survey.
Of the 15 importers of L-WR from Taiwan who responded to
Commission questionnaires, only seven provided any useable price
42
data..
Seven other importers provided no price information

39

.
.
The 'three products chosen for survey in this
investigation were selected on the basis of information
gathered in the course of telephone discussions between the
Commission's staff and several domestic producers and
importers of L-WR. See Memorandum from the Office of
Economics, EC-K-278 (July 7, 1987) and attachment
[hereinafter cited as Memorandum EC-K-278].
40

See id.
41

See Memorandum from the Off ice of Economics EC-K-270
(July 2, 1987) [hereinafter cited as Memorandum EC-K-270].
42

See Memorandum EC-K-278, supra note 39.
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because they had not imported any of the three representative
products during the 27 months surveyed.

Of the 13 distributors

who provided responses to Commission questionnaires, five
indicated that they made no purchases of the three surveyed
43

products during the 27 months covered by the survey.
These facts raise serious questions in my mind about whether
the three surveyed products are truly representative of L-WR
products as a whole.

My concern is heightened by information

provided by Petitioners' counsel at the hearing and in their
Posthearing Brief.

We have learned from Petitioner's counsel

that L-WR produced by domestic producers is of two general types:
(i) "ornamental iron" and (ii) tubing used for purposes where
44

appearance is more important.
are all "ornamental iron."

The three surveyed products

Petitioner's counsel told us that

ornamental iron is less expensive than the other type of L-WR,
and that each producer's product mix between ornamental iron and
other L-WR products is a significant factor affecting producer
profitability.

We do not know and cannot determine from

43

See id.
44

See Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, Answers to Questions
By Commissioners and Staff, at 1.
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questionnaire responses the percentages of each type of L-WR that
comprise domestic production and shipments.

We also do not know

and cannot determine from questionnaire resp6nses how the prices
of the two types of L-WR have actually compared over the period
of the investigation.
While the products surveyed in this investigation may be
"popular," it appears that many, if not most, producers and
importers did not even ship these products during a period of
over two years.

Although the staff was told that these products

were "popular," we have no data that would allow us to gauge,
even roughly, how important these three products actually are to
the L-WR industry in terms of industry production and
45

revenues.

45

We do not have any of the following information that
would be useful in evaluating whether the surveyed products
are actually representative of L-WR products as a whole:
o
o
o
o
o
o

the total number of all L-WR sales transactions by all
domestic producers;
the total number of all sales transactions by all
domestic producers involving the surveyed products;
the total quantity (in tons or other volume) of all
surveyed products sold by all domestic producers;
the total value of all sales of the surveyed products
by all domestic producers;
the total number of all L-WR sales transactions by all
importers of Taiwan L-WR;
the total number of all sales transactions by all
(Footnote continued on next page)
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(2) We have insufficient evidence to conclude that the
responding producers and importers are representative of the
industry as a whole.

The seven importers who provided useable price data
accounted for 66 percent of the total L-WR imports reported in
Commission questionnaire responses

potentially a reasonably

46
good sample of Taiwan importers.

But on the surface at

least, it does not appear that the domestic producers providing
price information represent a broad cross-section of the domestic
L-WR industry as a whole.

Of the six domestic producers who

provided at least some useable price data, four are located in,
and reportedly sell all of their output in, the western region of
47
the United States.
Tables 18 and 19 were prepared entirely

(Footnote continued from previous page)
importers of Taiwan L-WR involving the surveyed
products;
o
the total quantity (in tons or other volume) of all
surveyed products sold by all importers of Taiwan L-WR;
and
o
the total value of all sales of the surveyed products
by all importers of Taiwan L-WR.
See Memorandum EC-K-278, supra note 39.
46
See id.
47

Id.
The western region includes Washington, Oregon,
California, Nevada, Arizona, and Utah.
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from price information supplied by these four producers.

Three

of these four,producers are members of the Petitioner, the
48

Committee on Pipe and Tube Imports.
The potential problems posed by this small number of
not-randomly selected data sources are exacerbated by the fact
that many of the weighted average prices reported in Tables 17
through 19 are based on responses from far fewer than the six
domestic producers and seven importers who provided some useable
49

price information.

Of the 27 quarterly domestic producers'

prices reported in Table 19, not one was b.ased on data from more
50
than three domestic producers.
While the data in Table 18
were provided from a somewhat greater number of sources, of the
reported domestic producers' prices, only eight were actually

27

based on responses from all six domestic producers who provided
51

some useable price data.

48.

Id.
49

The information in this paragraph was gleaned from
statistical tables prepared in this case, as in other cases,
by Commission staff as they compiled the data reported in
the price tables in the Staff Report.
50

Fourteen of the reported prices came from just one
producer, eleven came from two producers, and only two came
from data supplied by three producers.
51

Nine of the reported prices came from data supplied by
only five producers, six came from data supplied by four
producers, and four came from sales reported by three
producers.
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The actual sources of data about import prices in these
tables were even more limited.

Every one of the 15 quarterly

prices of L-WR from Taiwan in Table 19 is based on data received
from a single importer.

Of the 11 import prices reported in

Table 18, almost half (five) are based on only one response, one
is based on two responses, three are based on three responses,
one is based on five responses, and one is based on six
responses.

Thus while six domestic producers and seven importers

provided some useable price information, they never all provided
price information about the same products for the same quarter.
To compound these problems, we have no way to determine that
the responding domestic producers and importers are
representative of the industry from the standpoint of the number
and volume of their total L-WR sales transactions and the mix of
L-WR products that they sell.

While we know the aggregate L-WR

sales accounted for by these firms, we do not have the data that
would allow us to gauge, even roughly, whether their sales are
typical in number and volume and whether their sales of the three
52

surveyed products are representative of the industry.

52

In addition to the data discussed in note 45, supra,
(Footnote continued on next page)
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(3) We have insufficient evidence to conclude that the
weighted average prices reeorted in Tables 17 through 19 are
representative of transaction prices in the L-WR market
generally.
In this case, like many others, the Commission gathered
price data about a particular product by asking questionnaire

(Footnote continued from previous page)
we do not have any of the following data which would be
useful in evaluating whether the importers•and domestic
producers' number and volume of sales tran.sactions in
general, and sales of the three surveyed products in
particular, are typical of the. industry as a whole:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

the total number of all L-WR sales transactions by the
six responding domestic producers;
the total number of all sales transactions by the six
responding domestic producers involving the surveyed
products;
the total quantity (in tons or other volume) of the
surveyed products sold by the six responding domestic
producers;
the total value of all· sales of the surveyed products
by the six responding domestic producers;
the total number of all L-WR sales transactions by the
seven responding importers of Taiwan L-WR;
the total number of all sales transactions by the seven
responding importers of Taiwan L-WR involving the
surveyed products;
the total quantity (in tons or other volume) of the
surveyed products sold by the seven responding
importers of Taiwan L-WR; and
the total value of all sales of the surveyed products
by the seven responding importers of Taiwan L-WR.

See Memorandum EC-K-278, supra note 39.
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recipients to report for each quarter the price involved in their
largest sale of that product that quarter.

The reported prices

were then summed to create a single weighted average price for
the quarter by weighting each reported price based upon the
quantity involved in that sale.

While this approach is certainly

a convenient way to limit the burden on responding producers and
importers, it does not carry with it a high degree of confidence
53

that we are gathering truly representative prices.

There are

many potential problems with the weighted-average, largestquarterly sale approach used in this case ..
First, many purchases of many different sizes may be made
over a quarter.

In this case, of six distributors who commented

on the matter, only two purchased L-WR products quarterly, one
purchased monthly, two purchased weekly, and one purchased
54

daily.

It is reasonable to expect that prices will vary

within a quarter, yet reported prices are summed and compared
without regard to the point during that quarter when the reported
transactions took place.
Second, prices are weighted by the volumes involved in the
reported transactions, but they are not weighted to account for

53

A rough estimate suggests that the reported transactions
represent only 6 percent of the value of domestic producers'
shipments in 1986. See Memorandum EC-K-270, supra note 41,
at 1.
54

Staff Report at A-38.
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other factors that bear on the potential significance of any
particular sale.

Among other possible adjustments, the reported

prices are not weighted based upon the total volume of that
product, the volume of all surveyed products, or the volume of
all L-WR sold by the various questionnaire respondents during the
55

period of the investigation.
The use of ·weighted average prices also tends to obscure the
fact that actual transaction prices reported by domestic
producers and importers for any particular quarter consistently
varied widely.

For example, five

transac~ion

prices were

reported by domestic producers for sales of "Product l" to
distributors in the fourth quarter of 1986.

The minimum reported

transaction price was 23 percent below the maximum transaction
56

price reported for that quarter.

In that same quarter, the

data gathered from importers of Taiwan L-WR reveal that the
lowest of six reported sales prices for "Product 2 11 was 28
percent below the highes.t price reported for that quarter.

When

55

Since some producers sell a great deal more ornamental
iron than others, see supra note 44 and accompanying text,
the failure to weight reported prices accordingly may
seriously distort the reported results.
56

This is not an isolated example. For that same quarter,
the maximum and minimum reported prices for "Products 2" and
11 3 11 varied by 15 and 14 percent,
respectively. See generally
Staff Report at A-39 - A-40 (Tables 17, 18, and 19).
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a single weighted average price is compared to another weighted
average price, one loses sight of the fact that actual
transaction prices may have been considerably higher or lower
than the reported averages.

Unfortunately, as with the other

problems with the pricing data discussed above, we do not have
much of the information which would be useful to evaluate the
extent to which the prices reported in the price tables are
actually representative of transactions in the L-WR marketplace
57

generally.

57

We do not know any of the following information that
would be useful to evaluate whether the reported transaction
prices and their weighted averages are in fact
representative of transaction prices in the L-WR marketplace
as a whole:
o

o

o

how the quantities involved in the reported sales
transactions by the six responding domestic producers
compare to the quantities involved in their other sales
transactions involving the surveyed products (e.g.,
compared to the arithmetic average, median, high or
low) ;
how the values of the reported sales transactions by
the six responding domestic producers compare to the
values of their other sales transactions involving the
surveyed products (e.g., compared to the arithmetic
average, median, high or low);
how the quantities involved in the reported sales
transactions by the seven responding importers of
Taiwan L-WR compare to the quantities involved in their
other sales transactions involving the surveyed
products (e.g., compared to the arithmetic average,
median, high or low) ; and
(Footnote continued on next page)
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The foregoing facts lead me to conclude that we should place
no substantial reliance on the price data reported in the
"Prices" section of the Staff Report.

Causation Analysis in This Investigation
The issue of causation is resolved in this case by calculating
SB

the likely impact of dumped Taiwan imports.

Considering the

size of the dumping margin at issue in this case, the relative
prices and volumes of L-WR produced by domestic producers and
imported from Taiwan and other countries, and the levels of

(Footnote continued from previous page)
o
how the values of the reported sales transactions by
the seven responding importers of Taiwan L-WR compare
to the values of their other sales transactions
involving the surveyed products (e.g., compared to the
arithmetic average, median, high or low).
See Memorandum EC-K-27B, supra note 39.
SB

I have used this approach in two recent cases: Tapered
Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof, and Certain Housings
Incorporating Tapered Roller Bearings from Hungary, the
People's Republic of China, and Romania, supra note 20, at
54-61 (Dissenting Views of Vice Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale),
and Cold-Rolled Carbon Steel Plates and Sheets From
Argentina, supra note 21, at 25-31 (Views of Vice Chairman
Anne E. Brunsdale).
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production and sales by the domestic L-WR industry as a whole, I
conclude that ·even the likely "outside" impact of dumped imports
from Taiwan is not material to this industry.
My analysis starts by considering the absolute and relative
volumes of domestic shipments and imports from Taiwan and other
countries.

Imports from Taiwan were a relatively tiny part of

domestic L-WR consumption throughout the period of the
investigation.

On the basis of quantity the share of imports

from Taiwan was only 3.3 percent in 1984, 0.1 percent in 1985,
59
and 3.4 percent in 1986.
On the basis 0£ value, the share of
imports from Taiwan was only 2.4 percent in 1984, 0.1 percent in
60
1985, and 2.8 percent in 1986.
A much higher share of the
U.S. market was held by imports from other countries.

On a

quantity basis, imports from the rest of the world accounted for
32.l percent of domestic consumption in 1984, 29.3 percent in

59
Staff Report at A-35 (Table 15). For purposes of my
analysis of causation, I do not rely on data showing the
volumes and values of shipments during the first quarter of
1987. Because the data can be skewed by isolated,
non-recurring events, a single quarter is too short a period
to generate meaningful data on import penetration and
pricing. For example, the large upswing of shipments in the
first quarter of 1987 may well have been caused simply by
the timing of events in this case. See Prehearing Brief on
Behalf of Respondent Yieh Hsing Enterprises co., Ltd. at 11.
60
Staff Report at A-36 (Table 16).
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61
1985, and 20 percent in 1986.

On a value basis, the market

share of imports from other countries ranged from 26.3 percent in
1984 to 18 percent in 1986. In 1986, the year of principal focus
62
in this case,
Taiwan L-WR imports totaled 9,975 -tons, while
63
imports from other countries totaled 59,629 tons.
I next consider the dumping margin reported by the
64
Department of Commerce.
In this case the Department of
Commerce found a final dumping margin of 17.29 percent.

The

Department of Commerce calculated this margin by comparing U.S.
sales prices to-the foreign market value dµring the May 1 through
October 31, 1986 period, with foreign market value estimated on

61
Id. at A-35 (Table 15).
62
For purposes of my causation analysis here, I focus on
whether material injury has been caused by dumped Taiwan
imports since January 1, 1986. I do not focus on the
previous years because the Commission has considered and
rejected Petitioners' earlier claim that the domestic L-WR
industry was materially injured by reason of dumped Taiwan
imports prior to 1986. See Certain Welded Carbon Steel
Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan, Inv. No. 731-TA-211 (Final)',
USITC Pub. 1799 (January 1986).
63
Staff Report at A-32 (Table 12).
64
For one discussion of the role of the dumping margin in
assessing harm to a domestic industry, see Memorandum from
the Office of Economics, EC-J-010 (January 7, 1986), at
29-31. For a discussion of the propriety of the
Commission's consideration of this factor, see Hyundai Pipe
co., Ltd., et. al. v. U.S. International Trade Commission,
et. al., slip op. 87-18 (CIT February 23, 1987).
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65

the basis of constructed value.

Thus, the dumping margin is

essentially an estimate of the extent to which Taiwan producers
were selling L-WR in the United States below their cost of
production.

For purposes of my causation analysis here, I use

this margin as a rough approximation of the unfair price
advantage held by Taiwan producers as a result of their pricing
66

at less than fair value.
For purposes of my analysis, I will assume that the entire
dumping margin was passed through to reduce the price of Taiwan
L-WR imports.

Thus, I will assume that if· importers had to pay a

"fair" price for L-WR from Taiwan, they would have had to pay in
the aggregate 17.29 percent more for the product than they in
fact paid.

While the actual reported average price for imports

from Taiwan in 1986 was $422 a ton, I will assume that a "fair"

65

See Certain Li ht-Walled Rectan ular Welded Carbon Steel
Pipes and Tubes From Taiwan: Final Determinat on of Sales
at Less Than Fair Value, 52 Fed. Reg. 20,440 (1987).
66

Obviously using the dumping margin in this manner is not
precise. The margin computed by the Department of Commerce
is only an approximation, and the Commerce Department's
investigation covers only six months. Nonetheless, whatever
its weaknesses, the margin is generally the best evidence we
have on the outside potential. price advantage that the
import producer enjoys as a result of dumping.
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67
price would have been 17.29 percent higher, or $495 a ton.
It is obviously impossible to quantify exactly the volume, price,
and revenue impacts of the dumped Taiwan imports with this price
advantage, but we can make a reasonable estimate through the
68
following approach.
As noted above, imports of Taiwan L-WR amounted to 9,975
tons in 1986.

If those imports had been priced 17.29 percent

higher, the volume of their sales would have depended on their

67
Staff Report at A-33 (Table 13). For purposes of this
analysis, unit prices were determined from aggregate
shipment data by dividing total reported values by total
reported quantities. In this case, the resulting "prices"
are understated for both domestic and import products.
Domestic "prices" are understated because all domestic
producers did not supply shipment data on a value basis.
See id. at A-15, n.l. Import "prices" are understated
because the reported values, gathered from data collected by
the Department of Commerce, show aggregate transaction
prices between Taiwan producers and their U.S. importers and
do not reflect the importers' mark-ups on their subsequent
sales to distributors and end users.
68
In my analysis I make the following two assumptions,
both of which are supported by the facts in this case:
(i) within the range of prices discussed in this opinion,
total domestic demand for L-WR would have remained
substantially constant (See Petitioners' Posthearing Brief,
Answers to Questions by Commissioners and Staff, at 8;
Memorandum EC-K-269, supra note 27, at 5); and (ii) for the
same types of L-WR, the Taiwan and domestically produced
products are highly substitutable in use from a customer's
perspective (See Memorandum EC-K-269, supra, at 1,
Transcript at 30-31).
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attractiveness to customers in light of the available
alternatives. , In 1986 those alternatives were domestic and
imported L-WR.

At most, Taiwan imports would have amounted to

9,975 tons, sold at an average price of $495 a ton

the number

of tons actually sold in 1986 at the 1986 price ($422 a ton) plus
17.29 percent.

At the least, sales of Taiwan imports would have

been zero -- a circumstance that would have occurred if all L-WR
customers switched to the available alternatives.
The alternatives available to L-WR customers were, of
course, the L-WR sold by domestic
countries other than Taiwan.

produce~s

and by importers from

Let me first consider the maximum

sales that would have gone to the U.S. producers.

To compute

this outside limit, I assume the domestic companies were the onty
producers in the market other than importers from Taiwan that
were able to expand shipments.

I thus eliminate the possibility

that some sales would have gone to the producers from other
countries, a likelihood that I discuss below.

Under this

assumption, domestic sales would have increased by 9,975 tons in
1986 if not a single customer purchased any Taiwan L-WR.
To determine the revenue impact on the domestic industry if
Taiwan imports had been priced entirely out of the market, I must
consider the average per-unit price at which domestic L-WR would
have been sold.

Fair pricing on its own would not have
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eliminated the presence of Taiwan L-WR imports from the U.S.
market; it simply would have meant that these imports would have
been priced 17.29 percent higher -- that is, at $495 a ton
instead of $422 a ton.

Leaving aside the domestic producers'

lead-time advantage (which I discuss below), the domestic product
would have had to be priced no higher than the same $495 a ton to
supplant all of the Taiwan imports.

At a higher price for

domestic L-WR, some consumers would still have bought some Taiwan
products.
At a per-unit price of $495 a ton,

d~mestic

producers would

have received additional revenues of only $4,937,625 if they had
gained all of the sales that actually went to Taiwan imports.
That amount is only 4.1 percent of the value of the domestic
69
industry's actual 1986 L-WR shipments,
and only 1.3 percent
of the reported net sales of the domestic establishments in which
70

L-WR is produced.
I do not believe that a maximum gross revenue loss of less
than 1.3 percent is material injury within the meaning of the

69
Staff Report at A-19 (Table 6).
70

Id. at A-24 (Table 8).
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controlling statutes.

Moreover, it is likely that this

percentage revenue loss is substantially overstated because it is
based on net sales figures from firms accounting for only 74
72

percent of reported domestic L-WR shipments in 1986.

In

fact, the domestic industry's revenue loss caused by dumped
Taiwan imports would have been significantly greater than this
estimate of less than 1.3 percent only if domestic sales could
have supplanted Taiwan imports at prices materially higher than
$495 a ton.

Given the facts in this case, that possibility is

virtually non-existent.
It is true that domestic producers have a product advantage
that may allow them to charge a somewhat higher price.

As

already noted, Petitioners claim that because of their lead-time
and service advantage, they can generally charge 5 to 10 percent
more for their L-WR products.

Assuming this advantage could be

maintained in sales to customers that otherwise would purchase
Taiwan imports, domestic producers' "lost revenue" under the
scenario discussed above would have ranged from $5,187,000 to

71
The comparison to industry net sales is particularly
useful because subtractions or additions to net sales
directly affect most other indicators of an industry's
financial performance.
72

Staff Report at A-23.
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$5,431,388.

Even at these higher prices ($520 to $544 a ton),
•'

reported net sales for domestic establishments producing L-WR
would have been only 1.4 to 1.5 percent higher.

..

Moreover, there

is no reason to believe that higher prices necessarily could have
been passed on to all customers that otherwise would buy the
Taiwan product.

After all, the fact that these customers

purchased Taiwan L-WR in 1986 suggests that many of them do not
place much value on shorter lead time or better service.
Let me now consider the possibility that the above analysis
overstates the impact of dumped Taiwan imports because it omits
consideration of the price suppressing effects of imports from
other countries.

Taiwan is just one of many countries that

. export L-WR to the United States.

Of all the L-WR sold in the

United States in 1986 by firms other than Taiwan producers, 79
percent was sold by domestic producers and 21 percent by
73
producers from other countries.
The average unit price of
imports from these other countries was $457 a ton -- well under
the prices ($495, $520, and $545 a ton) on which the estimates
74
above were based.
As a consequence, it is likely that a
material portion of the sales secured by Taiwan through unfair

73
Id. at A-35 (Table 15).
74
Id. at A-33 (Table 13).
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pricing were sales that otherwise would have gone to other
importers, and not to domestic producers of L-WR.

The effects

that L-WR imports from other countries have on domestic prices
and revenues are not the responsibility of Taiwan producers.
Unless other foreign producers could not increase their U.S.
sales at all, their presence in the market can only mean that the
estimates above further overstate the actual impact of dumped
75

Taiwan imports on domestic producers.
Based on the foregoing analysis, it is apparent that the
adverse effect on the domestic industry of, dumped imports from
Taiwan was trivial.

Accordingly, I conclude that dumped imports

from Taiwan were not a cause of material injury.

75

It appears that many of the other nations exporting L-WR
to the United states are subject to outstanding restraint
agreements. Compare Staff Report at A-6 and A-7 with A-32.
But there is no evidence in the record suggesting that these
countries are exporting L-WR to the maximum levels allowed
by those agreements.
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Views of commissioner Lodwick

I find that a domestic industry is not materially injured
or threatened with material injury by reason of less than fair
value imports of light walled rectangular pipes and tubes (LWR
pipe) from Taiwan.

My analysis focuses on developments since

re-entry of Taiwan imports into the U.S. market in the second
quarter of 1986.

During the preceding nine months, covering

the second half of 1985 and the first quarter of 1986,
virtually no Taiwan imports entered the U.S.

Prior to that, in

an antidumping investigation covering imports from Taiwan
through mid 1985, the Commission found no material injury or
threat of material injury.

The Commission thus has essentially

one year of relevant import data covering the second quarter of
1986 through the first quarter of 1987.

(I will refer to this

twelve month period as the current period).
LIKE PRODUCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
I adopt the definitions of like product and domestic
industry used by the Commission in prior investigations
covering LWR pipe and in this preliminary investigation.
Regional industry.

Petitioner has presented a regional as

well as a national industry case.

I conclude that the criteria

for a regional industry analysis are met as (1) virtually all
Western region domestic production is shipped within the
region, (2) less than one percent of the regional apparent
consumption is supplied by U.S. producers outside the region
and (3) approximately 75% of Taiwan imports in the current
period entered through West Coast ports.

I therefore discuss

the condition of both the national and regional industries.
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CONDIT+ON OF THE NATIONAL DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
Information on the performance of the domestic industry
shows solid positive trends for both operating and employment
factors from 1984 to the current period, despite flat apparent
consumption.

In particular, domestic shipments rose

approximately 20% from 1984 to the current period.

Domestic

producer market share rose from under 65% to over 78%.
Production rose by a smaller but still noteworthy amount, and
since capacity was level, utilization rose as well.

On the

employment.side, hours worked and total compensation increased
briskly from 1984 to the current period, but the expansion
eroded earlier gains in productivity and unit labor costs.
Financial results have displayed no apparent trend.
Financial data pertaining specifically to domestic LWR pipe
operations were difficult to obtain.

For the current period,

the commission received specific LWR operation data from
producers accounting for less than 5% of domestic production,
and establishment data where LWR pipe accounted for over 35% of
operations from producers accounting for less than half of
domestic production.

Thus I find a product line analysis which

relies on overall establishment information (Staff Report Table
8) most appropriate, even though LWR production is only a
relatively minor component.
This overall financial information revealed flat sales
revenue but fractional declines in operating income, cash flow,
and operating margins in the current period.

Any weight given

to these.results is limited by the following information:
(1) The value of domestic LWR pipe shipments grew over 9% from
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1985 to the current period, indicating that sales from other
operations dragged down overall sales results.

(2) Though no

direct data on price versus cost trends for LWR pipe exists,
domestic prices have risen since Taiwan imports have re-entered
the market, and price increases are consistent with LWR raw
material cost index increases.
CONDITION OF THE WESTERN REGIONAL INDUSTRY
Given the higher standard of injury for a regional
industry, I find that a regional industry analysis provides no
advantage to petitioner.

In general, performance levels and

trends are not widely divergent between the regional and
national industries.
Specifically, information on the performance of the
domestic industry in the Western region shows that:
(1) Producer operating levels are rising strongly (domestic
shipments rose from 69 thousand tons in 1984 to 85 thousand
tons in the current period) and domestic producer market share
has grown substantially, despite flat domestic apparent
consumption since 1984.

(2) Employment factors including hours

worked and total compensation have risen.

(3) Financial data ·

for establishments producing LWR pipe are mixed.

Sales are up

despite flat demand, operating income is up, and operating
margins are down slightly from 1985 to the current period.
Further, financial performance has improved for three of the
five firms operating in the West for which the Commission has a
consistent series of financial data from 1985 to the current
period.
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CAUSATION OF MATERIAL INJURY AND THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
The domestic industry's performance indicators, both on a
national basis and for the Western region, show no current
material injury by reason of unfair .imports from Taiwan.
However, during this period of improving operating and
employment factors and apparently stable financial factors for
the domestic LWR pipe industry, import volumes from Taiwan
increased.

The highest import level, reached over the current

period, was 15,395 tons.

That corresponds to a market

penetration of the subject imports of 5.3%.

Roughly 75% of

those imports, totalling 11,635 tons, entered through West
Coast ports, resulting in a market penetration of 10.2% in the
Western region •.!J
This recent market penetration raises the question of
possible nascent or threatened injury.

The primary criteria

for assessing causation of current material injury are the
volume and market penetration of imports (with stocks an
implicit consideration), the effect of imports on U.S. prices,
and the impact of imports on the domestic industry.

The

primary criteria for assessing threat of material injury are
similarly trends in the volume and market penetration of
imports (with stocks an explicit consideration) and the

.!/ I do not find cumulation with imports from Singapore which
were found to threaten material injury to the domestic industry
in November, 1986 to be appropriate. The Singapore imports
were not found to cause material injury at that time, and the
threat has been obviated by the duty order. The question of
any sequential weakening of the domestic industry by successive
imports is necessarily implicit in the examination of the
current condition of the domestic industry.
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probable effect of imports on
consideration of the

~oreign

u.s.

prices, with the additional

industry, including such things as·.

capacity, capacity increases, markets other than the U.S. and
product shifting •.
I find no nascent material injury, or developments which
indicate a real and imminent threat of material injury, based
on conditions in the u. S. market.

In particular, .( 1) despite ·

increased market penetration of Taiwan
domestic apparent consumption, domestic

import~

and flat

pr~ducer

operating

levels rose strongly in the current period (and domestic
producer market share grew much more than

th~

market

penetration of Taiwan imports), (2) the U.S. market absorbed.
this increased domestic industry activity as stocks declined
both absolutely and relative to shipments, and (3) domestic
prices did not appear to deteriorate either in absolute level
or

rel~tive

to costs.

These factors hold for the Western.

region as well as for the national industry.
Further, the limited available data on the industry in
Taiwan provide no indication of real and imminent substantial
increases in shipments to the U.S. market.

The information

gathered by the Commission indicates that approximately six
Taiwan producers of LWR pipe made at least token exports to the
U.S. during the c;:urrent period.

For the two primary exporters;

who account for the vast majority of such exports, the
commission has some information on capacity and production.
Much of the information is either uncertain or seemingly
contradictory, but in any event provides no solid basis for a
real and imminent threat determination.
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Where information is more clearly· established and where
annual data have been provided since 1984, there has been no
·increase in reported Taiwan industry capacity during
1984-1987.

Though there was·a drop in non-u.s. shipments in

1986 and thus an increase in capacity available for generating
exports to the U.S., a recovery in non-u.s. markets is forecast
for 1987.

I do not put much weight on such forecasts, but to

the extent that some of the drop in 1986 was in shipments to
Middle East oil states· and a recovery in such markets is
projected, I find the forecast at

leas~

plausible.

Stocks in

Taiwan have declined and are quite low relative to shipments,
indicating no immediate pressure to dump material.
Finally, though I also place little weight on Taiwan's
unilateral restraint policy, Taiwan producers do need export
liceris~s,

and the volume of material licensed in recent months

(September 1986 to April 1987) is below recent shipment sizes
to the U.S.

In summary, the available data on the Taiwan

industry show no indication of a real and imminent sustainable
increase in the position of Taiwan imports in the U.S. market
which would lead to material injury to the domestic

industry.~

Based on this reasoning, I find that a domestic industry
is not materially injured or threatened with material injury by
reason of less than fair value imports of light walled
·rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan.

~- I do not find product shifting to be a germane issue in this
Investigation. The outstanding order against standard pipe
from Taiwan was implemented in 1984. Any product shifting
relative.to that order would have occurred well before the most
relevant time period for this investigation.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONERS ALFRED ECKES AND DAVID ROHR

In the preliminary phase of this investigation, a majority
of the Commission determined there was a reasonable indication
that· the domestic industry producing light-walled rectangular
(L-WR) pipes and tubes was threatened with material injury by
allegedly dumped imports· from Taiwan.

In our view, the data

collected by the Commission in this final ,investigation
strongly confirm that earlier indication.

However, the

majority of our colleagues determined that there is no material
injury or threat of injury to the domestic industry from
Taiwane'se imports.

We respectfully disagree.

Certain industry performance indicators did improve during
the period of investigation.

Despite signs of eroding profit

margins, the positive trends in other indicators preclude our
finding current material injury to the domestic L-WR pipe
industry.

Nonetheless, the data in this final investigation,

particularly for the last half of 1986 and first quarter of
1987, indicate a weakening of performance that makes the
industry vulnerable to injury from increasing volumes of
unfairly traded imports.
The Commission was unable to obtain precise data on the
productive capacity or capacity utilization of the L-WR
industry in Taiwan.

Indeed there is some uncertainty as to

which producers are responsible for imports in the most recent
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period.

However, it is apparent that the Taiwan producers are

able to direct substantial volumes of low-priced L-WR pipe to
the U.S. market and that such imports are likely to have a
price suppressing or depressing effect.

Taiwan has not signed

a VRA with the United States, but is limiting steel exports
under an informal agreement that seems sufficiently flexible to
permit substantial L-WR exports.

Therefore, we determine that

the domestic L-WR pipe industry is threatened with material
injury by reason of LTFV imports from Taiwan. !/

Like product/domestic industry
To assess material injury or threat to the domestic
industry, the Commission first determines the product "like"
the imports subject to investigation and then defines the
industry as the "domestic producers as a whole of a like
product, or those producers whose collective output of the like
product constitutes a major proportion of that product." 2/ 3/
In prior investigations of similar imports, the Commission
defined the like product as light-walled welded carbon steel
pipes of rectangular cross-section, having a wall thickness of
less than 0.156 inch.

The domestic industry, then, was found

to consist of the domestic producers of L-WR pipe.

As none of

the parties to this investigation questioned these definitions

!/ Having concluded that the national domestic industry ls
threatened with material injury, we do not address the issue of
threat to a West Coast regional industry.
~ 19 U.S.C. 1677(4) (A)
y "Like product" is "a product which is like, or in the
absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with,
the article subject to an investigation •••• " 19 u.s.c. 1677 (10)
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and no additional information was obtained suggesting

that~they

be changed, we again adopt the like product and domestic
industry definitions made in the earlier investigations.

Condition of the industry
The Commission has examined the condition of the domestic
L-WR industry in numerous investigations conducted over the
past few years.

For each investigation, we analysed data on

economic indicators such as domestic consumption, production,
productive capacity, capacity utilization,, shipments,
inventories, employment, and financial performance.

As

construction activity in the United States increased after the
recession in the early 1980's, and steel import restraints were
effected limiting foreign competition from traditional
suppliers, we noted that many of the economic indicators for
the domestic L-WR industry trended upward from low levels in
1982.
In the current investigation, we find that there··is still
an upward trend. in many of these indicators.

Although apparent

domestic consumption dipped almost 9 percent in the first ·
quarter of 1987 (interim 1987) as compared to the same period
of 1986, consumption remained substantially above levels in the
early 19SO's •.

The domestic industry captured an increasing

share of the U.S. market over the period of investigation as
overall import levels decreased.
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Total U.S. production increased 6.7 percent from 1984 to
1986, and 1.1 percent in the interim comparison.

Domestic

capacity increased slightly during the three years covered by
this

investig~tion

and also in the interim comparison.

Capacity.utilization rose 3.7 percentage points from 1984 to
1986, and continued to rise in the interim, reaching 61.5
percent during first-quarter 1987.
Domestic shipments increased almost 20 percent from 1984 to
1986 and remained stable in the interim comparison.

Producer

·· inv:entories decreased slightly over the period of
investigation, both in absolute terms and as a percent of
shipments.

The number of workers employed rose 11 percent from

1984 to 1986, and 8 percent in interim 1987 compared to the
same period in 1986.
The financial performance of the domestic industry,
howev.er, did not follow the upward trend of the other
indicators during the investigation period.

Sales were fairly

flat from 1984 through interim 1987. Gross profits declined
steadily.

Both net income and operating income trended

doW'nward, particularly in interim 1987.

Operating margins

followed a slight downward trend until first-quarter 1987, when
the drop was more pronounced.
Unfortunately, most domestic producers were unable to
supply separate profit-and-loss data for production of the like
product, so our financial analysis was limited to P&L data for
overall operations in which L-WR pipe was produced.

~

This
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limited the emphasis we placed on financial data in this

1-.

investigation.
We did observe, however, that producers for whom L-WR pipe
constituted more than 35 percent of sales demonstrated lower
prof it levels and more severe erosion of profitability on their
overall operations than was found in the aggregate industry
data, indicating possible problems with the L-WR pipe portion
of their business.

~

For those producers, profits decreased

sharply to a loss in the 1987-1986 interim comparison. §/
Despite the financial downturn, other ,indicators which
could be measured separately for the L-WR pipe industry still
exhibit positive trends for the aggregate industry.

These

generally positive statistics, however, mask negative results
for many individual producers.

During the period of

investigation, several producers filed for bankruptcy or closed
plants, several sold their operations to other producers, and a
general consolidation and restructuring took place.

Although

this restructuring may well. strengthen the domestic industry
over the long term, the process may also have negative effects
on operations in the short term.
Therefore,. although we do not find current material injury
to the domestic industry, we conclude that the data in this
investigation indicate that the ·industry is vulnerable to
injury from increased competition from unfairly traded imports.
·!',

Table 8, Report at A-24.
Table 9, Report at A-26.
§/ The interim 1987 financial data reflect corporate changes
and certain nonrecurring events ••
~
~
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Applicability of regional industry analysis
.Alternatively to finding material injury to the national

L-WR

industry, petitioners urge the Commission to find that

imports from Taiwan have materially injured a regional domestic
industry.

This region would encompass the market served by

Taiwan imports entering into West Coast ports and be composed
of the States of Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada, Utah,
and Arizona.
We note that there is some question as to whether the
statutory criteria are met for considering this a regional
industry.

More importantly, we find that the material injury

standard for regional industries -- that producers of all or
almost all of the production within the region are experiencing
material injury -- has not been satisfied.
The first requirement of Section 771(4) (C) for considering
the producers in a particular market as a regional industry is
that such producers must "sell all or almost all of their
production of the like product in question in the market."?../
The Commission's investigation revealed that there were no
shipments by reporting West Coast producers outside the region
during the investigation period.

Therefore the first criterion

for a regional industry analysis is met.
The second criterion is that demand in the regional market
"i~

not supplied, to any significant degree, by producers of

the product located elsewhere in the United States." !ij

?..Jl9 use 1677(4)(C) (i).
y 19 use 1677(4) (C)(ii).

There
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were no reported shipments into the West Coast region by
producers· outside the region until a small tonnage entered in
1986.

That year total apparent consumption in the region was

116,378 tons, and the amount supplied by outside producers was
relatively insignificant.

Again during the first quarter of

1987, there was a small amount shipped into the region in a
period when the total demand was 20,906 tons.

Thus the

producers in the West Coast region meet the second regional
industry criterion.
The statute refers to a market which meets the two criteria
outlined above as an "isolated market."

However, it provides

that the producers in such an isolated market may be considered
a regional industry only "if there is a concentration of
subsidized or dumped imports into such an isolated market."
Neither the statute nor the legislative history provide much
guidance to the Commission as to what constitutes "a
concentration" of imports.
Certainly more Taiwan imports were shipped to the West
Coast than to anywhere else in the United States.

As a

percentage of total Taiwan imports, West Coast imports
constituted 79 percent in 1984, 66 percent in 1985, 72 percent
in 1986, and 82 percent in interim 1987.

We note, however,that

the absolute tonnages going outside the region increased in
the

most recent periods. 'E}

Therefore, it is unclear whether

the degree of concentration is sufficient to require
consideration of the West Coast as a distinct region.
'E} Table 15, Report at A-35.
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There is a special standard applicable to the consideration
of injury to a regional industry.

The law requires that

"producers of all, or almost all, of the production within that
market are being materially injured or threatened with
material injury." 10/

We find that this standard is not met in

this investigation and therefore, injury to a West Coast
regional industry would not be found even if the regional
analysis were deemed appropriate.
The· economic indicators for the regional inductry followed
simitar trends as those for the national

L-WR

pipe

indus~ry •.
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percent above 1984 levels.

The interim comparison shows an

increase of 7 percent in 1987.

Operating income margins

dropped substantially in 1985, then rose in 1986 to a level
below that of 1984.

The interim data show a steeper decline in

operating margins for 1987.

10/ 19 USC 1677(4) (C) See also Atlantic Sugar v. United
States, 744 F2d 1556 (CAFC 1984).
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It should be noted that the financial data are based on
overall operations of the producers and not specifically L-WR ··
pipe production. 11/
data is limited.

Therefore the emphasis placed on such

However, as the data on other factors are not

indicative of injury in this investigation, we look to the
financial data to consider the special requirement for finding
injury to a regional industry.

We do not find that producers

of all or almost all of the regional production are
experiencing material injury, even on the basis of financial
performance.
True, several producers have operated at a loss during one
or more periods of the investigation.
production of L-WR pipe.

One producer ceased

However, other producers in the

region, accounting for substantial shares of production, are
operating profitably. We conclude, therefore, that even if we
were to find that the West Coast producers consitituted a
regional industry, we would not find material injury to that
industry.

Threat of material injury
In assessing threat·of material injury to the domestic
industry, the law requires that we examine certain factors to
help us gauge the probable impact of the LTFV imports on the

11/ Footnote 6 also applies to the regional financial data.
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industry in the near future. 12/

W

Primarily, we are

concerned with the trends in import volume and penetration, the
capability and intent of the foreign producers to increase
volume and penetration levels, and the probable price effects
of future imports on the domestic industry.
The volume and market penetration for the L-WR pipe imports
from Taiwan traced a roller-coaster pattern during. the period
of investigation, decreasing from 9,754 tons in 1984 to only
406 tons in 1985 (a year when the earlier antidumping
investigation was pending) and then climbing to 9,975 tons in
~~

19 u.s.c. sec. 1677(7) (F) (i) provides:
In determining whether an industry in .the
United States is threatened with material injury by reason of
imports (or sales for importation) of any merchandise, the
Commission shall consider, among other relevant economic
factors-( I) If a subsidy is involved, such
information as may be presented to it by the
administering authority as to the nature of
the subsidy (particularly as to whether the
subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent with
the Agreement) ,
(II) any increase in production capacity
or existing unused capacity in the exporting
country likely to result in a significant
increase in imports of the merchandise to the
United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United states
market penetration and the likelihood the
penetration will increase to an injurious
level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the
merchandise will enter the United States at
prices that will have a depressing or
suppressing effect on domestic prices of the
merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in
inventories of the merchandise in the United
States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized
capacity for producing the merchandise in the
.
exporting country,
(Footnote continued on next page.)

(I) In general.
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1986.

·~

15/

Most of the tonnage in 1986 entered the United

States in the second half of the year. 16/

The upward trend

continued in the·first quarter of 1987: 5,422 tons entered
before the Commerce Department made its preliminary
determination in this investigation, compared to virtually no
tonnage in the corresponding 1986 period.
The import market penetration pattern mirrored the import
volume pattern.

Market penetration by imports from Taiwan

stood at 3.3 percent in 1984, fell to O.l percent in 1985, and
then rose to 3.4 percent in 1986.

In the first quarter of

1987, penetration reached 7.2 percent, compared to less than
0.05 percent in the· 1986 interim.

This penetration was more

than double the level in 1984. 17/
(Footnote continued)
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends
that indicate the probability that the importation
(or sale for importation) of the merchandise
(whether or not it is actually being imported at
the time) will be the cause of actual injury, and
(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if
production facilities owned or controlled by the
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce
products subject to investigation(s) under section
701 or 731 or to [final] orders under section 706
or 736, are also used to produce the merchandise
under investigation.
~ Because this is an antidumping investigation, the nature
of any subsidy (I) is not relevant. Further, the facts of this
investigation indicate that inventories (V) also are not
significant to the industry.
!!...../ Table 15, Report at A-35.
15/ The petitioner maintained that we should cumulate imports
of L-WR pipe from Taiwan with imports from Singapore covered by
an outstanding order dated November 18, 1986. As the Singapore
imports are no longer unfairly traded, we did not cumulate them
in assessing prospective threat.
~
16/ Table 14, Report at A-34. Recent information on the
record indicates that reported 1986-87 volumes may be
understated.
17/ 19 USC 1677(7) (F) (i) (III).
~
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To estimate whether the upward trends of import volume and
penetration occurring in late 1986-early 1987 are likely to
continue absent antidumping duties, the Commission attempted to
gather information on the capacity, capacity utilization,
production, and export shipments of L-WR pipe producers in
Taiwan.

The producer investigated by the Commerce Department,

Yieh Hsing, supplied such data; however, the Commission was
unable.to collect reliable data for other exporting producers.
We do know that there are at least six producers exporting L-WR ..
pipe to the United States.

The data that we were able to·

obtain show that Taiwan's L-WR pipe capacity has grown
substantially during the period of investigation, and that
although Taiwan's producers ship to a number of countries, the
United States is an important market for exports from Taiwan.18/
We received capacity utilization data for only a limited
number of Taiwan producers.

In each case, production of L-WR

pipe was significantly below reported capacity.

We believe

that a fair reading of the evidence leads to the conclusion
that Taiwan producers have the capacity to increase production
for export to the United States. 19/
Generally the Taiwan producers manufacture other steel pipe
in addition to L-WR pipe in their facilities.

Respondents

admitted there can be shifting of productive resources to L-WR

18/ 19 USC 1677(7) (F) (i) (II)&(VI).
19/ 19 USC 1677(7)(F)(i)(II)&(VI).
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pipe. 20/

This will undoubtedly occur if there is an economic.

advantage to making such a shift. 21/
The respondent's posthearing brief maintains that Yieh
Hsing would prefer to fill its quota under the current informal
export agreement with items of higher value than L-WR pipe.
The fact remains, however, that in the final months of 1986 and
the first quarter of 1987, exports of L-WR pipe from a Taiwan
producer (or producers) were entering at increasing levels,
although an informal restraint agreement with the United States
Trade Representative was reached in September 1986.

As this

agreement is informal and self-imposed by Taiwan, it is
questionable that it will have any enduring effect on the level
of L-WR imports.

The terms are also sufficiently flexible to

allow substantial exports of L-WR pipe.

There is good reason

to believe that Taiwan producers will continue to find the
United States an attractive export market.

~

There also is every reason to assume that future imports
from Taiwan will have a depressing or suppressing effect on
domestic prices.

~

In this investigation, the Commission

made price comparisons for domestic and importer sales of three
representative types of L-WR pipe to distributers and end users
over nine quarters from January-March 1985 to January-March

W

Transcript of hearing, p.99.
21/ 19 USC 1677(7) (F) (i) (VIII) We note that imports of
standard pipe from Taiwan, often produced in the same mills as
L-WR pipe, has been subject to an antidumping order for two . . .
years.
~ 19 USC 1677(7) (F)(i) (VII)
~ 19 USC 1677(7) (F)(i) (IV)
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1987.

£!!

In sales to distributers, the imports undersold the

domestic pipe in all comparisons by percentages ranging from
6.3 percent to 31.6 percent.

In sales to end users,

underselling by the imports was found in all but one comparison
by margins of from 4.7 percent to 13 percent.
Domestic prices for the three products sold to distributers
throughout the United States generally declined throughout the
period, while prices to distributers in the Western United
States were essentially flat.

For sales to end users in the

West, domestic prices trended downward.
The petitioners reported that the cost of steel,
constituting about two-thirds of their production cost, rose
about 20 percent between the beginning of 1986 and the present
time.

Yet this increase in the cost of goods sold was not ·

reflected in the p+ices they obtained for their product.
If the domestic industry must continue to compete with
substantial volumes of LTFV imports from Taiwan, it is unlikely
that domestic producers will be able to raise their prices to
compensate for increased costs •. This may be one reason for the
erosion of financial performance that apparently already has
occurred.

As the Taiwan producers appear to have the

capability and the intent to ship increasing volumes of L-WR
pipe, we conclude that the domestic industry is threatened with
material injury by reason of LTFV imports from Taiwan.

£!/Tables 17,18, and 19. Report at A-39, A-40, and A-41.
Note that all price comparisons were made in the Western United
States as that is where the bulk of the imports were sold.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION
Introduction
On October 2, 1986, counsel for the Committee on Pipe & Tube Imports
(CPTI) filed an antidumping petition with the U.S. International Trade Commission and the U.S. Department of Commerce, alleging that an industry in the
United States is materially injured or is threatened with material injury by
reason of imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes .!/ from Taiwan
that are being sold at less than fair value (LTFV). The petition alleges, in
the alternative, that producers of the subject products in the West Coast
region '!:./ of the United States have been materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes from Taiwan. Accordingly, effective October 2, 1986, the Commission
instituted investigation No. 731-TA-349 (Preliminary) under section 733(a) of
the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673(a)) to determine whether there was a
reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is materially
injured, or is threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an
industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of
the subject merchandise.
As a result of its preliminary investigation, 'if the Commission on
November 17, 1986, notified Commerce that there was a reasonable indication
that an industry in the United States was threatened with material injury by
reason of alleged LTFV imports from Taiwan of light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes. !±I
On March 17, 1987, Commerce published a notice in the Federal Register of
its preliminary determination that imports of certain light-walled rectangular
welded carbon steel pipes and tubes from Taiwan are being, or are likely to be,
sold in the United States at LTFV. As a result of Commerce's affirmative
preliminary determination of LTFV sales from Taiwan, the Commission instituted
investigation No. 731-TA-349 (Final), effective March 17, 1987, under section
735(b) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)), to determine whether an industry in
the United States is materially injured or threatened with material injury, or
whether the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially
retarded, by reason of imports from Taiwan of light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes;

.!/ For purposes of this investigation, the term "light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes" covers welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of rectangular (including
square) cross section, having a wall thickness less than 0.156 inch, provided
for in item 610.4928 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated
(TSUSA). The petition was filed on behalf of the mechanical tubing subcommittee of the CPTI. The 5 member producers of the subcommittee in support of the
petition are: Bull Moose Tube Co.; Hughes Steel & Tube; Hannibal Industries,
Inc.; Maruichi American Corp.; and Western Tube & Conduit.
2/ This region, as defined by petitioners, is composed of the States of Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona.
'if Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan:
Determination of
the Commission in Investigation No. 731-TA-349 (Preliminary) . . . , USITC
Publication 1906, November 1986. ·
!±J Chairman Liebeler made a negative. determination.

A-2

Notice of the institution of the Commission's final investigation and of
a public hearing to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies
of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of
April 2, 1987 (52 F.R. 10642). !/
On June 1, 1987, Commerce published its affirmative final determination
in the Federal Register (52 F.R. 20440) that imports of certain light-walled
rectangular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes from Taiwan are being sold in
the United States at LTFV. ~
A public hearing was held in connection with the investigation on June 10,
1987, in Washington, DC. 11 The briefing and vote was held ·on July 8, 1987.
Previous Commission Investigations
On December. 18, 1984, counsel for the CPTI filed an antidumping petition
with the Commission and Commerce alleging that an industry in the United
States was materially injured or was threatened with material injury by reason
of imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan.
On January 17, 1986, the Commission determined that an industry in the United States
was not materially injured or threatened with material injury, and the establishment of an industry in the United States was not materially retarded, by
reason of such imports that Commerce found to be sold at LTFV.
Selected data
from pending and recent title VII investigations are presented in table 1.
On November 13, 1985, counsel for the CPTI and the individual members of
the mechanical tubing subcommittee filed an antidumping petition with the
Commission and the U.S. Department of Commerce alleging that an industry in
the United States is materially injured or is threatened with material injury
by reason of imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Singapore. !!J On October 23, 1986, the Commission determined 'if that an industry
in the United States was threatened with material injury by reason of imports
of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Singapore that Commerce found
to be sold in the United States at LTFV.
The Products
Description and uses
For the most part, the terms "pipes," "tubes," and "tubular products" can
be used interchangeably. In some industry publications, however, a distinction

!/ A copy of the Commission's notice is presented in app. A.
~/

A copy of Commerce's notice is presented in app. B.

11 A list of witnesses appearing at the hearing is presented in app. C.
!!} On Nov. 13, 1985, the

CPTI also filed antidumping petitions concerning
imports of standard pipes and tubes from the People's Republic of China
(China), the Philippines, and Singapore, and heavy-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes from Singapore.
2j Chairman Liebeler, Vice Chairman Brunsdale, and Commissioner Lodwick made
negative determinations.
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~
,

Table 1.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: Current and recent title VII
investigations since January 1984, most recent dumping and subsidy margins, and importto-consumption ratios, by countries, 1984-86, January-March 1986, and January-March
1987

Item
Antidumping
investigations:
Pending:
Taiwan
(instant investigation) ..
Outstanding
orders:
Singapore .......
Terminated:
Spain ...........
Order revoked:
Republic of
Korea .........
Negative final
injury
finding:
~
Taiwan ..........
Countervailing duty
investigation:
Terminated:
Spain ...........

Weightedaverage
margin

Date of bond
or order 2L

Ratio of imports to apparent U.S.
consumEtion lL
JanuarI-March-1984
1985
1986 1986
1987

y 17.29

Mar. 17, 1987

3.3

0.1

3.4

!!/

7.2

12.60

Nov. 18, 1986

0.2

1.0

1.8

3.5

0.6

y

49.69

Dec. 31, 1984

8.0

1.0

2.5

6.5

0.1

§./

1.47

May 11, 1984

0.8

0.6

0.5

0.9

0

3.3

0.1

3.4

!!/

7.2

8.0

1.0

2.5

6.5

0.1

7.09

y

1.14

]_/

Oct. 17, 1984

!/ Apparent consumption is slightly understated for all periods because of

less than
full coverage of producers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. Data were
provided by 23 producers accounting for an estimated 95 percent of U.S. producers'
domestic s~ipments.
Market penetration, therefore, is slightly overstated for the
period of the investigation.
~/
Date the antidumping or countervailing duty order was issued. If there is no order,
and if a preliminary finding of less-than-fair-value sales or subsidy has been found,
the date of the posting of the bond is reported here.
'ii The final weighted-average margin calculated by Commerce was published in the Federal
Register on June 1, 1987.
!!J Less than 0.05 percent.
'if Following withdrawal of the petition, this investigation was terminated effective
Feb. 4, 1985, prior to Commerce's final determination.
The margin shown is from
Commerce's preli~inary determination.
§./ This antidumping duty order was revoked on Oct. 21, 1985, following negotiation of a
voluntary restraint agreement with the Republic of Korea.
!.J The Commission issued a negative final determination on Jan. 17, 1986.
Source: Margins and date of bond or order, obtained from the U.S. Department of
~ommerce; ratio of imports to consumption, compiled from official statistics of the U.S.
~epartment of Commerce and data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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is made between pipes and tubes. According to these publications, pipes are
produced in large quantities in a few standard sizes, whereas tubes are made
to customers' specifications regarding dimension, finish, chemical composition,
and mechanical properties. Pipes are normally used as conduits for liquids or
gases, whereas tubes are generally used for load-bearing or mechanical purposes.
Nevertheless, there is apparently no clear line of demarcation in many
cases between pipes and tubes.
Steel pipes and tubes can be divided into two general categories according to the method of manufacture--welded or seamless. Each category can be
further subdivided by grades of steel: carbon, heat-resisting, stainless, or
other alloy.
This method of distinguishing between steel pipe and tube product lines is one of several methods used by the industry.
Pipes and tubes
typically come in circular, square, or rectangular cross section.
The American Iron & Steel Institute (AISI) distinguishes among the various
types of pipes and tubes according to six end uses: standard pipe, line pipe,
structural pipe and tubing, mechanical tubing, pressure tubing, and oil country
tubular goods. !/
The light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes that are the subject of this
investigation are rectangular (including square) welded carbon steel pipes and
tubes having a wall thickness of less than 0.156 inch.
These ·articles are
supplied with rectangular cross sections ranging from 0.375 x 0.625 inch to
4 x 8 inches or with square cross sections from 0.375 to 6 inches.
They are
employed in a variety of end uses not involving the conveyance of liquids or
gases. Principal uses include fencing, window guards, and railings for the
construction industry and more decorative (but also functional) items such as
furniture parts, athletic equipment, store shelving, towel racks, and similar
items. ~
The product is generally produced ·to ASTM specification A-513 or
specification A-500, Grade A, and is commonly referred to in the industry as
mechanical or ornamental tubing.
Steel pipes and tubes are generally produced according to standards and
specifications published by a number of organizations, including the American
Society for Testing & Materials (ASTM), the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASHE), and the American Petroleum Institute (API).
Comparable
organizations in other countries have also developed standard specifications
for steel pipes and tubes.
!/For a full description of these products, see-Certain Welded Carbon Steel
Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea: Determination of the Commission
in Investigation No. 701-TA-168 (Final) . . . , USITC Publication 1345, February 1983.
~ Petitioners state that the tubing used for construction
purposes, referred
to as "ornamental iron," is supplied by both U.S. and Taiwan producers. The
tubing used for purposes for which appearance is more important is generally
chrome-plated by customers and consequently requires a better surface quality
available only with higher grade steel.
There is allegedly no competition
from Taiwan in this area. Petitioners' posthearing brief, p. l of answers to
questions.

A-5
Manufacturing process
The manufacture of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes begins with
coils of flat-roll~d steel, known as skelp, !/ which are cut by a slitting
machine into strips of the precise width needed to produce a desired diameter
of tubing. The slit coils are fed into the tube mills which cold-form the
flat ribbon of steel into a tubular cylinder by a series of tapered forming
rolls. The product is then welded along the joint axis.
There are various ways to weld pipes and tubes. The electric resistance
weld (ERW) and the more efficient high frequency weld are used in the manufacture of the subject products. In both welding processes, the joining edges
are heated to approximately 2,600° F. Pressure exerted by rolls squeezes the
heated edges together to form the weld. The high frequency welding proces~ is
more costly than the ERW process, but it creates a stronger weld and can operate at twice the speed. High frequency welding is preferred by the lightwalled rectangular pipes and tubes industry.
Immediately after welding, sizing rolls shape the tube to accurate diameter tolerances. It is at this point that the round tube is formed into a
rectangle, square, or other desired shape by using forming rolls. ?:J This
process requires little additional expense. The product is cooled and then
cut at the end of the tube mill by a flying shear or saw. The standard
lengths of the product are 20 and 24 feet.
Some producers have special
wofflinew cutters that are capable of cutting the product into a number of
different lengths wit~out leaving the imperfection of a wdimplew on the ends
as is produced by the flying shear. This special cutting is done to customer
specifications.

u.s.

tariff treatment

Imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes are classified in
TSUSA item 610.4928, which includes welded nohalloy steel pipes and tubes of
cross sections other than circular, having a wall thickness less than 0.156
inch. ~
As a result of tariff concessions granted in the Tokyo Round of the
Multilateral Trade Negotiations, the most-favored-nation (MFN) (col. 1) rate of
duty, applicable to imports from Taiwan under TSUS item 610.49, was reduced to.
its final negotiated rate of 8 percent ad valorem as of January 1, 1987.

!/ Skelp is a flat-rolled, intermediate product used as the raw material in
the manufacture of pipes and tubes. It is typically an untrimmed band of hotor cold-rolled sheet.
?:/. Other products of circular cross-section, such as standard and mechanical
pipes and tubes, are frequently produced on the same pipe mills as lightwalled rectangular pipes and tubes; the principal difference in the manufacturing processes is the use of additional forming rolls in the production of
noncircular pipes and tubes.
~ Prior to Apr. 1, 1984,
subject products were classified in TSUSA item
610.4975.
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Nature and Extent of the LTFV Sales
On June 1, 1987, the Department of Commerce published in the Federal
Register its final determination that imports of certain light-walled rectangular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes from Taiwan are being, or are likely
to be, sold in the United States at LTFV.
Commerce investigated sales of
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes to the United States during the
period May 1 through October 31, 1986, and limited the investigation to Yieh
Hsing Enterprise Co., Ltd. (Yieh Hsing), since the company accounted for all
sales of the product from Taiwan during the period of the investigation.
For the purposes of its final determination, Commerce used purchase price
and constructed value. Commerce used the purchase price to represent the U.S.
price since the merchandise was purchased by unrelated u:s. customers directly
from the foreign manufacturer prior to importation. The purchase price was
based on the packed, c. & f., c.i.f., or f.o.b. prices to unrelated purchasers in the United States.
Yieh Hsing reported sales to Saudi Arabia, its
largest third-country market since it had no viable home market.
However,
Commerce used constructed value as the basis for calculating the foreign-market
value since there were insufficient sales to Saudi Arabia above the cost of
production.
The final weighted-average margin, as calculated by Commerce, is'
17.29 percent ad valorem. The quantity and value of Yieh Hsing's exports
examined by Commerce were * * * metric tons valued at * * *· Commerce found
* * * sales during the period of investigation to be at LTFV.
Commerce directed the U.S. Customs Service to continue to suspend liquidation. of all entries of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan
that are entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, on or after
March 17, 1987, and to require a cash deposit or bond for each entry in an
amount equal to the estimated dumping margin.
The President's Program on Voluntary Restraints
of Exports to the United States
In September 1984, the President outlined a nine-point program designed
to assist the U.S. steel industry in a number of areas, including trade.
Under this program, the U.S. Government would negotiate surge-control arrangements (and self-initiate proceedings under the trade laws, if necessary) with
understandings, or suspension agreements, with countries "whose exports to the
United States have increased significantly in recent years due to an unfair
surge in imports."
Unfair surges were described in the President's decision
as dumping, subsidization, or diversion from other importing countries that
have restricted access to their markets. The countries that have signed voluntary restraint agreements (VRAs), which cover the steel pipes and tubes
under investigation, as of May l, 1987, are as follows:
Australia
Austria
Brazil
Czechoslovakia
East Germany
Finland
Hungary
Japan
Mexico

People's Republic of China
Poland
Portugal
Republic of Korea
Romania
South Africa
Spain
Venezuela
Yugoslavia
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Petitioners and respondents in the preliminary investigation asserted
that one reason countrie's that did not export to the United States previously
are able to do so now is a void in the marketplace previously filled by
imports from countries 'that have signed VRAs with the United States. Petitioners also argued in the preliminary investigation that the impetus for increased imports from new entrants in the U.S. market comes from U.S. importers
that are turning to these suppliers in an attempt to retain their share of the
market.
Although
Taiwan
has· not signed a VRA, it informally agreed, in
discussions with the United States Trade Representative in September 1986, to
limit exports of all steel products to the United States to a level of 20,000
short tons per month for the remainder of 1986 and 1987 . .!/
Taiwan's export
quota is administered by the Taiwan Steel & Iron Industry Association (TSIIA)
under the direction of the government of the Republic of China. The quota is
subdivided into a "fixed" quota, equal to 90 percent of the total, or 18,000
short tons per month, and a "free" quota, equal to 10 percent of the total, or
2,000 short tons per month. Any part of the fixed quota that is unused after
one quarter is added to the free quota in the following quarter; in addition,
the free quota may be expanded to include "special volumes" approved by
Taiwan's Board of Foreign Trade (BOFT). The fixed quota is distributed to
Taiwan exporters on the basis of their exports to the United States between
April 1985 and July 1986. Yieh Hsing's share of the fixed quota is * * *
short tons per month. A firm cannot export more than 25 percent of its basic
yearly quota in any one quarter. However, depending upon the size of its
basic quota, a firm may transfer up to 50 percent or up to 100 percent of its
allocation to another firm.
The free quota is allocated on the basis of price bids within five
product categories, the proceeds going to TSIIA to fund industry development
and trade diversification efforts. The five categories and their shares of
the free quota are as follows: (1) billets, coils, wire rod, bars and rods,
angles, shapes, and sections, 25 percent; (2) flat rolled products and welded
pipe, 35 percent; (3) stainless steel and seamless pipe, 15 percent; (4) wire
products and nails, 20 percent; and (5) structurals, 5 percent.
No single
firm may account for more than 30 percent of the volume in any one category. ~/
The European Community Pipe and Tube Agreement
On December 11,
1985, the European Community (EC) agreed through an exchange of letters to limit EC exports of pipes and tubes.
The agreement,
which extends a January 1, 1985, U.S.-EC pipe and tube accord through September 30, 1989, is intended to limit the EC share of the U.S. pipe and tube
market to 7.6 percent. This agreement coincides with the duration of the VRAs .

.!/Transcript of the hearing, p. 87.
~/ Reports from the American Institute
in Taiwan (AIT), December 1986 and
January 1987; transcript of the hearing, pp. 87-88, respondent's posthearing
brief, p. 3, and respondent's submission of June 23, 1987.
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The Producers in Taiwan
Petitioners stated that they believe there are four manufacturers and/or
exporters of light~walled rectangular pipes and tubes in Taiwan:
Yieh Hsing
Enterprise Co., Ltd., Kao Hsing Chang Iron & Steel Corp., Far East Machinery
Co., Ltd., and An Mau Steel Company, Ltd. !/
Commerce determined that Yieh
Hsing was the only exporter of the product from Taiwan during the period of its
investigation. '!:J Yieh Hsing was established in July 1978, as a pipe and tube
manufacturer.
Yieh Hsing also produces cold-rolled steel sheet and strip for
the domestic market. Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes represent a
relatively small part of its total production. '1J Mr. Lee, manager of the
export-import department of Yieh Hsing, testified at the hearing that exports
from Taiwan were above average in November and December 1986 because exporters
rushed certificate approvals to beat Commerce's preliminary determination of
sales at LTFV.
Counsel for respondent stated at the hearing that there were
two additional Taiwan producers that began exporting light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes to the United States late in 1986. !!J Volumes represented by
export certificates issued by TSIIA to Yieh Hsing and other exporters of the
subject product are shown in the following tabulation, compiled from TSIIA
data as reported in respondent's posthearing brief, p. 4a (in short tons,
converted from metric tons):
Yi eh Hsing
1986:
September .......
***
October .........
***
November ........
***
December ........ ***
1987:
January ......... ***
February ........
March ........... ***
April ........... ***

***

Other exEorters

Total

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

Information supplied on May 7, 1987, by counsel for Yieh Hsing indicated
that the company's annual capacity to produce light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes was * * * metric tons for the period 1984-87 (the figures for 1987
are projections).
Data on Yieh Hsing's production, domestic shipments,
exports, and yearend inventories are presented in table 2.

!/ Petition for investigation No. 731-TA-349, p. 9.

Kao Hsing Chang Iron· &
Corp., Far East Machinery Co., Ltd., An Mau Steel Company, Ltd., and
* * * have not participated as parties in this investigation.
'!:/ The Special Summary Steel Invoice (SSSI) file maintained by Commerce
indicates that for the period from January 1986 through March 1987, lightwalled rectangular pipes and tubes were exported by seven firms in the
following quantities (in metric tons): * * *·
'1J Transcript of the hearing, p. 86.
!!J Transcript of the hearing, pp. 88-89 and p. 97, and respondent's posthearing brief, pp. 2-5.
Respondent's posthearing brief states that Yieh Hsing
prefers to fill its quota by exporting higher profit * * *, p. 5.
Steel
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Table 2.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: Yieh Hsing's capacity,
production, domestic shipments, exports, and yearend inventories, 1983-86,
and estimated 1987
Item
Production--metric tons ..
Capacity ........... do ....
Capacity utilization
percent ..
Domestic shipments
metric tons ..
Exports to-United States .... do ....
* * *· ........... do ....
* * *· ........... do ....
* * *· ........... do ....
All other countries
metric tons ..
Total .......... do ....
Yearend inventory .. do ....

1987
estimate

1983

1984

1985

1986

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***.

***

***

***

·***

***
***.

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

y ***

***

***
***
***
***

***

***

y In its submission of May 7, 1987, Yieh Hsing projected exports to the United
States to total*** metric tons in 1987. This figure was revised to * * *
in its June 18, 1987, submission because of the 17.29 percent dumping margin
found by Commerce on May 26, 1987. (* * *) Counsel for Yieh Hsing stated,
however, that should the Commission make a negative final determination in the
subject investigation, Yieh Hsing would resume exports to the United States at
a level of about * * * metric tons per month.
Source:

Counsel for Yieh Hsing Enterprise Co., Ltd.

Yieh Hsing's production of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes y
totaled * * * metric tons in 1984, * * * percent from * * * metric tons
reported in 1983. Yieh Hsing's production of the subject product then * * *
to * * * metric tons in 1985, or by*** percent. Production*** in 1986
to * * *metric tons, with estimated 1987 production * * * metric tons.
Capacity utilization * * * from nearly * * * percent in 1983 and 1984 to * * *
percent in 1985 and * * * percent in 1986. Total export shipments * * * from
* * * metric tons in 1983 to * * * metric tons in 1984. In 1985, total
exports * * * percent to * * * metric tons before * * * to * * * metric tons
in 1986.
Projected exports for 1987 amount to*** metric tons. The share
of Yieh Hsing's total exports bound for the United States * * * from * * *
percent in 1983 to * * * percent in 1984. * * *· In 1986 this share * * *
again to * * * percent.
The following information on the capacity of certain Taiwan producers, other
than Yieh Hsing, to produce light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes in 1986
was provided by*** of the AIT (in metric tons):

*

*

*

*

*

y Yieh Hsing can produce circular pipes and tubes on the
lines, posthearing brief, p. 8, and appendix, p. 5.

*

*
same

production
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U.S. Producers
Light-wal1'ed rectangular pipes and tubes are made primarily by small,
nonintegrated or partially integrated producers.
A nonintegrated producer
buys sheet steel to produce the subject product, whereas a partially integrated producer buys slabs, heats them, and then rolls the slabs into sheet.
An integrated producer melts steel to make the slabs. * * *·
There were approximately 24 U.S. producers of light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes during the period covered by the investigation. The names of
the producers, the locations of their production facilities, their shares of
1986 domestic shipments, by quantity, and positions with regard to the
petition, as compiled from questionnaire responses, are shown in table 3.
Twenty-three producers, accounting for approximately 95 percent of U.S.
producers' domestic shipments, provided data in response to the Commission's
questionnaire and to telephone requests for data by Commission staff . .!/
Hughes Steel & Tube, which began production of light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes in 1983, filed for reorganization under Chapter 11 on
January 23, 1987, and stopped production of the product on March 17, 1987,
when it converted to a Chapter 7 (complete bankruptcy and liquidation). y On
July 17, 1986, LTV Corp. and most of its active subsidiaries filed separate
petitions for reorganization under Chapter 11. LTV Tubular Products in Cleveland, OH, is still producing light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. * * *·
In September 1985, Hannibal Industries, Inc., purchased the assets of Kaiser
Steel Tubing, Inc., of Los Angeles, CA. California Steel & Tube Co. became a
wholly owned subsidiary of Ferro Union, Inc., on December 31, 1985. * * *·
One U.S. producer of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes is a wholly
owned subsidiary of a Japanese company. In February 1987, Kawasho Corp., which
is controlled by Kawasaki Steel Corp., announced its ownership of Bernard Epps
& Co., Los Angeles, CA. 'l} Two U.S. producers of the product are owned in part
by Japanese companies. * * *· !!J
U.S. producers were asked in the questionnaire if they were aware of any
firms that have ceased domestic production of light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes in the last 5 years. Commission staff subsequently contacted these
producers by telephone to discern if they had any knowledge of the dispersal
of the facilities of the firms that had ceased production. * * * noted that
Hughes Steel was in Chapter 11. * * *·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

.!/ Commission staff became aware late in the investigation of 4 firms that
produce light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes.

y

* * *·

'l} Tsukasa Furukawa, wKawasho Spends $1.7M for Rest of Bernard Epps,w

Metal Market, Apr. 10, 1987, p. 4.

!!I * * *·

American

frll
Table 3.-Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. producers, plant locations, their
shares of domestic shipments~ and positions on the petition, by finns, 1986

Finn

Location 1/

CPTI member finns:
Bull Moose Tube Co.

St. Louis, l'K>

Hannibal Industries,
Inc.
Hughes Steel &Tube

Share of ship. ments-quantity
1986
-Percent-

C01111len ts

Position on the
petition

......
.......

......
......

......
...

......

...

......

......

Los Angeles, CA
City of Comnerce,
CA

Haruichi ~ierican
Corp.
Western Tube &
Conduit
Nort-CPTI finns:
~rican Tube

Santa Fe Springs,
CA

Long Beach, CA

Phoenix, AZ.

.......
......

Armco Inc.
Bayamon Steer Processors, Inc.
Berger Industries
Bernard Epps & Co.

Middletown, OH
Bayamon, PR

California Steel &
Tube Co.

City of Industry,
CA

***

Cyclops Corp., TexTube DivisiOn
Hanna Steel Corp.
Harris Tube
J. M. Tull Ind., Inc.

Houston, TX

......
...

lock Joint Tube Co.,
Inc.
LTV Steel Corp.-LTV
Tubular Product!!.

Haspeth, NY
Los Anr3eles, CA

Fairfield, AL
Los Angeles, CA
Norcross, GA

South Bend, IN
Cleveland, .OH

Miami Industries

Piqua, OH

Parthenon Metal
Works

Lavergne; TN

Pittsburgh International
Searing Industries
Soutt.uestern Pipe,
Inc.
Valmont Industries

Fairbury, IL
Los Angeles, CA
Houston, TX

....

......

Valley, NB

!I Corporate headquarters.
Source: Share of domestic shipments compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of
the U.S. International Trade Con•tission.
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*

·*.

*·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*'

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The domestic producers were contacted by telephone and asked if they knew
of any companies that were currently not producing light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes but had the ability to do so within 2 weeks.
They were also
asked what changes would be necessary to switch production from standard pipe
to light-walled rectangular·pipes and tubes.
With the exception of companies that had previously produced light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes, such as the Tex-Tube division of Cyclops Corp.
and Vanex Tube, no company that did not have the proper equipment on hand could
begin production of light-walled rectangular.pipes and tubes within 2 weeks.
There are several reasons for this. First, switching production from any round
pipes and tubes to rectangular pipes and tubes requires an additional set of
sizing roll,s (see manufacturing process section of the report).
Depending on
the. size, 'these rolls, whi.ch can cost between $20, 000 and $40, 000, are custom
made to order and can take from 6 to 18 weeks to be made and delivered to a
pipe producer. !J Another problem that would preclude switching production to
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes within 2 weeks is obtaining new steel.
Although there is some overlap in the type of sheet steel used· to produce
standard pipe and light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, the production of
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes generally requires thinner gauge
steel. A new order for this type of steel could take as long as 90 days to
fill. y
If the sheet steel is of a low quality, commodity-grade type that is
commonly stocked by distributors, however, an order can be filled in a few
days. 'l.J
Finally, a pipe and tube producer must conduct an in-depth market
analysis prior to switching production to light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes, which could take several months. This market analysis is necessary to
determine which sizes of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes exhibit the
greatest demand so that the proper sizing rolls can be ordered. y

!/

Y

'!../

Y

On
On
On
On

the
the
the
the

basis
basis
basis
basis

of
of
of
of

telephone conversations with* * *·
a telephone conversation with * * *·
a telephone conversation with * * *·
telephone conversations wit_h * * *.
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A U.S. producer stated that there is a tightness of supply for sheet
steel on the west coast because of VRA restrictions and because there are only
three domestic producers of sheet steel located in the area:
U.S. SteelPohang, CSI, and' Pinole Point.
At the hearing, petitioners were asked to
comment on the effect of the steel VRAs on raw material costs and supplies.
Petitioners responded that prices of raw steel coil have risen approximately
20 percent since 1985, in part because of the VRAs and a strike at U.S. Steel.
U.S. Steel is one of three domestic suppliers of steel coil to the west
coast. Petitioners stated that there was no shortage in supply of steel slab
although they admitted they are now purchasing more U.S.-produced slab. !/ In
an article in American Metal Market (May 29, 1987), it was reported that
"California Steel Industries, stymied in its attempt to acquire additional
foreign slab, has purchased over 350,000 tons of domestic slab for delivery
this year."
California Steel also decided to discontinue plate output in
response to tight slab conditions.
U.S. Importers
Questionnaires were sent to 16 U.S. firms, which, according to the U.S.
Customs Service's net import file, imported virtually all of the light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan during the period covered by the
investigation.
Fifteen of these firms, accounting for 80 percent (by quantity) of 1986 imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan,
as reported in official import statistics, responded to the Commission's
questionnaire. Reported impo~ts into the Vest Coast region accounted for 89
percent of imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan in
1984 and 1986 and 78 percent of imports in January-March 1987. There were no
reported imports from Taiwan into the Vest Coast region in 1985. An additional firm responded, indicating that it does not import the subject product
from Taiwan.
All firms, except * * *• reported imports from Taiwan into the Vest Coast
region of the United States, and all firms reported that such imports were
shipped within the Vest Coast· region. One firm, * * *• reported imports from
The majority of
Taiwan into both the Vest Coast and non-Vest Coast regions.
imports from other countri~s reported by U.S. importers were from* * *• with
some reporting imports of t~e product. from * * *· * * * of the importers are
owned by, or affiliated with, foreign manufacturers and/or exporters; * * * of
the ***are owned by*.** firms.
U.S. importers that responded to the questionnaire and their shares of
reported imports from Taiwan in 1986, are presented in the following tabulation:

"

!/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 69-72, 75-76, and 81-82.
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Percentage distribution

importer
I

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
100.0

***
***

***
***
***
The U.S. Market

As noted earlier, the petitioners allege, in the alternative, that producers of the subject products in the West Coast region of the United States
have been materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of
imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan. This region,
as defined·. by petitioners, is composed of the States of Washington, Oregon,
California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona.
Channels of distribution
In the U.S. market, sales .· of pipes. and tubes are made directly to end
users or to steel service centers/distributors, which in turn sell to end
users. !J
Service centers/distributors are middlemen that buy large quantities of pipes and tubes, typically from both domestic producers and importers,
warehouse the product, and sell smaller quantities to end users. According to
questionnaire responses, 51 percent of U.S. producers' domestic shipments and
virtually all of U.S. importers' domestic shipments were made to unrelated
distributors in 1986. y
The majority of the remaining U.S. producers' domestic shipments were made to unrela.ted end users.
Apparent U.S. consumption
Total apparent U.S. consumption (by quantity) of light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes decreased by 3.7 percent from 1984 to 1985 and then increased
by 4.8 percent in 1986 (table 4). Apparent consumption was 8.8 percent lower
in January-March 1987 than such consumption in the corresponding period of
1986.

!/ The

light-walled rectangular pipe·s and tubes industry sells most of its
product to the construction trade, i.e., fencing, window·guards, etc.

y

* * *·
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Table 4.-Li9ht-11alled rectanqular pipes and tubes: Apparent U.S.
consunption, by reqions, 1984-86, January-4'tarch 1986, and January-4'tarch 1987

January-+!arc~

Item

1984

1985

1986

1986

1987

Quantity (tons)
Total apparent U.S.
cons1..111ption !'· ..... '· ....
Apparent cons~iption in the
blest Coast reqion !'··· ...
Domestic shipmentsf':-i:duced in tt.0 ~Jest
Coast reqion .......... .
Produced outside the
blest Coast reqion ..... .
ImportsFrom Taiwan .............. .
From all other sources ... .
Total imports .......... .
Apparent cons~1ption outside
the blest Coast reqion !I ...
Dacue;:. tic shipmentsProduced in the blest
Coast reqion .......... .
Produced outside the
blest Coast reqion ..... .
ImportsFrom Taiwan ........•......
From all other sources ... .
Total imports ........ : ..

294,663

283,664

297,311

82,979

75,684

119,100

124,361

116,378

31,609

29,195

69,136

69,792

0

0

7,730
42,234
49,964

268
54,301
54,569

7,180
22,528
29,708

2

9,433
9,435

4,457
3,737
8,194

175,563

159,303

180,933

51,370

46,489

0

0

0

0

0

121,100

130,396

2,024
52,439
54,463

137
28,no

2,795
37,102
39,897

0

12,710
12,710

965
6,001

Value (1,000 dollars)
Total apparent U.S.
consumption 11 . .......... . 164,407
Apparent consumption in the
West Coast reqion 11 ..... . 62,652
Domestic shipmentsProduced in the blest
Coast.reqion .......... . 40,337
Produced outside the
blest Coast reqion ..... .
0
Imports- '?:I
3,040
From Taiwan .............. .
19,275
From all other sources ... .
Total imports .......... .
22,315
Apparent consunption outside
the West Coast reqion !'·· 101,755
Domestic shipmentsProduced in the blest
0
Coast reqion .......... .
Produced outside the
blest Coast reqion ..... . 76,812
Imports- '?:I
From Taiwan .............. .
917
24,036
From all other sources ... .
Total imports .......... . 24,943

150, 119

151,566

41,903

40,413

61,910

52,393

14,297

14,686

149
24,136
24,285

3,078
10,563
13,641

4

4,184
4,188

1,812
1,769
3,581

88,209

99,173

27,606

25,727

0

0

0

0

1,130
16,702
17,832

0

5,718
5,718

396
2,663
3,059

37,625
0

73,920
66
14,223
14,289

!/ Apparent consunption is sliqhtly understated for all periods because

of less
than full coveraqe on domestic shipments of liqht~lled rectanqular pipes and
tubes. Data for the period of investiqation were provided by 23 producers
accountinq for approximately 95 percent of U.S. producers' domestic shipments.
~ C.i.f., duty-paid basis.

Source: U.S. producers' shipnents, compiled fron data submitted in response
to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Carmission; imports, compiled
from official statistics of the U.S. Department of C011111erce.
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Apparent consumption in the West Coast region increased by 4.4 percent
from 1984 to 1985 and decreased by 6.4 percent in 1986. Consumption of lightwalled rectangular pipes and tubes in the West Coast region was 7.6 percent
lower in January-March 1987 than such consumption during the corresponding
period of 1986.
Such consumption was supplied entirely by producers within
the region and by imports until * * *· !J
outside the West Coast region, apparent consumption of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes decreased by 9.3 percent from 1984 to 1985 and then
increased by 13.6 percent from 1985 to 1986. Such consumption outside the West
Coast region was 9.5 percent lower in January-March 1987 than such consumption
during the corresponding period of 1986.
Consideration of Alleged Material Injury
to an Industry in the United States
U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization
As shown in table 5, production of light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes in the West Coast.region increased by 6.6 percent during 1984-86. Such
production was 5.5 percent higher in January-March 1987 than production in
January-March 1986. Capacity in the West Coast region increased by 2.3 percent
from 1984 to 1985 and then decreased by 9.6 percent from 1985 to 1986.
Capacity decreased by 5.6 percent in January-March 1987 compared with capacity in
the corresponding period of 1986.
Capacity utilization in the West Coast
region decreased from 49.6 percent in 1984 to 44.5 percent in 1985 and then
increased to 51.6 percent in 1986.
Capacity utilization increased to 57.3
percent in January-March 1987.
Appendix D provides trade data for the West
Coast region. Production, capacity, and capacity utilization for individual
producers in the West Coast region are shown in table D-1.
Production outside the West Coast region increased by 0.9 percent from
1984 to 1985, and increased again by 5.9 percent from 1985 to 1986.
Production decreased by 1.6 percent in January-March 1987 compared with production
in January-March 1986. During 1984-86, capacity outside the West Coast region
increased steadily, with capacity utilization increasing from 58.4 percent in
1984 to 62.6 percent in 1986. During January-March 1987, capacity utilization
was 64.3 percent compared with 66.8 percent during the corresponding period of
1986.
Total U.S. production of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes increased from 185,141 tons in 1984 to 197,619 tons in 1986, or by 6.7 percent.
U.S. production of the subject merchandise increased by 1.1 percent in JanuaryMarch 1987 compared with such production in January-March 1986. Reported U.S.
capacity to produce light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes increased by 3.8
percent from 1984 to 1985 and then decreased by 3.4 percent from 1985 to 1986.
Such capacity was 0.1 percent higher in January-March 1987 than capacity in
.!/Unless otherwise noted, the term "ton" refers to a short ton (2,000 pounds).
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Table 5.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. production, capacity,
and capacity utilization, .!/ by regions, 1984-86, January-March 1986, and
January-March 1987
Item
'Within 'West Coast region:
Production ............ tons ..
Capacity .............. do ....
Capacity utilization
percent ..
Outside 'West Coast region:
Production ............ tons ..
Capacity .............. do ....
Capacity utilization
percent ..
Total U.S.:
Production ............ tons ..
Capa~ity ............... do ....
Capacity utilization
percent ..

1984

1985

1986

JanuarI-March-1987
1986

69,842
140,960

70,135
144,250

74,434
130,425

20,184
34,945

21,284
32,985

49.6

44.5

51.6

52.6

57.3

115,299
180, 631

116,287
189,501

123,185
191,931

33,457
48,056

32,933
50,081

58.4

58.5

62.6

66.8

64.3

185,141
321,591

186,422
333,751

197,619
322,356

53,641
83,001

54,217
83,066

54.5

52.5

58.2

60.9

61. 5

.!/ Capacity

~tilization
rates were calculated by using data from firms that
provided information on both production and capacity. * * *·

Source: Compiled from data submitted in
U.S. International Trade Commission.

response

to

questionnaires

of

the

the corresponding period of 1986. Capacity utilization decreased from 54.5
percent in 1984 to 52.5 percent in 1985 and then increased to 58.2 percent in
1986. Capacity utilization was 61.5 percent in January-March 1987, a slight
increase from 60.9 percent in the corresponding period of 1986.
In its questionnaire, the Commission requested the producers to provide
detailed information concerning their capacity to produce welded carbon steel
pipes and tubes.
This information includes the capacity to manufacture
products, other than light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, on their lightwalled rectangular pipe mills, and information concerning the duration and
nature of equipment that has been idled.
U.S. producers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes devoted an
average of 35 percent of the total productive capacity of their light-walled
rectangular pipe and tube mills to producing light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes in 1984 and 1985, and 34 percent in 1986. Four producers reported
having idled production capacity between November 1985 and February 1987.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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U.S. producers' domestic shipments
U.S. producers' domestic shipments of light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes rose from 190,236 tons in 1984 to 200,188 tons in 1985, or by 5.2 percent.
In 1986, domestic shipments increased an additional 13.9 percent to
227,706 tons. During January-March 1987, shipments of light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes declined by 0.5 percent compared with those in the corresponding period of 1986 (table 6). In 1986 ***percent of total domestic shipments of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes were produced and shipped to
destinations within the West Coast region.
Domestic shipments of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes produced
in the West Coast region increased by * * * percent during 1984-86. These
shipments were 5.4 percent lower in January-March 1987 than such shipments
during the corresponding period of 1986. All of the shipments by West Coast
producers remained within the region.
Domestic shipments of light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes by individual producers in the West Coast region
are shown in table D-2.
Domestic shipments of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes produced
outside the West Coast region increased by* * * percent during 1984-86. Such
shipments were 2.2 percent higher in January-March 1987 than they were during
the corresponding period of 1986. All of the shipments by producers outside
the West Coast region remained outside that region in 1984~85, and such producers * * *·
Two domestic producers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
reported intracompany transfers of their production. The intracompany transfers of * * * accounted for * * * and * * * percent of their companies' 1986
production of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, respectively.
U.S. exports
***was the only U.S. producer of light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes that reported exports during the period covered by the investigation.
The firm's exports were to * * *· and accounted for less than * * * percent of
U.S. producers' total shipments in each reporting period, as shown in the
following tabulation:
guantitz
Period
1984 ..................
1985 ..................
1986 ..................
January-March-1986 ..............
1987 ..............

(t~s)

***
***
***
***
***

Value
(l,000 dollars)

***
***
***
***
***

Unit value
(per ton)

***
***
***
***
***
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Table 6.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. producers' domestic
shipments produced within and outside the West Coast region, by destinations,
1984-86, January-March 1986, and January-March 1987
...

Item

January-March-1986
1987

1986

1985

1984

Quantity (tons)
Total domestic shipments .....
Produced in the West Coast
region and shipped
to destinations-Within the region ......... .
Outside the region .... ;, .. .
Total ................... .

60,834

0

0

60,524

200,188

69,136

69,792

0

0

69,136

69,792

***

***

***

0

0

121 100
121 100

130 396
130 396

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

.£

Produced outside the West
Coast region and
shipped to destinations-Within the region ......... .
Outside the region ........ .
Total ........... :.: ...... .

227,706

190,236

***

0

***
***

Value (l,000 dollars) 1/
Total domestic shipments .....

117,149

111, 545

40,337

37,625

Produced in the West Coast
region and shipped
to destinations-Within the region ......... .
Outside the region ........ .
Total ................... .

0

0

40,337

37,625

Produced outside the West
Coast region and
shipped to destinations-Within the region ......... .
Outside the region ........ .
Total ......... ·· ....... : ..

0

0

76 812
76,812

73 920
73,920

!/ The value of domestic shipments

is

120,093

31,997

33,773

***

***

***
***

0

***

***

***

***
***

***
for

all

0

***

***
***

***

***

understated

0

periods

because

* * * only reported quantities shipped, * * *• and the questionnaire did not
request the value of intracompany shipments, because
firms in the valuation of such shipments.

of

possible

differences

a~ong

Source:
Compiled from data ·submitted
U.S. International Trade Commission.

in response to questionnaires of the·
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U.S. producers' inventories
U.S. producers' yearend inventories of light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes decreased by 4.1 percent during 1984-86. During the period covered by
the investigation, these inventories varied between 5.3 and 6.4 percent of
annual shipments, as shown in the following tabulation:

As of Dec. 31-1984 ............... .
1985 ............... .
1986 ............... .
As of March 31-1986 ............... .
1987 ............... .

Inventories
(tons)

Ratio of inventories
to shipments Y
(percent)

11,698
11,503
11,219

6.4
6.4
6.0

y
y

12,626
10,778

6.3
5.3

!/ Ratios were calculated using data from firms that provided information on
both inventories and shipments.
y Calculated on the basis of annualized shipments.
U.S. producers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes in
Coast region reported the following end-of-period inventory data:

.
.
.

8,709
7,152
8,058

.
.

9,377
7,781

West

Ratio of inventories
to shipments y
(percent)

Inventories
(tons)
As of Dec. 31-1984 ...............
1985 ...............
1986 ...............
As of March 31-1986 ...............
1987 ...............

the

12.6
10.9

***
y ***
y ***

!I Ratios were calculated using data from firms that provided information on
both inventories and shipments.

y Calculated on the basis of annualized shipments.
Inventory data
shown in table D-3.

for

individual

producers

in

the West Coast region are

U.S. producers' imports
Three U.S. producers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes reported
purchases of imports of the subject merchandise, .all from Japan, during the
period covered by the investigation. * * *·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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U.S. employment and wages

..

'

The· number of workers !/ employed in the production of light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes decreased from·374 in 1984 to 305 in 1985, representing a decrease of· 18.5 percent (table 7). The number of workers then
increased to 416 in 1986, or by 36.4 percent. Hours worked by such workers
decreased by 9.0 percent from 1984 to 1985 and then increased by 26.0 percent
from 1985 to 1986. Labor productivity, as measured by tons produced per hour,
increased by 2·0 percent between 1984 and 1985 and then decreased by 15 percent
during 1985-86. In January-March 1987, labor productivity decreased by 6 percent compared with productivity in January-March 1986. The hourly wages earned
by these workers increased by 3 percent during 1984-85 and then decreased by
Hourly wages in January-March 1987 were 6 percent
7 percent during 1985-86.
higher than those in the corresponding period of 1986.
U.S. producers' unit
labor costs fell from $72 per ton in 1984 to $57 per ton in 1985, representing
a 22-percent decline. Unit labor costs increased by 13 percent in 1986, to
$64 per ton.
In January-March 1987, unit labor costs rose to $69 per ton, a
13-percent increase when compared with the corresponding period in 1986.
Producers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes in
region reported the following employment data:

Number of production
and related-workers .......
Hours worked (l,000 hours) ..
Wages paid (l,000 dollars) ..
Total compensation
(l,000 dollars) ..

the

Vest

1984

1985

1986

JanuarI-Harch
1986
1987

60
121
1,601

64
130
1,152

96
213
l,843

96
53
424

114
58
507

2,178

l,481

2,465

574

691

Selected employment data
region are shown in table D-4.

for

individual

producers

in

Coast

the Vest Coast

In its questionnaire, the Commission requested U.S. producers to provide
detailed information concerning reductions in the number of production and
related workers producing light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes occurring
between January 1984 and March 1987. Five domestic producers responded.

*

*

*

*

*

•

*

* * *· accounting for 40 percent of reported domestic shipments in 1986,
could not provide employment data for the production of light-walled rectangu· 1ar pipes and tubes.
!/
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Table 7.--Average number of production and related workers producing lightwalled rectangular pipes and tubes, hours worked, !/ wages and total
compensation !f paid to such employees, and labor productivity, hourly
compensation, and unit labor production costs, 1984-86, January-March 1986,
and January-March 1987 ~
Item
Production and related
workers:
Number .................... .
Percentage change ......... .
Hours worked by production
and related workers:
Number ........ l,000 hours ..
Percentage change ......... .
Wages paid to production and
related workers:
Value ....... l,000 dollars ..
Percentage change ......... .
Total compensation paid to
production and related
workers:
Value ....... l,000 dollars ..
Percentage change ......... .
Labor productivity: ~
Quantity .... tons per hour ..
Percentage change ......... .
Hourly compensation: ~/
Value ..................... .
Percentage change ......... .
Unit labor costs: §./
Value ............. per ton ..
Percentage change ......... .

1984

374

1985

1986

January-March-1986
1987

416
+36

428

-18

462
+8

655

596
-9

751
+26

202

220
+9

7,008

6,574
-6

7,673
+17

1,953

2,253
+15

9,731

8,532
-12

10,305
+21

2,684

3,106
+16

0.198

0.238
+20

0.204
-15

0.206

0.193
-6

$10.70

$11. 03

$10.22
-7

$9.67

+3

$10.24
+6

$57
-22

$64
+13

$61

$69
+13

$72

305

!/ Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
Includes wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee
benefits.
11 Firms providing employment data accounted for 60 percent of reported domestic shipments of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes in 1986.
~Calculated using data from firms that.provided information
on both production and hours worked.
~ On the basis of wages paid excluding fringe benefits.
Calculated using data
from firms that provided information on both wages paid and hours worked.
!/ On the basis of total compensation paid. Calculated using data from firms
that provided information on both total compensation paid and production.
~/

Source:
Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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The· following tabulat.ion ahows the 1,lnion affiliation of various companies:
·company.

Union

),·

Berger Industries ............ United Auto Workers
Bull Hoose.; ................. Gerald, MO, Sheet Metal Workers;
Trenton, GA & Chicago Heights, IL,
. United Steel Workers
LTV Steel Corp ............... United Steel Workers
Pit~sburgh International ..... Metal Processors Union, Local 16,
AFL-CIO
California Steel & Tube ..... ·. Teamsters Local No. 986
Armco, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Armco Employees. Independent
Federation
Miami Industries ............. United Steelworkers of America
Lock-Joint Tube.~ ....... ; .... International Electrical Workers
- Local 911
Financial experience of U.S. producers
Ol»erations on welded carbon steel pipes and tubes.--!/ Fourteen U.S.
'producers supplied usable income-and-loss data_ for all welded carbon steel
pipe and tube operations of their establishments within which light-walled
:·rectaniular pipes and tubes are produced. Y
Thirteen producers * * *
accounted for .74 percent of reported domestic shipments of the subject
·merchandise in 1986.
Several firms, * * *• could not provide the Commission
with reliable .income-and-loss data on their light-walled rectangular product
... line. ·_ 'in prior investigations of light-walled rectangular. pipes and tubes,
.· the Commission utilized establishment financial data (all welded carbon steel
pipes and tubes) in its determination. '1J
Aggregate. net sales of the 14 companies were virtually unchanged, from
$369.2 million in 1984 to $369.0 million in 1985 (table 8).
Sales for 1986
were $370.1 million. !!.J
The companies reported operating income of $23.2
million in 1984, $22.2 million in 1985, and $21.3 million in 1986.
Operating
income margins, as a percent of sales, were 6.3, 6.0, and 5.7 during 1984,

!/ Income-and-loss data were compiled from 13 producers' responses in the
current investigation and l producer's response in the preliminary inveatigation.
~ For purposes of this investigation, nusable datan will be defined as
data
provided by producers whose sales of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
averaged 10 percent or more of total establishment sales during 1984-86
(table 8).
Addltio.nal data for producers whose sales over the 1984-86 p~eriod
a~eraged 35 percent ·or more of total establishment sales are presented in
table 9.
1J Investigation No. 731-TA-211 (Final), USITC Publication 1799, January 1986,
and investigation No. 731-TA-349 (Preliminary), USITC Publication 1906, November 1986.
!!.J There have been changes in the corporate structure of several companies;
thus, year to year comparisons of the aggregate financial data may be
distorted.
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Table 8.--Income-and-1011 experience of 14 U.S. producer• !I on their operations producing all welded carbon steel pipe• and tubea in their establishments within which light-walled rectangular pip•• and tubea are produced,
accounting years 1984-86, and interim perioda ended Mar. 31, 1986, and
Mar. 31, 1987

Item
Net sales ....... l,000 dollars ..
Cost of goods sold ....... do ... .
Gross profit ............. do ... .
General, selling, and administrative expenses
l, 000 dollars ..
Operating income
1, 000 dollars ..
Interest expense ......... do ... .
Other income or (expense)
1, 000 dollars ..
Net income (loss) before
income taxes .. l,000 dollars ..
Depreciation and amortization
expense ....... 1,000 dollars ..
Cash flow from operationa
l, 000 dollar• ..
· Ratio to net sales of:
· Cost of goods sold .. percent ..
Gross profit ........... dG ... .
General, selling, and administrative expanses
percent ..
Operating income ....... do ... .
Net income before
income taxes ......... do ... .
Number of firms reportina-Operating losses ............ .
Net losses .................. .
Data ......................... .

1984

1985

1986 2/

Interim period
enied Mar. 31- 1986
1987

369,156
320, 778
48,378

369,038
321, 821
47,217

370,598
324,684
45,914

83,260
71, 152
12p108

83,102
73,349
?,753

25,182

15,042

24,617

5,836

6,165

23p196
5,801

22, 175
4,793

21,297
4,293

6,272
1~487

3,588
1,017

919

267

296

25

133

18 p 314

17' 649

17,300

4,810

2,704

6,035

6,678

7,172

l,707

1,565

24,349

24,327

24,472

6,517

4,269

86.9
13.l

87.2
12.8

87.6
12.4

85.5
14.5

88.3

6.8
6.3

6.8
6.0

6.6
5.7

7.0

7.S

7.4
4.3

5.0

4.8

4.7

5.8

3.3

2
4

2
5

14

l
2
12

2
4

14

1
3
13

11. 7

12

!/ These 14 producers' light-walled rectanaular pipe and tube aalea account for 1
·percent or more of their total establishment salea durina 1984-86.
y

* * *·

Source:
Compiled from data aubmitted
International Trade Commission.

in reaponae to questionnaires of the U.S
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1985, and 1986, respectively.
Operating losses were sustained by two companies in 1984 and 1985 and by one company in 1986. . Sales for i~terim 1987
were $83.1 million, a slight decrease of 0.2 percent. from 1986 interim sale'~
of $83.3 million. Operating income dropped from·$6.3 million··in ·interim 19~.6
to $3.6 million in interim 1987. Operating income margins, as a percent of
sales, were 7.5 and 4.3 in interim 1986 and interim 1987, respectively.
companies reported operating losses in interim 1987. One of the companies
reported losses in interim 1986.

TWo

Four firms' sales of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes averaged ··at
least 35 percent or more of their total welded carbon steel pipe and tube
sales. Selected data for these firms are shown in table 9. !/ * * * was the
only firm whose light-walled rectangular pipe and tube sales constituted a
major portion (* * *) of its welded carbon steel pipe and tube sales.
* * *
was also the only company of the four that * * *· '!:} * * *·
Net sales for the four firms increased by 9.2 percent from $119.7 million
in 1984 to $130.7 million in 1985. Sales for 1986 were $118.4 million.
Operating income was $2.4.million in 1984, $4.5 million in 1985, and $3.2 million
in 1986. Operating income margins·, as a percent of sales, were 2. 0, 3. 4, and
2.7 during 1984, 1985, and 1986, respectively. Interim 1987 sales were $8.2
million compared with $9.0 million· in the 1986 interim period.
Operating
income was $319,000 in interim 1986, but a loss of $740,000 was incurred in
interim 1987. Operating income (loss) margins were 3.6 percent in interim
1986 and (9.1) percent in interim 1987.
The operating results of seven Yest Coast region producers are ..presented
in table 10. ~/ Sales decreased by 4.3 percent, from $120.2 million in 1984
to $115.0 million in 1985.
Sales were $128.0 million in 1986 . . Operating
income was $6.9 million in 1984, $3.9 million in 1985, and $5.5 million in
1986.
Operating income margins, as a percent of sales, were 5.7, 3.4, and
4.3, during 1984, 1985, ~nd 1986, respectively. Interim 1987 sales were $34.0
million compared with $31.6 million in the 1986 interim period. Operating
income dropped from $1.9 million in interim 1986 to $712,000 in. interim 1987.
Operating income margins were 5.9 percent in interim 1986 and 2.1 percent in
interim 1987.
Operations on light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes.--Only 3 of the 14
firms furnished usable income-and-loss data relative to their operations
producing light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes (table 11). !!_/
The data
show a slight increase in net sales from 1984 to 1985, but losses of $480,000
were sustained in 1985 compared with a profit of $487,000 in 1984.
Sales in
1986 were $* * * and operating income was $* * *· Operating income (loss)
margins, as a percent of sales, were 3.5 in 1984, (3.4) in 1985, and * * * in
1986.
Interim 1987 sales were $* * * compared with $* * * in the 1986 interim
period. Operating income was $* * * in interim 1986 and $* * * in interim
1987.
Operating income margins were*** percent in interim 1986 and***

!/
y
y

* * *·
***
*The* *·
remaining

!!_/
firms generally had difficulty making valid
costs to light-walled rectangular pipe and tube operations.

allocations

of
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Table 9.--Income~and-loss experience of 4 U.S. producers on their operations
producing all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes in establishments within
which light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes are produced, accounting years
1984-86, and interim periods ended Har. 31, 1986, and Har. 31, 1987 !/

Item

1984

1985

1986

Interim period
ended Har. 31-1986
1987

Net sales:

***· .......... l,000 dollars .. ***
***
***
***'!:./
***y
***· ................ ·... do.... ***
2/
***
*** ..................... do . • . . "***
- - - - - -***
- - - - -***
- - - - -***
- - - - -***
--·Subtotal, West Coast
region ............. do .... ***
***
***
***
***
*** ........ ,· ....... ·, ... do. . . . _***
_______***
_____***
______2..._/_____2/.___

Total ................ do ....
Operating income (loss):. ·
**"! • ••••• ; •••• 1, 000 dollars. .
***· ................... do....
***· .............. ·..... do....
Subtotai, West Coast
region ............. do. . . .
*** ..................... do. . . .
Total ................ do....
Ratio of operating income
(loss) to net sales:
***· ................ percent ..
***· ................... do....
***· ............. ; ..... do.;..
Subtotal~ West Coast
region ............. do ....
***·
................... do ....
Weighted-average: .... do ....

119,670

130,672

***

***

118,443

8,964

8,152

***y
***'!:./
***
***
***
***- - - - ***
***
------------------***
***
***
***
***
***

***
y

-***------·-***-----***------2..._/_____2.._/_
2,383
4,499
3,172
319
(740)

y
***
!Y ***
***y
y
***
'!:./
***
***
***
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -***
- - - - -***
--***

***
***

y
***
***
***
***
2/
2/
-~2-.-0~~~~~-3-.-4~~~-2-.-7~~-3~.6~~~-(~9~.1-)***

***

!/ Sales of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes accounted for at least 35 percent of total establishment sales
Not available.
Less than 0.05 percent.

Y
Y

!Y

* * *·

* * *·

Source:
Compiled from data submitted
International Trade Commission.

in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
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Table 10.--Income-and-loss experience of 7 U.S. West Coast region producers on
their operations producing all welded carbon steel pipes· and tubes in establishments withi.n which light-walled rectangular pipes .and tubes are· produced; by
companies, accounting years 1984-86, and interim periods ended Mar. 31, 1986,~ and
Mar. 31, 1987 !/

Item

1984

1985

1986

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

120,191

115,036

Net sales:

***· .......... l,000 dollars ..
***· ................... do ....
***· ................... do ....
***· ................... do ....
*** 'l.f .... ............. do ....
***······ .............. do ....
*** .................... do. . . .
Total. ............... do ....
Operating income (loss):
*** ........... 1, 000 dollars. .
***· ................... do ....
***· ................... do ....
***· ................... do ....
*** 'l.f . ................ do ....
***· ................... do ....
*** .............. ·...... do. . . .
Total. ............... do. . . .
Ratio of operating income
(loss) to net sales:
***· ................ percent ..
*** .... ·................ do. . . .
***· ................... do ....
***· ................... do....
*** 'l.f . ................ do ....
***·· .................. do ....
*** .................... do. . . .
Weighted - average ..... do.. . .

Interim period
ended Mar. 31-1986
1987

***

***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

128,028

31,611

y

***

***

***

***
y

y ·

***

***·

***·
33,.970

~--------------------------,,---~

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
·***
***
***
***
***
***
y
y
***
***
y
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***'
-***------***-----***------***------***---6, 905

3, 903

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

1-, 869

***
***
***

***

***

5, 485

Y·

***

!!.}

Y

***

712

'!../

***
***

***

Y

***

***

***·
~-------------------------5. 7
3. 4
4. 3
5. 9
·2. l

!/ Questionnaire responses from prior investigations were used to compile the data
for 1984-85.

y Not available.
'l.f Data for 1984 and 1985 are from* * *·
!!.} Less than .005 percent.

'!../

* * *·

Source:
Compiled from data submitted
International Trade Commission.

in

response to questionnaires of th~' ~ti. S.
. ,,.,,
t;.
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Table 11.--Income-and-loss experience of 3 U.S. producers on their operations
producing
light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes, accounting years
1984-86, and interim periods ended Mar. 31, 1986, and Mar. 31, 1987

Item

1984

1985

1986

***
***
***
14,063

***

Interim period
ended Mar. 31-1986
1987

Net sales:

*** ........... 1. 000 dollars ..
·. *** ............. ~ .... ·... do~ .. ·. ***
***
~ •••..•••.•••.•.•.•.• do •..•

Total ................. do ... .
Operating income (loSs):
1. ooo· dollars ..
do ... .
do ... .
Total.· .............. · ... do ... .
·Ratio of operating income
(loss) to net sales:
percent ..
*** ......... ·......... ! do. . . .
*** .................... do. . . .
Weighted-.average .... do....

*** ...........
***· ...... ; .... .- .........
***· ................. , ..
***· ................

***·
13·, 733

***

***

***

***
***487

***
1/

***
1/
(480)

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***

***

1/

1/

1/

1/

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
_***
____***
______l...._/____l..._/_ _ _ _ _l...._/_
3.5
(3.4)
***
***
***

!/ Not available.
Source:
Compiled from data submitted
U.S. International Trade Commission.

in response to questionnaires of the

percent in interim 1987. Because the three firms capable of providing productline data. represent a small portion of the industry, the financial experience
of these firms may not accurately reflect that of the industry as a whole.
Petitioners maintained in their prehearing brief and at the hearing that
the cost of s.teel (which constitutes about two-thirds of the cost of producing
the subject product) has risen by about 20 percent since the beginning of
1986. !/ The petitioners provided sample purchase invoices and sales acknowledgements indicating an increase of * * * percent in the price of steel coil
purchased by Hannibal In~ustries from * * * of * * * from November 1985 to
June 1987, and an increase of*** percent in the price of steel band purchased by Hannibal from*** from February 1986 to May 1987. 'fl
Telephone
calls by the .staff to some U.S. producers revealed smaller increases, or no
change, in the cost of their raw materials. * * * indicated that steel prices
were up about 5 percent, and both domestic and foreign sources are used. Major
suppliers are * * *· * * * stated that prices were essentially unchanged and
that imported steel from** * is their primary source. * * * could not supply
the. annual rate of increase but she said they purchase primarily from * * *.
* * *· Officials of * * * did not respond to staff inquiries. ~

!L

Petitioners' prehearing brief, p. 7.
At the hearing, Jerry Tippett
(Hannibal Industries) and Don Fi~n (Western Tube and Conduit) testified that
their steel costs have risen 20 percent: Transcript. pp. 19 and 23.
'fl Petitioners' posthearing brief, ·pp. 2-3 of answers to questions. and
Exhibit 1. .
~ Telepho~e conv~rsations with * * *·
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Investment in productive facilities.--Eight firms supplied data for
1984-86 concerning their investment in productive facilities employed in the
production of all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes in establishments in •.
which light-walled rectariguiar pipes and tubes were produced. Seven firms
provided data for the two interim periods. One firm furnished such data relating to the production of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. Reported
investment in property, plant, and equipment is shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

Period
As of Dec. 31-1984 ..........
1985 ..........
1986 ..........
As of Mar. 31-1986 ..........
1987 ..........

All welded pipes and tubes
Original cost
Book value

Light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes
Original cost
Book value

74,835
83,516
91,360

37,259
41t591
43t119

***
***

64,432
69,522

26,457
29,502

***
***
***

***

The aggregate investment in productive facilities for all welded carbon
steel pipes and tubes, valued at cost, increased from $74.8 million in 1984 to
$91.4 million in 1986. The investment as of March 31, 1987, was $69.5 million,
compared with $64.4 million as of March 31, 1986.
The book value as of
March 31, 1987, was $29.5 million. The investment for light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes, valued at cost, decreased from $* * * in 1984 to $* * * in
1986. The book value was $***as of December 31, 1986.
Capital expenditures and research and development expenses.--Six firms
furnished data relative to their capital expenditures for land, buildings, and
machinery and equipment used in the manufacture of all welded carbon steel
pipes and tubes in establishments in which light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes were produced.
Four firms supplied interim period data. None of the
firms furnished .such data for light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes.
Two
firms reported research and development expenses relating to the operations of
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. The reported data are presented in
the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

Capital expenditures
for all welded pipes
and tubes

Research and development
expenses related to
light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes

.
.
.

5,318
6,072
7,055

***
***
***

.
.

169
134

***
***

Period
1984 .............
1985 .............
1986 .............
January-March:
1986 ...........
1987 ...........
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Capital expenditures relating to all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes
increased from $5.3 million in 1984 to $7.1 million in 1986.
Such expenditures were $134,000 in January-March 1987, compared with $169,000 in JanuaryMarch 1986.
Research and development expenses related to
light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes were $* * * in 1984, increased to $* * * in 1985,
and then fell to $* * * in 1986. Such expenses were $* * * for each of the
interim periods.
Capital
and investment.--The Commisson requested U.S. producers to
describe any actual or potential negative effects of imports of light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan on their firms' growth, investment,
and ability to raise capital. None of the firms issued statements specific to
imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan.
The Question of Alleged Threat of Material Injury
Consideration factors
In its examination of the question of threat of material injury to an
industry in the United States the Commission may take into consideration such
factors as the rate of increase of the subject imports, the rate of increase
in U.S. market penetration by such imports, the rate of increase of imports
held in inventory in the United States, the capacity of producers in the
exporting country to generate exports (including the existence of underutilized
capacity and the availability of export markets other than the United States),
the foreign producers' potential for product-shifting, and the price depressing
or suppressing effect of the subject imports on domestic prices.
Discussions of rates of increase in imports and their U.S. market penetration, as well as available information on their prices, are presented in the
section of the report entitled "Consideration of the causal relationship
between the alleged material injury and the LTFV imports." Available information on the ability of the foreign producers to generate exports and on
product-shifting is presented in the portion of the report entitled "The
producers in Taiwan." Information on inventories of the subject imports in
the United States follows.
U.S. importers' inventories
* * * importers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan
reported that they do not keep inventories of the subject products. * * *·
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Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between the Alleged Material
Injury and the LTFV Imports
U.S. imports
Total U.S. imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes decrease4
33 percent, from 104,428 tons in 1984 to 69,604 tons in 1986. During JanuaryMarch 1987, total imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes decreased
32 percent compared with imports in the corresponding period of 1986 (table
12).
Japan was the largest exporter of these pipes and tubes to the United
States in 1986, accounting for 33 percent of total imports.
Imports from Taiwan of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes decreased
from 9,754 tons in 1984 to.406 tons in 1985, a 96-percent decrease. Imports
from Taiwan then increased to 9,975 tons in 1986. During January-March · 1987,
imports from Taiwan increased dramatically to 5,422 tons compared with 2 tons
in the corresponding period of 1986. Taiwan's share of total imports fell
from 9.3 percent in 1984 to 0.5 percent in 1985 and then rose to 14.3 percent
in 1986. During January-March 1987, imports from Taiwan accounted for 35.8
percent of total imports, up from less than 0.05 percent during the corresponding period of 19B6.
As shown in table 13, nearly 80 percent of imports (by quantity) from
Taiwan entered through west coast ports in 1984. In 1985 this amount fell to
66 percent. In 1986, 72 percent of imports from Taiwan entered through west
coast ports.
At the hearing (transcript, pp. 72-74) and in their posthearing
brief, petitioners argued that the Commission should cumulate imports of lightwalled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan with those from Singapore. !/
Should the Commission cumulate, the combined U.S. imports from Taiwan and
Singapore are shown in appendix E (table E-1).
Monthly imports from Taiwan in 1986 and January-March 1987 are p~esented
in table 14. Imports from Taiwan were minimal during January-March 1986.
Imports then increased from 114 tons in April to 911 tons in June. Imports
continued to increase to 1,260 tons in July and to l,987 tons in August before
decreasing somewhat to 925 tons in September. Imports increased substantially
in October to 2,010 tons and remained at a high level in November before
decreasing to 591 tons in December. Imports in January-February 1987 showed
large increases over 1986, increasing from 2,151 tons in January to 2,953 rtons
in February.
Imports from Taiwan then fell to 318 tons in March and 42 tons
in April.
Market penetration
Imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan accounted
for 3.3 percent of consumption (by quantity) in 1984 and 0.1 percent in 1985
(table 15). In 1986 market penetration by imports from Taiwan rose to 3.4
percent.
During January-March 1987, imports from Taiwan accounted for 7.2
percent of consumption, up from less than 0.'05 percent during the co~respond
ing period of 1986. Imports from all countries decreased their market share

!/

For a further discussion of petitioners' arguments for cumulation, see
answers to Commission questions, posthearing brief, pp. 3-5.
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Table 12.~Liqht-walled rectanqular pipes and tubes: JI U.S. imports for
cone1111ption, by principal sources, 1984-86, January-March 1986, and Januaryl'larch 1987

Source

1984

1985

1986 2/

Januarv-4'\arch1986
1987

Quantity (tone)
Tai111an ................••..
Japan .................•..•
Spain ..................•..
Cc1nada ................••..
Sinqapore ..............•..
Italy .................••.•
Hexico ................•••.
Republic of Korea .....•••.
bleat Gennany ..............
All other ..............••.
Total. .............•..

9,754
47,897
23,693
8,260
572
3,0n
2,825
2,427
1,545
4,378
104,428

c. i.f .•
Taiwan .................••.
Japan .................•.•.
Spain .................•••.
Cc1nada ....................
:;>inqapore ..............•..
Italy ...•......•........•.
Hexico ..................•.
Republic of Korea .......•.
bleat Gennany ............•.
All other .................
Total. ................

3,956
21,n5
10,17'1
3,042
562
1,182
2,115
1,015
1,166
2,262
47,257

406
62,737
2,808
S,004
2,737
2,042
1,285
1,604
852
41004
83,478
duty:-p~j.d

216
28,065
1,112
3,330
1,120
891
470
6'12
860
11819
38,575

9,975
2j,169
7,41'1
7,447

5,408
124
1,234
1,344.
385'
13,098
69,604
ualue
4,208
11,494
2,879
3,764
2,268
57
427
586
2'14
51496
31.474

2
'1,204
5,373
1,299
2,914
41
654
725
179
1,755
22,145

(1 1 .QQ_O

5,422
3,445
57
2,930
417
371
5
2,514
15,161

dollars)

4
4,263
2,213
657
1,207
22
226
325
106
882
'1,'106

2,208
1,662
23
1,366
1'10
129
15
1,048
6.640

Percent of total quantity
Tai111an ....................
Japan ................ .' •...
Spain .....................
Canada ....................
Sinqapore ...............•.
Italy .................•.•.
Hexico ....................
Republic of Korea .........
West Geniiany ..............
All other .................
Total ...............•.

9.3
45.'1
22.7
7.9
.5
2 . .,
2.7
2.3
1.5
4.2
100.0

.5
75.2
3.4
6.0
3.3
2.4
1.5
1..,
1.0
4.8
100.0

14.3
33.3
10.7
10.7
7.8
.2
1.8
1..,
.6
18.8
100.0

;!I
41.6
24.3
5.9
13.2
.2
3.0
3.3
.8
7.'1
100.0

35.8
22.7
.4
1'1.3
2.8
2.5

;!I
16.6
100.0

!I Includes imports in TSUSA iten 610.4975 prior to April 1'184 and 610.4'128
thereafter.
Data for 1984 may be aliqhtly ouerstated to the extent they
contain small quantities of pipes and tubes not under inuestiqation.
~I 8ecause of a laq in reportinq, official import statistics include some
"carry-ouer" data for uerchandiee imported, but not reported, in prior periods
(usually the preuious month). 8e9innin9 in 1987, Cocmierce extended its monthly
data conpilation cutoff date by about 2 .oeeks in order to eiqnificantly reduce
the amount of. carry-over. Therefore, official statistics for January 1'187
include data that .oould preuiously haue been carried ouer to February 1987.
Howeuer, in order to auoid an apparent ouerstatement of the January 1'187 data,
the carry-ouer data fro• 1986 that would haue been included in January 1987
official statistics as of the preuious cutoff date haue been excluded.
COlll!lerce isolated these 1'186 carry-ouer data and has not included them in
official statistics for 1'186 or January 1987, since their inclusion in either
period would result in an apparent oueratatement. bJi th respect to imports
from Tai111an, this carry-over amounted to 865 tons, 111ith a ualue (c.i.f. plus
calculated duties) of $346,000, all of lllhich entered through llK'st coast ports.
~I Leas than 0.05 percent.

Table 13.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes:
tion, from selected sources, by regions, 1984-86,
January-March 1987
Item

1984

1985

U.S. imports for consumpJanuary-March 1986, and

1986

January-March-1986
1987

Quantity (tons)
From Taiwan:
Into West Coast region ....
Into all other regions ....
Total ...................
From all other sources:
Into West Coast region ....
Into all other regions ....
Total ...................

.
.
.

7,730
2,025
9,754

268
137
406

7,180
2,795
9,975

2
0
2

4,457
965
5,422

.
.
.

42,234
52,439
94,674

54,301
28. 770
83,072

22,528
37,102
59,629

9,433
12. 710
22,143

3,737
6,001
9,738

Percent
From Taiwan:
Into West Coast region ....
Into all other regions ....
Total ...................
From all other sources:
Into West Coast region ....
Into all other regions ....
Total ...................

.
.
.

79.2
20.8
100.0

66.3
33.7
100.0

72.0
28.0
100.0

100.0

82.2

0

100.0

17.8
100.0

.
.
.

44.6
55.4
100.0

65.4
34.6
100.0

37.8
62.2
100.0

42.6
57.4
100.0

38.5
61.6
100.0

Value (1,000 dollars) 1/
From Taiwan:
Into West Coast region ....
Into all other regions ....
Total ...................
From all other sources:
Into West Coast region ....
Into all other regions ....
Total ...................

.
.
.

3,040
917
3,956

149
66
216

3,078
1,130
4,208

4
0
4

1,812
396
2,208

.
.
.

19,275
24,026
43,301

24,136
14,223
38,359

10,563
16,702
27,266

4,184

1,769
2,663
4,433

5, 718

9,901

Percent
· From Taiwan:
Into West Coast region ....
Into all other regions ....
Total ...................
From all other sources:
Into West Coast region ....
Into all other regions ....
Total ...................

.
.
.

76.8
23.2
100.0

69.3
30.7
100.0

73.2
26.8
100.0

100.0
100.0

82.0
18.0
100.0

.
.
.

44.5
55.5
100.0

62.9
37.1
100.0

38.7
61. 3
100.0

42.4
57.6
100.0

39.9
60.1
100.0

0

!/ C.i.f., duty-paid basis.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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Table 14.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and· tubes from Taiwan:
U.S. imports for consumption, by month, January 1986-April 1987
Quantity
Tons

Period
1986:
January ............................... .
February .............................. .
March ................................. .
April ................................. .
May ................................... .
June .................................. .
July .................................. ·.
August ................................. .
September ............................. .
October ............................... .
November .............................. .
December .............................. .
1987:
January ........................... ·: .. .
February .............................. .
March ................................. .
April ................................. .

Value l/
1,000 dollars

1

2

1

114
271
911
1;2,0
1,987
925
2,010
1,904
591

2
47
110
407
500
839
481
828
766
226

2,151
2,953
318
42

874
1,209
124
16

!/ C.i.f., duty-paid basis.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

from 35.4 percent in 1984 to 23.4 percent in 1986. The share of consumption
held by imports from all countries was 20.0 percent in January-March 1987,
down from 26.7 percent in Ja~uary-March 1986. Table 16 presents market penetration ratios based on values. U.S. imports and market penetration ratios of
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan and Singapore are presented in tables E-2 and E-3.
In the West Coast region, imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes from Taiwan accounted for 6.5 percent of consumption in 1984 and 0.2
percent in 1985.
In 1986 market penetration by imports from Taiwan in the
West Coast region rose to 6.2 percent. During January-March 1987 imports from
Taiwan accounted for 15.3 percent of consumption in the West Coast region, up
from less than 0.05 percent during the corresponding period of 1986.
Imports
from all countries increased their West Coast market share from 42.0 percent
in 1984 to 43.9 percent in 1985 and then decreased to 25.5 percent in 1986.
The share of West Coast consumption held by imports from all countries fell to
28.l percent in January-March 1987 from 29.9 percent in the corresponding
period of 1986.
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15.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: Apparent U.S. consumption, imports,
and market penetration, !/ by regions, 1984-86, January-March 1986, and January-March
1987

Item

1984

1985

1986

Januar!-March-1986
1987

Total apparent U.S. consumption ... tons ..
Imports from Taiwan ............. do ....
Imports from all sources ........ do ....
Market penetration by imports from
Taiwan ..................... percent ..
Market penetration by imports from
all sources ................ percent ..
Within the West Coast region:
Apparent U.S. consumption ....... tons ..
Imports from Taiwan ............. do ....
Imports from all sources ........ do ....
Market penetration by imports from
Taiwan.· .....• ............... percent ..
Market penetration by imports from
all sources ................ percent ..
Outside the West Coast region:
Apparent U.S. consumption ..... ,.tons ..
Imports from Taiwan ............. do ....
Imports from all sources ........ do ....
Market penetration by imports from
Taiwan ..................... percent ..
Market penetration by imports from
all sources ................ percent ..

294,663
9,754
104,428

283,664
406
83,478

297. 311
9,975
69,604

82,979
2
22,145

3.3

0.1

3.4

y

7.2

35.4

29.4

23.4

26.7

20.0

119,100
7, 730
49,964

124,361
268
54,569

116,378
7,180
29,708

31,609
2
9,435

29,195
4,457
8,194

6.5

0.2

6.2

y

15.3

42.0

43.9

25.5

29.9

28.1

175,563
2,024
54,463

159,303
137
28,907

180,933
2,795
39,897

51,370
0
12,710

46,489
965
6,966

l. 2

0.1

l. 5

0

2.1

31.0

18.l

22.l

24.7

15.0

-

75,684
5,422
15,161

!/ Apparent consumption is slightly understated for all periods because of less than
full coverage on domestic shipments of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes.
As
noted earlier, data were provided by 23 producers accounting for approximately 95 percent
of U.S. producers' domestic shipments.
Market penetration, therefore, is slightly
overstated for the period of the investigation.
'!:_/Less than_0.05 percent.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce (imports)
and from data obtained in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade
Commission.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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Table 16.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: Value-based apparent U.S. consump.41
tion, imports, and market penetration, y by regions, 1984-86, January-March 1986, an1
January-March 1987 '!:./,
Item

1984

Total apparent U.S. consumption
1, 000 dollars .. 164,407
Imports from Taiwan ............. do ... .
3,956
Imports from all sources ........ do ... . 47,257
Market penetration by imports from
Taiwan ..................... percent ..
2.4
Market penetration by imports from
all sources ................ percent ..
28.7
Within the West Coast region:
Apparent U.S. consumption
l, 000 dollars .. 62,652
Imports from Taiwan ............. do ... .
3,040
Imports from all sources ........ do ... . 22,315
Market penetration by imports from
Taiwan ..................... percent ..
4.9
Market penetration by imports from
all sources ................ percent ..
35.6
Outside the West Coast region:
Apparent U.S. consumption
1,000 dollars .. 101,755
Imports from Taiwan ............. do....
917
Imports from all sources ........ do .... 24,943
Market penetration by imports from
Taiwan ..................... percent ..
0.9
Market penetration by imports from
all sources ................ percent ..
2453

January-March-1986
1987

1985

1986

150,ll9
216
38,575

151,566
4,208
31,474

0.1

2.8

25.7

20.8

23.6

16.4

61,910
149
24,285

52,393
3,078
13,641

14,297

14,686
1,812
3,581

0.2

5.9

39.2

26.0

29.3

24.4

88,209
66
14,289

99,173
1,130
17,832

27,606
5, 718

25, 727
396
3,059

0.1

1.1

0

1.5

16.2

18.0

20.7

11.9

41,903
4

9,906

40,413
2,208
6,640
5.5

4

4,188

12.3

0

4

±I Apparent

consumption is slightly understated for all periods because of less than
full coverage on domestic shipments of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. Value
data were provided by 23 producers accounting for approximately 95 percent of U.S.
producers' domestic shipments.
Market penetration, therefore, is slightly overstated
for the period of the investigation, to the extent that some producers did not provide
shipment data.,
On the other hand, market penetration is understated to the extent that
the value of imports does not reflect importers' markups.
'!:_/Values are c.i.f., duty-paid.
11 Less than 0.05 percent.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce (imports)
and from data obtained in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade
Commission.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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Outside the West Coast region, imports of light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes from Taiwan accounted for 1.2 percent of consumption in 1984 and 0.1
percent in 1985.. In 1986 market penetration by imports from Taiwan outside
the West Coast region rose to 1.5 percent. During January-March 1987 imports
from Taiwan accounted for 2.1 percent of consumption outside the West Coast
region, up from zero during the corresponding period of 1986. Imports from all
countries decreased their non-West Coast market share from 31.0 percent in
1984 to 18.l percent in 1985. In 1986 the non-West Coast market share held by
imports from all countries rose to 22.l percent. The share of consumption
outside the West Coast region held by imports from all countries fell to 15.0
percent in January-March 1987 from 24.7 percent in the corresponding period of
1986.
Prices
Host domestic producers sell the majority of their light-walled rectangular tubing to distributors, although some producers do sell directly to end
users. !/ Importers of.the Taiwan tubing sell mostly to distributors.
Purchasers may choose from a variety of tubing products at the distributor level.
The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers of light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan to provide information concerning
f.o.b. prices. on their largest quarterly sales of the following light-walled
rectangular pipe and tube products:
PRODUCT 1:
PRODUCT 2:
PRODUCT 3:

ASTH A-513 (mechanical) or A-500 grade A (ornamental)
tubing, carbon welded, black, 1/2-inch square, 0.065-inch
wall thickness, 20-foot to 40-foot mill lengths.
ASTH A-513 (mechanical) or A-500 grade A (ornamental)
tubing, carbon welded, black, 1-inch square, 0.065-inch
wall thickness, 20-foot to 40-foot mill lengths.
ASTH A-513 (mechanical) or A-500 grade A (ornamental)
tubing,
carbon
welded,
black,
1-1/2-inch
square,
0.065-inch
wall
thickness, 20-foot to 40-foot mill
lengths.

Six domestic producers, representing 45 percent of reported 1986 domestic
shipments of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, provided usable price
data. '!:./
Domestic producers generally quote prices f.o.b. mill. Some producers distribute price lists, with the great majority of their sales discounted from the list price.
Most producers provide "net period with cash
discounting" schemes similar to the common "2 percent/10 net 30" program that
many industries offer. Minimum quantity orders vary from 2,000 to 10,000 feet,
with premiums as high as 15 percent for subminimum orders.
The average lead
time between a customer's order and the shipment date is from 7 to 42 days
depending on whether the order can be filled from stock or a production run is
necessary.
Absorption of freight charges by producers varies from 0 to 5 percent of the total freight charges:
none of the reporting firms practice

!/ Some sell as much as 90 percent to distributors.
'!:./ * * *·
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freight equalization.
Most producers' shipments are concentrated in the
geographic areas near production and shipping points.
Only one producer,
* * *• reported .serving the continental U.S. market. The remaining producers
reported serving exclusively or primarily the regions near their plants.
Four
California producers reported serving some or all of the following areas:
California, Oregon, Washington, Utah, and Arizona.
A * * * manufacturer
serves the Southeast.
Seven importers provided usable price data.
Such data were limited,
primarily because there were few imports of the subject product from Taiwan
from January 1985 to March 1986.
Importers generally quote prices c.i.f.
dock. Two importers are known to distribute price lists; however, prices are
usually negotiated.
The reporting importers provide no forms of discounts.
The average lead time between a customer's order and the shipment date is
about 90 days unless the product is in stock. None of the reporting firms
practice freight equalization.
Six distributors provided usable responses to the purchaser's questionnaire.
All six purchase the domestic product, and three have purchased from
Taiwan. Each distributor also said that it competes with producers for sales
of light-walled rectangular tubes.
According to distributors, light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes are used mostly for the construction of computer
frames, furniture manufacturing, and ornamental fencing. Although all of the
distributors were aware of the country of origin for the imported product,
only half knew who the manufacturer was. When asked if their customers were
interested in the country of origin, the distributors were evenly divided.
However, one distributor stated that customers, such as computer frame
builders, desiring a high quality product, specified domestic material, and
that customers who used the product for ornamental fences were not concerned
about quality. !/
Two distributors stated that the domestic producers
provided a better quality product, and four distributors stated that there
w~re no
quality differences.
The distributors' purchasing patterns were
varied; two purchase quarterly, one purchases monthly, two purchase, weekly,
and one purchases daily. The lead time between orders and receipt of the
product is from l to 30 days for purchases from U.S. producers, and from 120
to 150 days for purchases from Taiwan producers if the importer does not have
the material in stock. Transportation costs are similar for both sources, and
are less than 5 percent of total cost.
Domestic prices. !/--Domestic weighted-average prices for selected lightwalled rectangular products sold to distributors throughout the entire United
States (table 17) declined somewhat during the period January 1985 through
March 1987.
The price of product 1 generally declined, dropping 8 percent,
from $* * * per hundred feet in January-March 1985 to $* * * per hundred feet
in January-March 1987.
The price for product 2 was stable during 1985 at
approximately $* * * per hundred feet before falling more than $1 per hundred
feet for all of 1986. The price of product 2 rebounded to $***per hundred
feet in January-March 1987. The price for product 3 displayed a trend similar

!/ For further discussion of quality differences see petitioners'

posthearing
brief (answers to questions by Commissioners and staff), pp. 1 and 16.
~ Since the information provided by purchasers shows similar price trends
for
both domestic and foreign light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, they will
not be discussed.
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to that of product 2, being stable during 1985 at approximately $* * * per
hundred feet before falling nearly $2 per hundred feet for all of 1986. The
.price of product 3 also rebounded during January-March 1987, increasing to
.. $* * * per hundred feet.
Table 17.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: Weighted-average f.o.b.
sales prices to distributors for U.S.-produced products, by quarters,
January 1985-March 1987

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Importers that provided price data did so only for sales in the western
region of the United States.
Domestic prices were also gathered for the
western region; thus, price comparisons are limited to this region. Domestic
prices for selected light-walled rectangular products sold to distributors in
the Western United States (table 18) were lower than prices sold to distributors throughout the country. The price trends for the three products, though
fluctuating, are essentially flat.
Domestic prices for selected light-walled rectangular products sold to
end users in the Western United States (table 19) generally declined for the
three chosen products.
The price of product 1 declined 16 percent, from
$* * * per hundred feet in January-March 1985 to. $* * * per hundred feet in
July-September 1986.
Prices then increased 5 percent to $***per hundred
feet in January-March 1987. Product 2 exhibited a price decline of 11 percent
through 1985, then jumped 8 percent during the first half of 1986. Prices
then fell in the second h~lf of the year by 8 percent before increasing by
nearly 4 percent in January-March 1987. The price of product 3 declined 27
percent, from $* * * per hundred feet in January-March 1985 to $* * * per
hundred feet in January-March 1986. The price of product 3 then increased 11
percent to$*** per hundred feet by January-March 1987.
Taiwan prices.--~mporters of light-walled rectangular tubing from Taiwan
provided price data on sales to distributors covering April-December 1986 and
January-March 1987. There were no reported prices to distributors during 1985
and January-March 1986, probably because there were very limited imports of
the Taiwan product into the United States at that time.
Because all the
importers that provided price data sold their products in the western region
of the United States, price comparisons are limited to that region.
The price of p·roduct 1 from Taiwan (table 18) fluctuated around $* * *
per hundred feet during the three quarters for which there are data, falling
from $* * * per hundred feet in April-June 1986. to $* * * per hundred feet in
October-December 1986 before increasing to $* * * per hundred feet in JanuaryMarch 1987. Prices of product 2 from Taiwan decreased from$*** per hundred
feet in April-June 1986 to $* * * per hundred feet in July-September 1986
before increasing to $***per hundred feet by January-March 1987. The price
of product 3 increased from $* * * in April-June 1986 to $* * * in JanuaryMarch 1987.
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Table 18.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: Weighted-average f.o.b.
sales prices to distributors in the Western United States, for U.S.- and
Taiwan-produced products, and margins of underselling, by quarters, January
1985-March 1987

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 19.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: Weighted-average f.o.b.
sales prices to end users in the Western United States, for U.S.- and
Taiwan-produced products, and margins of underselling, by quarters, January
1985-March 1987

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Taiwan prices on sales to end users covered the period January-March 1986
through January-March 1987 (table 19). As with prices to distributors, there
were no reported prices to end users during 1985. Because all the importers
· that provided price data sold their products in the western region of the
United States, price comparisons are limited to that region. The prices for
each of the three products fell almost continuously throughout the period for
which data were provided. The price of product l from Taiwan fell from a high
of $* *
per hundred feet in January-March 1986 to a low of $* * * per hundred
feet in January-March 1987. The price of product 2 from Taiwan decreased from
a high of $* * * per hundred feet in January-March 1986 to a low of $* * * per
hundred feet in January-March 1987.
The price of product 3 decreased from
$***in January-March 1986 to$*** in January-March 1987.

*

Each of the Taiwan products investigated that was sold to distributors
undersold its U.S. counterpart for every period for which comparable data were
available (table 18). Taiwan's product 1 undersold the U.S. product 1 by
margins ranging from 6.3 to 14.2 percent. Taiwan's product 2 undersold the
U.S. product 2 by between 11.5 and 31.6 percent, and product 3 from Taiwan
undersold the U.S. product by margins ranging from 8.6 to 12.5 percent.
Each of the specified Taiwan products that was sold to end users (table
19) undersold its U.S. counterpart for every period for which comparable data
were available except January-March 1986, when product 3 from Taiwan was
priced higher than its U.S. counterpart by * * * percent. Taiwan's product 1
undersold the U.S. product l by margins ranging from 8.5 to 19.0 percent.
Product 2 from Taiwan undersold the U.S. product 2 by between 7.2 and 13.3
percent, and their product 3 undersold the U.S. product by margins ranging
from 4.7 to 13.0 percent.
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Lost sales and lost revenues
* * * made only one specific lost-sale allegation, involving *
tubing. The staff contacted the purchaser, * * *· on this matter. * * *·

*

*

* * * made only two lost-sales allegations, each involving * * * tons.
Both lost sales allegedly occurred on * * * and were to two * * * purchasers
of light-walled rectangular tubing products. The staff contacted*** and
***about these claims. * * * and * * * could not recall the specific
transactions in question, but reported that their firms, as a rule, would have
received bids for U.S. products only from southern California mills.
Exchange rates
Exchange rate indices of the New Taiwan dollar, presented in table 20,
indicate that during the interval January 1984 through December 1986 the quarterly nominal value of the Taiwan dollar advanced 10 percent against the U.S.
dollar. !/ After adjustment for inflation in the United States and Taiwan over
the 12-quarter period for which data were collected, the real value of Taiwan's
currency fluctuated somewhat, appreciating by less than 6 percent relative to
the U.S. dollar through December 1986. '!:../

.!/Taiwan exchange rate data for Oct.-Dec. 1986, the last period for which
data were collected, cover Oct.-Nov. only.
'!:../The real Taiwan exchange rate index for Oct.-Dec. 1986, the last period for
which data were collected, is derived from Taiwan exchange rates and Producer
Price Indices covering Oct.-Nov. only.
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Table 20.--Nominal-exchange-rate equivalents of the New Taiwan dollar in U.S.
dollars, real-exchange-rate equivalents, and producer price indicators in the
United States and Taiwan, !/ indexed by quarters, January 1984-December 1986
~January-March

Period
1984:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1985:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1986:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....

1984=100.0~

U.S.
Producer
Price Index

Taiwan
Producer
Price Index

NominalRealexchangeexchangerate index 2L
rate index
DollarsLNT$-----------US

100.0
100.7
100.4
100.2

100.0
100.6
99.9
99.3

100.0
101.0
102.4
102.0

100.0
100.9
101. 9
101.2

100.0
100.1
99.4
100.0

98.4
97.7
97.0
96.4

102.1
100.9
99.6
100.4

100.5
98.4
97.2
96.8

98.5
96.6
96.2
96.5

95.6
94.5
93.3
~/ 93.0

102.3
104.6
107.3
110.0

99.2
102.3
104.1
105.9

y

y

!/ Producer price

indicators--intended to measure final product prices--are
based on average quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of the International
Financial Statistics.
~ The
indexed real exchange rate represents the nominal exchange rate
adjusted fQr the relative economic movement of each currency as measured here
by the Producer Price Index in the United States and Taiwan.
Producer prices
in the United States decreased 3.5 percent during the period January 1984
through December 1986 compared with a 7.0-percent decrease in Taiwan prices
during the period under investigation.
~/Exchange rate and producer price data for Taiwan are reported for
Oct.-Nov.
only.
Y Data for the final quarter presented above is derived from Taiwan exchange
rate and Producer Price Indices covering Oct.-Nov. only.
Source:
Central
Bank
of China, Financial Statistics, December 1986;
International Monetary Fun~, International Financial Statistics, April 1987 ..
Note.--January-March 1984=100.0.
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Thursday, April 2. 1987 / Notices
special assistance In gaining aoceS& to
the Commission should contact the
Office of the Secretary at 202-5i~6t.
IUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

(Investigation No. 731-TA-349 (FJnal}J

Certaln-Wetcted carbon Steel'Plpea
and Tube• from T81w1n
_·

International Trade
Commission.
_
ACTION: Institution of a final
anttdumping Investigation and
scheduling of a hearing to be held in
connection with the investigation.
AGENCY:

SUMMARY: The

Commission hereby gives
notice of the institution of final
antidumping Investigation No. 731-TA349 (final) under section 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b)) to
det~ine whether an industry in the
United States is materially injured, or is
threatened with material injury, or the
establishment of an industry In the
United States ia materially retarded, by
reason of imports from Taiwan of lightwalled rectangular pipes and tubes. 1
provided for in item 610.4928 of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States
Annotated, that have been found by the
Department of Commerce, in a
preliminary determination, to be sold in
the United States at less than fair value
(LTFV). Unless the in\'estigation is
extended, Commerce will make its final
LTFV determination on or before May
25, 1987, and the Commission will make
its final injury determination by July 14,
1987 (see sections 735(a) and 735(b) of
the act (19 U.S.C. 1673d(a) and
1673d(b))).
For further information concerning the
conduct of this investigation, hearing
procedures, and rules of general
application, consult the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure, Part
207, Subparts A and C (19 CFR Part 207),
and Part 201. Subparts A through E (19
CFR Part 201).
IEFFECT1VE OATE: March 17, 1987.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Valerie Newkirk (202-52~65), Office
of Investigations. U.S. International
Trade Commission. 701 E Street NW.,
Washiglon, DC 20436. Hearing-impaired
individuals are advised that information
on this matter can be obtained by
contacting the Commission's mn
terminal on 202-724--0002. Persons with
mobility impairments who will need
1 For pllfl>Ole& of this investigation. the tenn
"light-walled rectangular pipes and tubea·• covers
~elded_ carbon steel pipes and lube1 of rectangular
(1nclud11111 square) cro11 eection. lie\·l~ a wall
thickness le59 than 0.156 inch.

Background
This investigation is being Instituted
as a result of an affirmative preliminary
determination by the Department of
Commerce that imports of light-walled
rectangular pipea and tubes &om
Taiwan are beiI13 1old in the United
Slates at len than fair value within the
meaning of eection 731 of the act (19
U.S.C. 1673). The investigation waa
requested in a petition filed on October
2, 1986, by counsel for the Committee on
Pipe and Tube Imports. Iii reponse to
that petition the Commission c:onducted
a preliminary antidumping investigation
and, on the basis of information
developed during the course of tha·t
investigation. determined that there was
a reasonable indication that an industry
in the United States was threatened
with piaterial injury by reason of
imports of the subject merchandise (51
FR 42945, November 26, 1986).
.
Participation lo the investigation
Persons wishing to participate in this
investigation as parties must file an
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission, as provided in
I 201.11 of the Commission's rules (19
CFR 201.11). not later then twenty-one
(21) days after the publication of this
notice in the Federal Register. Any entry
of appearance filed after this date will
be referred to the Chairman, who will
determine whether to accept the late
entry for good cauile shown by the
person desiring to file the entry.
Service list
Pursuant to i 201.ll(d) of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR a:n.ll(d)).
the Secretary will prepare a service list
containing the names and addresses of
all persons, or their representatives,
who are parties to this investigation
upon the expiration of the period for
filing entries of appearance. Jn
·
accordance with H 201.16(c) and 1Jfl.3
of the rules (19 CFR 201.16(c) and 207.3),
each document filed by a party to the
investigation must be served on all other
parties to the investigation (as identified
by the service list), and a certificate of
service must accompany the document.
The Secretary will not accept a
document for filing without a certificate
of service:
Staff report
A public version of the prehearing
staff report in this investigation will be
placed in the public record on May 26, ·
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1987. pursuant lo I 207.21 or the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.21 ).
Hearing
The Commission will hold a hearing in
connection with this investigation
beginning al 9:30 a.m. on June 10. 1987.
at the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building. 701 E Street, NW .•
Washington, DC. Requests lo appear at
the hearing should be filed in writing
with the Secretary lo the Commission
not later than the close of business (5:15
p.m.) on May 22. 1987. All persons
desiring lo appear al the hearing and
make oral presentations should file
prehearing briefs and attend a
prehearing conference to be held at 9:30
a.m. on May 29, 1987, in room 117 of the
U.S. International Trade Commission
Building. The deadline for filing
prehearing briefs is June 5, 1987.
Testimony at the public hearing is
governed by I 207.23 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.23). This
·rule requires that testimony be limited lo
a nonconfidential summary and analysis
of material contained in prehearing
briefs and to information not available
at the time the prehearing brief was
submitted. Any written materials
submitted al the hearing must be filed in
accordance with the procedures
described below and any confidential
materials must be submitted at least
three (3) working days prior to the
hearing (see § 206.6(b)(2) of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.6(b)(2))).
Written submissions
All legal arguments. economic
analyses. and factual materials relevant
to the public hearing should be included
in prehearing briefs in accordance with
§ 207.22 of the Commission's rules (19
CFR 207.22). Posthearing briefs must
conform with the provisions of I 207.24
(19 CFR 207.24) and must be submitted
not later than the close of business on
June 17, 1987. In addition, any person
who has not entered an appearance as a
party to the investigation may submit a
written statement of information
pertinent to the subject of the
investigation on or before June 17, 1987.
A signed original and fourteen (14)
copies of each submission must be filed
with the Secretary to the Commission in
accordance with § 201.8 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.8). All
written submissions except for
confidential business data will be
available for public inspection during
regular business hours (8:45 a.m. lo 5:15
p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary lo the
Commission.
Any business information for which
confidential treatment in desired must
hP auhmifto,.f aona•a.tolu Thft --··-•---

I Thursday. April 2. 1987 / Notices

and all pages of such submissions must
be clearly labeled "Confidential
Business Information." Confidential
eubmiHlons and requests for
confidenhal treatment must conform
with the requirements of I ZOl.6 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.6).
Authority: This investigation 11 being
conducted under authority of lhe Tariff Acl of
1830. Title VII. Thia notice is published
.pursuant to I 20'7.20 or the Commission'•
rules (18 CFR 207.20).
lesued: March 27. 1987. By order of the Commission.
Kenneth R. Mason,
Secretary.
(FR Doc. 87-7184 Filed 4-1-87: .8:45 amJ
9IUJNG CODE 7020-02-11
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I

Notices

from Taiwan are being. or are likely to
be. sold In the United States at less than
fair value. We have notified the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC)
of our detenninalion and have directed
the U.S. Customs Service to continue to
suspend the liquidation of all entries of
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
from Taiwan that are entered. or
withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption, on or after March 17, 1987
and to require a cash deposU or bond for
each entry In an amount equal to the
estimated dumplns margin as described
in the "Suspension of Liquidation"
section of this notice.
EFFECTIV• DATE June t, 1987.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Paul Tambakis or Charle• Wilson.
Office of Investigations. Import
Administration, International Trade
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue. NW., Washington. DC 20230;
telephone: (202) 377-4138 or 377-5288.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Final Determination
We have determined that light-walled
rectan8uJar pipes and tubes from
Taiwan are being, or are likely to be,
sold In the United States at less than fair
value, as provided In section 735(a) of
the Tariff Act of 1930. as amended (the
Act) (19 U.S.C. 1873d(a)). We made (air·
value comparisons on 100 percent of the.
sales of the class or kind of merchandise .
to the United States by the sole
·
respondent during the period of ·
Investigation. May 1 through October 31,
1988. Th~ weighted-average margin la
shown in the "Suspension of
Liquidation" section of this notice.

Case History

[A-51.-J
Certain Ugllt·Walled Rectangular

Welded carbon Steel Plpee and Tubee
From Taiwan; Flnal Determination of
Sain at Lea Than Fair Value
lntemational Trade
Administration, Import Administration.
Commerce.
AC'T10N: Notice.
AGDCY:

SUMMARY: We have determined that
certain llsht-walled rectangular welded
carbon 1teel pipes and tubes (light·
urallod NtrtAnmolA• nlna• And t11hAal

On March 11, 1987, we made an ·
affirmative preliminary determination
(51 FR 8331, March 17, 1987). Since then.
as required by the Act, we afforded
Interested parties an opportunity to
submit oral and written commenhl
addressing the Issues arisins in thi1
Investigation. On April 13, 1987, we held
a public hearins to allow parties to
addreH the issues.
Scope of lnvesdgatloa
The products covered by thi1
Investigation are certain lig&t-walled
welded carbon steel pipes and tubes. of
rectangular (Including square) crosssection. havlns a wall thickness of lesa
than 0.158 Inch. aa provided for In Item
610.4928 of the Tariff Schedules of the
I lnilo,,I

C:lnlae .Al nnnlnl...,,

IT'C:.I lCA I
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Fair Value Comparisons
We investigated sales of light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes to the .
United States during the period May t
through October 31, 1986. Because Yieh
Hsing accounted for all sales of this
merchandise from Taiwan, we limited
our investigation to this company.
To detennine whether sales of the
subject merchandise In the United
States were made at Jess than fair value,
we compared the United States price
with the foreign market value for the
company under investigation. We used
data provided lo the response, as
explained in the "Foreign Market Value"
section of this notice, except where
otherwise noted.
United Stales Price
As provided in section 772(b) of the
Act. we used the purchase price of the
subject merchandise lo represent United
States price since the merchandise was
purchased by unrelated U.S. customers
directly from the foreign manufacturer
prior to importation. We calculated
purd:iase price based on the packed. c. a
r.. c.i.f. or f.o.b. prices to unrelated
purchasers in the United States. We
made deductions, where appropriate, for
foreign inland freight, brokerage and
handling charges, bank charges, ocean
freight and marine insurance. We made
additions. to purchase price for duty
drawback (i.e.. Import duties which
were rebated, or not collected, by
reason of the exportation of the
merchandise t<> the United States)
pursuant to section 772(d)(1 )(B} of the
Act.
.
Foreign Market=Value
In accordance with section 773(e) of
the Act, we calculated foreign market
value based on constructed value. Since
Yieh Hsing had no viable home market,
in accordance with section 773{a)(1)(8)
of the Act and I 353.5 of our regulations,
respondent reported sales to Saudi
Arabia, its largest third country· market,
as the basis for foreign market value.
The petitioners alleged that these third
country sales were at prices below the
cost of producing the merchandise. We
examined production costs which
included all appropriate costs for _
materials, fabrication and general
expenses. We found insufficient sales to
Saudi Arabia above the cost of
production to allow us to use third
country prices for foreign market value
in accordance with section 77J(b) of the
Act.
.
Cost of Production
In determining the cost of production
1,..-

V.:-L L I - ! - -
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"best information available" because
during verification, major factors (e.g.
materials) used in the calculation of the
cost of production could not be verified.
Additionally, in its response the
company did not present the actual
quantities of materials and other
components which it used in the
manufacturing of the products, but
developed a cost for these components
based on formulas. Analysis of these
fonnulas revealed major conceptual
inaccuracies. Therefore, even if the data
used in the formula were verified, the
submission could not have been used.
For the cost of production, the
Department used certain company data
which was verified amhdjusted this
cost, when neceSBary, to quantify more
appropriately the per unit costs. For ·
infonnation which was not verified, the
respondent's cost information was
supplemented with information
submitted by petitioner8. The
Department relied upon the petitioners'
material usage Information and the
prices for the materials paid by the
respondent. For labor and factory
overhead, the respondent's costs were
used. but reallocated to restate the per
unit costs more appropriately. General
expenses were also reallocated. as a
percentage of cost of goods. since the
theoretical basis for developing the per
unit expense used by the respondent
was not acceptable.
Constructed Value
Since we found there were insufficient
sales above the cost of production, as
defined In section 773(b) of the Act, we
used constructed value as the basis for
calculating foreign market value.
In accordance with section 773{e) of
the Act, the constructed value included
the materiel and fabrication expenses
Incurred to produce the product sold in·
the U.S. market. Since general expenses
were greater than 10 percent, we used
actual general expenses of the company.
Actual profit could not be determined
because the actual costs could not be
verified. Therefore, the statutory
minimum profit of eight percent was
added. We also added the cost of U.S.
packing. We made an adjustment to
constructed value for differences
between unrelated commissions paid in
the two markets in accordance with
I 353.15(b) of our regulations.
Currency Conversion
We made currency conversions from
new Taiwan dollars to U.S. dollars In
accordance with I 353.56(a) of our
regulations, using the certified daily
exchange rates furnished by the Federal

..
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Verification
We verified the information used In
making our final determination in
accordance with section 776(a) of the
Act. We used standard verification
procedures. including examination of
relevant sales and financial records ·or
the company under Investigation.
However, there was a lack of sufficient
supporting documentation for certain
portions of the respondent's cost of
production. Therefore, we determined
that portions of the cost of production
data submitted by the respondent could
not be verified.
Petitioners' Comment8
Petitioner8' comment 1: The
petitioners argue that neither the
response nor the verification accurately
reflects rerolling costs. Petitioners assert
that thinner gauge pipe would require
more extensive rerolling proceSBing. The
petitioners also suggest that since the ·
rerolling processing would not be less
expensive than cold-rerolling costs, the
amount of the average price difference
between hot-rolled steel and cold-rolled
steel should be used for rerolling costs.
DOC position: Since the exact coil
used to produce each size pipe could not
be identified end the gauge of the coil
end pipe varied within approximately
the same range. the Department did not
assume that thinner pipe would require
more rerolling. The rerolling expenses
were averaged over ell pipe produced.
Petitioners' comment 2: The
petitioners argue that the respondent'&
method to derive the input of coil usins
theoretical weight, subtracting an
amount representing a saving because of
the lower tolerance level for the wall
thickness of the pipe and adding scrap
which was sold. will not appropriately
state material usage. They cuntend that
a weight saving cannot be assumed to
be a consistent amount and that scrap
sold should not be compared to pipe
produced. ·
·
DOC position: The Department did
not consider the amount of the Input of
coil to be appropriately calculated or
verified and used "best Information
available." See the "Foreign Market
Value" section of this notice.
Petitioners' comment 3: The
petitioners contend that since the
verification report Indicates that the
company maintained adequate records
to allocate conversion costs on machine
time, the theoretical methodology should
·
not be accepted.
DOC position: The Department- does · '
not have specific verified machine timesl
!he~efore, we used "best lnfonnatlon"
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all processes. We did use the verified
"through-put" rate in the forming stage
to develop labor costs for this proce98
since this data was available. See the
"Foreign Market Value" section of this
notice.
Petitioners' comment 4: The
petitioners argue that the respondent's
methodology for allocating interest
expenses based on assets used by the
various operations of the company is not
appropriate since interest expense is
general and cannot be specifically tied
to an operation.
l)OC position: The Department
agrees. Funds used to finance the
company's operations are fungible and,
therefore, the interest expense was
allocated to all products based on the
costs incurred for the goods sold.
Petitioners' comment 5: Petitioners
urge the Department to add the total
duty paid on imported raw materials to
U.S. price and foreign market value,
rather than adding the amount of duty
drawback since petitioners contend that
drawback amounts were excessive
when compared to duties paid.
DOC position: We disagree. As
required by the Act, we have added the
total verified amount of duty drawback
for each sale, instead of adding duties
paid on raw materials. The verification
showed that the actual amount of duty
drawback granted was slightly less than
duties which would have been paid, and
not more. as indicated by petitioners.
This nominal difference between duty
paid on imported coil and duty rebated
on exported pipes and tubes is collected
by the Ministry of Finance as a handling
charge for maintaining drawback
accounts.
Respondent's Co1J1.!Denta
Respondent's comment t: The
respondent argues that although the
verification report does not directly
disparage Yieb Hsing's actions or
methods, certain statements have
negative implications-specifically, that
the 1986 trial balance of the company
was not presented until the second to
the last day of the verification.
Respondent contends that the company
did not have audited 1988 financial
statements or audited quarterly
statements and that these statements
had not been requested by the
Department's verification workplan
presented to the respondent two days
before verification.
DOC position: The 1986 financial .
statements were requested by the
Department in its questionnaire. Since
such statements were not available, . .
only then did the Department resort to
the possible use of the trial balance as a
means to reconcile the data orovlded bv
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the respondent. Although the trial
balance was not specified by the
Department's verification workplan, this
workplan is provided by the Department
only as an aid to the respondenL The
workplan, as stated in its first
paragraph. does not limit the
Department's ability to verify only those
areas and to obtain only those
documents specifically requested. The
Department has the right to request any
documents and verify any areas which
may be needed for a satisfactory
completion of the verification.
·.A trial balance is a primary financial
document maintained in the ordinary
cotirse ofbusiness by a company, and
therefore, should have been readily
available. Since the trial balance is used
as a means to reconcile all the various
cost components, in the absence of an
audited financial statement it must be
an Integral part of the total verification.
Respondent's comment 2: The
respondent contends that the amount of
scrap sold by the company is an
adequate reflection of the amount of
scrap produced, and therefore the actual
output weight can be divided by the
yield to derive the actual input weight.
DOC position: The Department
disagrees. All scrap generated by the
process may not be retrieved and, if
retrieved. may not be sold. Therefore,
the input would be understated if only
the amount sold was added to the
output.
Respondent's comment 3: Respondent
contends that the methods used to
allocate materials, labor, and
overhead-namely, the theoretical
weights obtained from the sales records,
were the most appropriate bases of
allocation: and that theoretical weights
were verified by the Department during
the sales verification.
DOC position: Production costs for a
period of time should not be allocated
based on the weight of the products sold
during that time. Production during the
period of investigation would not be
equal to the sales since certain pipe sold
had been produced prior to such time
end other pipe produced was
inventoried during that period.
Additionally, the weights of the
various sizes of pipe, individually and In
total, used by the respondent for the
allocation of production costs, did not
reconcile to the total weights or the
various individual weights verified for
sales.
Respondent's comment 4: The
respondent contends that duties should
be included In material costs only to the
extent duties are paid. Since such duties
are rebated if such materials are used in
exoort. these amounts are c:ontinvf!nt
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liabilities and material costs should not
include the rebated duties.
DOC position: The· Act requires that
duties paid and rebated upon
exportation be added to the U.S. sales
prices. Section n2(d)(l)(B). To reflect a
commensurate amount of actual duties
in the "foreign market." the duties
rebated on materials were included as
material costs.
Respondent's comment 5: The
respondent argues that long-term
interest expense should be allocated to
product groups based on the value of the
fixed assets used for that group and then
allocated to the sales units based on
production.
DOC position: The Department
believes that expressing interest
expenses as a percentage of the cost of
goods is an appropriate method for the
allocation of such expenses. See Mirrors
in Stock Sheet and Lehr End Sizes from
Belgium (52 FR 3156). The interest ·
expense in incurred during a period of
time: if allocated based on quantities
produced and not on th.e goods sold,
total interest expense for this period
would not be captured since part of the
interest expense would be attributed to
those products which may have been
inventoried.
Respondent's comment 8: Respondent
contends that in the previous pipe and
tube investigation in 1985, the
Department accepted the methodology
used by the respondent ln computing the
·
cost of production.
DOC position: The Department did
not accept the respondent's
methodology of computing the cost of
production in the 1985 pipe and tube
investigation for the final determination;
In fact, in its final determination in the
1985 investigation, the Department used
the best information available (which
Included certain information contained
In the petition) and the respondent's
methodology was rejected.
Respondent's comment 7: Respondent
claims that the Department erred in its
preliminary determination by using an
incorrect conversion rate which had the
effect of overstating adjustmentit
relating to the sales prices and
understated the constructed value
calculations.
DOC position: We agree and have
used the correct conversion factor for
our final calculations.
Respondent's comment IJ: The
respondent states that the Departmenf
erred in the computation of the cost of
production for the preliminary
determination by using the average duty
drawback added to the raw material
costs rather then a weighted average
dutv drs11uhArlr
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DOC position: For the final
.
determination. the Department used the
percentage o~ duties on purchases ~f
raw materials. The average duty
·
drawback was used in the prP.liminary
determination because of the lack of
specific data.
Respondent's comment 9: Respondent
claims that the Department double- ·
counted the packing expenses in
computing the constructed value in the
preliminary determination, since the
cost of packing was included in the cost
of production.
DOC position: We agree that we
double-counted packing labor. Thia has
been corrected. We note. however, that
the Department had no basis to know
that the cost of packing materials was
included in the cost of production, since
this fact was not disclosed In the
submission.
Respondent's comment 10: The
respondent declares that it included the
costs of ocean freighL insurance,
brokerage. and banking charges in
selling, general and administrative
expenses in the submission. and that
these should be taken out, since the
Department compares ex-factory prices
to cost of production.
DOC position: Selling. general and
administrative expenses have been
adjusted in the final determination to
exclude ex-factory costs. Again. it was
not disclosed to DOC until verification
that these expenses were Included.
Respondents comment 11:
Respondent argues that Yieh Hsing'a
claim for duty drawback should be
accepted on those sales for which
drawback was applied but not yet
received based on a presumption of
regularity. Respondent refers to the
.
verification where it was demonstrated
that in other instances drawback was ·
routinely granted once an application
was filed. Respondent also claint5 that
Yeih Hsing·a drawback claim should be
accepted on those contracts where.
applications were not filed at the lime of
the verification. but, have since been
submitted to the Ministry of Finance for
payment.
DOC Position: Regarding the first
point raised by respondent, we agree
and have allowed the drawback claim
because the verification did not show
any instances where drawback ·
applicatioris had been denied. We
disagree, however, with resp<>ndent's
contention that drawback should be
granted on sales where appllcatlon1
were not filed until after verification.
We disallowed Yieh Hsing's drawback
claim on sales where drawback amount1
could not be verified through the
existence of a drawback application ·and
other relevant document1.
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Suspension of /iquidotion: In .
accordance with section 733(d) of the.
Act, we are directing the U.S. Customs
Service to continue to suspend ..
liquidation of all entries of light-walled ,
rectangular pipes and tubes from
Taiwan that are entered, or withJrawn
from warehouse, for consumption. on or
after March 17, 1987, the date of
publication of our notice of.preliminary
determination in the Federal Register.
The U.S. Customs Service shall continue
to require a cash deposit or the posting
of a bond equal to the estimated
weighted-average amounts by which the
foreign market value of the merchandise
subject to this investigation exceeds the
United States price as shown in the
table below. The cash deposit or
bonding rate established in the
preliminary determination shall remain
in effect with respect to entries or
withdrawal from warehouse made prior
to the date of publication of this notice
in the Federal Register. The suspension
of Liquidation will remain in effect until
further notice.

Yiell Hsing Ent-sir-. Co.• Lid. ....... -......................
Al Olllera---·-·••••HOH•OO•••••••••••••••••••••••••·-·--···-··--

17 211
17 211

ITC Notification
In accordance with section 735(d) of
the Act. we have notified the ITC ofour
determination. In addition. we are
making available to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relating to this
·
investigation. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged and buslneH
proprietary information in our files.
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclose such Information either
publicly or under administrative
protective order without the written
conllent of the Deputy Assistant
Secrr.tery for Import Administration.
The ITC will determine whether these
Imports materially inlure. or threaten
materiel injury to, a United Slates
Industry within 41' days of the
publication of this notice.
This determination fa published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19
u.s.c. 1673d(d)).
Dated: May Z8. 1987.
Paul Freedenbers.
Assistant Secretary for Trode Administration.
[FR Doc. 87-1:?407 Filed 5-2~7: 8:45 amt
lllUJNG COOi JS~
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LIST OF WITNESSES
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T[NlATIV[ CALENDAR or PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as ~itnesses at the United States
lntern;;tional Trade Comn.issior.'s hear-ing·
Subject

Certain Welded Carbon Steel
Pipes and Tu~es from Taiwan

lnv

731-TA-349 {Final)

No.

Datt· and t imr

Jun£•10

1987-9·3(:am

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in
the Heoirinc:; Roon· of the United State~ Internationol Trade: Commissior.
701 E Street. NW., in Washington.
Jn support of the imposition of antidumping duties
Schagrin Assoc iates--Counsel
Wash i ng tor, . [l C .
on behalf of
Mechanical Tube and Fence Post Divisions and Wt'sterr. Tube
and Conduit Corporation
Don Finn. Manager.
Hannibal lndustrie! (formerly

~aiser

Steel

Corporat10~)

Jerry Tippett, Vice President. Marketing

Roger B. Schagrin)__ OF COUNSEL
Paul W. Jameson )

Wright & Jones-~Couns~J
Wo.sl-.ingh)r.. D C.
or. be ho 1f of

Da~is.

CW

Le~.

Manager of the Export-Import DPpartment
David Simon-Of COUNSEL
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APPENDIX D
LIGHT-WALLED RECTANGULAR PIPES AND TUBES: CAPACITY, PRODUCTION,
SHIPMENTS, INVENTORIES, AND EMPLOYMENT, WEST COAST REGION, BY FIRMS
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Table D-1.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. production,
.capacity,. and capacity utilization, West Coast region, by firms, 1984-86,
January-March 1986, and January-March 1987
January-March-1986
1987

1984

1985

1986

.tons .
. do.
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do. ' / '
.do.
.do.
.do.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
69,842

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
70,135

***

***
74,434

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
20,184

.tons .
. do.
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
144,250

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
130,425

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
34,945

Item
Production:

***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·

.

Total.

***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
21,284

Capacity:

***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***.·
***·
***·
***·

Total.

...
...

,

..

Capacity utilization:
.percent .
***·
. do.
***·
.do.
***·
.do.
***·
.do.
***·
...
.do.
•'•
***·
.do.
***.·
.do.
***·
.do.
***·
Average.
.do.

***

***
***

***

***

140,960

***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

50

Source:
Compiled from data submitted
U.S. International Trade Commission.

***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
49

***

***
***
***
***
32,985
***

***
***

***
***

57

***
***
***
***

58

***
***
***
***
***
***

65

in response to questionnaires of the
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Table D-2.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
domestic shipments produced within the West Coast region, by destinations
and by firms, and total domestic shipments, 1984-86, January-March 1986, and
January-March 1987
(In tons)
Item

1984'

1985

1986

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
69,136

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
69,792

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

January-March-1986
1987

Produced in the West Coast
region and shipped
to destinations:
Within the region:

***· .
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
Subtotal.

.

.
.

.
.

.

Outside the region:

.
***·
***·
***·
***·
.
***·
***·
***·
***· .
***·
Subtotal.

.

;

.
.

***
***
***
***
***

0

***
***
***

0

***

0

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

0

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

0

Total domestic shipments:

***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
***·
Total.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

69,136

Source:
Compiled from data submitted
U.S. International Trade Commission.

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
69,792

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

in response to questionnaires of the
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Table D-3.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
inventories, West Coast region, by firms, 1984-86, January-March 1986,
January-March 1987
pn
Item

and

tons~

1984

1985

1986

JanuarI-March-1986
1987

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
7,152

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
8,058

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
9,377

End-of-period inventories:

***· ................... . . . . . .
***· ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
***· .........................
***· .........................
***· ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
***· .........................
***· ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.........................
***·
***· .........................
Total ........ ..
It

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

8,709

Source:
Compiled from data submitted
U.S. International Trade Commission.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

7,781

in response to questionnaires of the
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Table D-4.--Average number of production and related workers producing
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, hours worked, wages and total
compensation paid to such employees, West Coast region, by firms, 1984-86,
January-March 1986, and January-March 1987
Item

1984

1985

1986

January-March-1986
1987

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
*** 64

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
*** 96

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
*** 96

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***130

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***213

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Number of workers:

***· ...................... . ***
***· ...................... .
***· ...................... . ***
***
***· ..................... . ***
***· ...................... . ***
***· ...................... . ***
*""*· ..................... .
***· ...................... . ***
***
***· ...................... . ***
Total ................... .
60

Total hours worked:
***· ......... 1,000 hours .. .
***· ................ do ... .
***· ................ do ... .
***· ................ do ... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ................. do .... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ................ do .... ,
***· ................ do .... .
Total ............. do .... .

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***121

***

53

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
114
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***58
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Table D-4.--Average number of production and related workers producing
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, hours worked, wages and total
compensation paid to such employees, West Coast region, by firms, 1984-86,
January-March 1986, and January-March 1987--Continued
Item

1984

1985

1986

Total wages paid:
***· ....... l,000 dollars .. .
***· ................ do ... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ................ do ... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ................ do .... .
Total ............. do .... .

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
1,601

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
1,843

Total compensation paid:
***· ....... l,000 dollars ..
***· ................ do ... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ................ do .... .
***· ............... do .... .
***· ............... do .... .
***· ................ do .... .
Total....
. ...... do .... .

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
2,178

Source:
Compiled from data submitted
U.S. International Trade Commission.

***
***

***
***
1,152

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
1,481

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
2,465

January-March-1986
1987

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***424
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***574

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***507

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***691

in response to questionnaires of the
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APPENDIX E
LIGHT-WALLED RECTANGULAR PIPES AND TUBES: U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION
FROM TAIWAN AND SINGAPORE AND MARKET PENETRATION, BY REGIONS

f+-67

Table E-l.-liqht-111alled rectanqular pipes and tubes: U.S. imports for
consimiption 'from Tai111an and Sinqapore, by reqions, 1984-86, January-March
1986, and January4'1arch 1987

1984

Item

1985

1986

January-f1arch-l 986
1987

Quantity (tone)
From Tai111anInt~ West Coast reqion .... .
Into all other reqions .... .
Total. .................. .
From Sinqapore-Into Wist ~au&~ re~ion .... .
Into all other reqions .... .
Total .................... .
TotalInto West Coast reqion .... .
Into all other reqions .... .
Total ..................•.

7,180
2,795
9,975

2

2

4,457
965
5,422

247
2,737

2,761
2 628
5,408

2.,030
884
2,914

417
417

2,758
384
3,143

9,961
5,423
15,383

2,032
884
2,916

4,457
1,382
5,839

7,730
2,024
9,754

268

539
34
572

2,'\'10

8,269
2,058
10,326

137

406

Percent
From TaillldnInto West Coast reqion .... .
Into all other reqions .... .
Total ................... .
from Sinqapore-Into West Coast reqion .... .
Into all other reqions .... .
Total ................... .
TotalInto West Coast reqion .... .
Into all other reqions .... .
Total ................... .

79.2
20.8
100.0

66.3
33.7
100.0

72.0
28.0
100.0

100.0

82.2

100.0

17.8
100.0

94.2
5.9
100.0

91.0
9.0
100.0

51.4
48.6
100.0

69.7
30.3
100.0

100.0
100.0

80.1

87.8
12.2
100.0

64."8
35.2
100.0

69.7
30.3
100.0

76.3
23.7
100.0

19.9
100.0

Value (1,000 dollars, c.i.f ., duty-paid)
From TaillldnInto West Coast reqion .... .
Into all other reqions .... .
Total ................... .
From Sinqapore-Into West Coast reqion .... .
Into all other reqions .... .
Total ................... .
TotalInto West Coast reqion .... .
Into all other reqions .... .
Total ................... .

3,040
917
3,956

149
66
216

3,078
1 130
4,208

4

1,812
396
2,208

548
14
562

1,020

1,120

1,160
1 107
2,268

846
361
1,207

190
190

3,588
931
4,518

l,169
165
1,336

4,238
2,237
6,476

850
361
1,211

1,812
586
2,398

99

4

Percent
From Taiwan82.1
Into West Coast reqion.....
76.8
69.3
73.1
100.0
Into all other reqions. . . . . _ __,2::.::3:...:·=2_ _.:::3.=.0.:. 7"-----'2:.::6:.:.·.:..9
.
_ _ _ _ __ 17.9
Total....................
100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0
from SinqaporeInto West Coast reqion. ....
97.5
91.2
51.2
70.1
Into a 11 other reqions. . . . . ---"'2~.""'"5_ _-'-8_.8..___ _...;4;.;:8-'.-.:.8--=2..:..9.;....9'-----=l:.:::00~.O=Total....................
100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0
TotalInto West Coast reqion.....
79.4
87.6
65.5
70.2
75.6
Into all other reqiona ..... _ __,2:o.::0"".""6_ _~1=-2.:....4"-----=34'-'-'-. .=.5_-=2.:..9:...:.8=-----!:2;::.4.!.:.4::...
Total....................
100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0
Note.-8ecause of roundinq, fiqures may not add to the totals shown.
Source:

Comoiled fron1 official statistics of the U.S. Department of Con1nerce.
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Table E-2.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: Volume of imports from Taiwan and
Singapore and market penetration, by regions, 1984-86, January-March 1986, an
January-March 1987
Item
Total U.S. imports-From Taiwan ..................... tons ..
From Singapore .................. do ... .
Total ......................... do ... ~
Market penetration by imports-From Taiwan ................ percent ..
From Singapore ................ do ... .
Total ....................... do ... .
Within the West Coast region:
Imports from Taiwan ............. tons ..
Imports from Singapore .......... do ... .
Total ......................... do ... .
Market penetration by imports-From Taiwan ................ percent ..
From Singapore ................ do ... .
Total ....................... do ... .
Outside the West Coast region:
Imports from Taiwan ............. tons ..
Imports from Singapore .......... do ... .
Total ......................... do ... .
Market penetration by imports from-Taiwan ..................... percent ..
Singapore ..................... do ... .
Total ....................... do ... .

1984

1985

1986

January-March-1986
1987

9,754
572
10,326

406
2,737
3,142

9,975
5,408
15,383

2
2,914
2,916

3.3
0.2
3.5

0.1

3.4

y

1.0
1.1

1.8

5.2

3.5
3.5

539
8,269

268
2,490
2,758

7,180
2,781
9,961

2
2,030
2,032

6.5
0.5
6.9

0.2
2.0
2.2

6.2
2.4
8.6

y

15.3

6.4
6.4

15.3

2,024
34
2,058

137
247
384

2,795
2,628
5,423

884
884

96!
417
1,382

1.2

1/

0.1
0.2

1. 5
1.5

1. 2

0.3

3.0

1. 7
1. 7

2.1
0.9
3.0

7, 730

5,422
417
5,839
7.2
0.6
7.7
4,457
4,457

y Less than 0.05 percent.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce (imports
and from data obtained in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trad
Commission.
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Table E-3.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: Value!/ of imports from Taiwan
and Singapore. and market penetration, by regions, 1984-86, January-March 1986, an
January-March 1987
Item
Total U.S. imports-From Taiwan ............ 1,000 dollars ..
From Singapore .................. do ... .
Total ......................... do ... .
Market penetration by imports-From Taiwan ................ percent ..
From Singapore ................ do ... .
Total ....................... do ... .
Within the West Coast region:
Imports from Taiwan .... 1,000 dollars ..
Imports from Singapore .......... do ... .
Total ......................... do ... .
Market penetration by imports-From Taiwan ................ percent ..
From Singapore ................ do ... .
Total ....................... do ... .
)Outside the West Coast region:
' Imports from Taiwan .... 1,000 dollars ..
Imports from Singapore .......... do ... .
Total ......................... do ... .
Market penetration by imports from-Taiwan ........................ percent ..
Singapore ....................... do ... .
Total ......................... do ... .

1984

1985

1986

January-March-1986
1987

3,956
562
4,518

216
1,120
1,336

4,208
2,268
6,476

1,207
1,211

2.4
0.3
2.7

0.1
0.7
0.8

2.8

y

1. 5

4.3

2.9
2.9

5.5
0.5
6.0

3,040
548
3,588

149
1,021
1,170

3,078
1,160
4,238

4

1,812

846
850

1,812

4.9
0.9
5.7

0.2

5.9
2.2
8.1

y

12.3

1. 6
1.8

5.9
5.9

12.3

917
14
931

66
99
165

1,130
1,107
2,237

361
361

0.9
2/
0.9

0.1
0.1
0.2

1.1
1.1
2.2

1. 3
l. 3

4

2,208
190
2,398

396
190
586
1.5

0.7
2.2

!/Values are c.i.f., duty-paid.
~/ Less than 0.05 percent.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source:
Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce (imports
and from data obtained in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trad
Commission.

